
w Pressure Tires on airpla]
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IS A CO-AE-CO USER

LOCKHEED- STRONG, SURE .

y^KAlTY with lAckhcccI is only skin d<H*p! RHaind Ihal

postn-ssiia^ Ihr laniinatanj eiialairuncv aaf (he eacrlostiiig

And I^H*k(u*cd $aina much uf ils Irciiiciidaaiis slmiRih frum

preebion rcquireraeiits of (he IjH'khced Aircraft Company!

inRraiiicd strcnplh of tlae furcsis. An pscliisiveCka-Vc-Co [arta-

steuiaiiaig process to Buflcn (ho wcaiad and e^paaul utid burst

structure uaid strenytli. The flail strength of the faarest b
always retained.

As aai aircraft manufacturer ur aarcraft ciipinoer you should
be fully acquainted with thcfcataircsofCo-Vc-CoForlOrfurd

will briaia full tcchiiical data, aital suniplcs. Vl'rite,

MOIIT OltFOIID CLO.\il PUODITCTS CO>ll>.\.\Y
•Sltarailiflelil, tireiloii

>A.\T Ok lit s«s:lu i?cc.
AVarrAern f'aUfornIa

I. B. AIAIIIS I'AMtl. «'».

7ti.A :<rd Klroet
Ktan Frnneisco
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Offers the Utmost
in Air Travel

rrhaps it's a weelt-enH pleasure jaunt-

beforc lunch

HESS-WARDIORi
AIRCOAFT ENGINE

'

Write (or information on either

the two or three-place “ARGO.”

ALLIANCE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,
cSlliance.O.

demands your presence. For either the Hess “Warrior”

potvered Argo offers the utmost in speedy, dependable

transportation.

Small enough to be fast—large enough

to carry two in comfort the Argo has made a great

name for itself in the small plane field. The appoint-

ments are such as you would expect to find in a plane

,

much higher in price. You can cruise at 100

miles per hour or if time is pressing 25 more

The Argo is powered by our

o«n Hess “Warrior” engine. Both engine

and plane bear the Dept, of Commerce Certi-

ficate. A seven cylinder, radial, air-cooled

engine the Hess "Warrior" develops 115 h.p.

at 1925 r.p-m.
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Nearly a Mile of Bounding Jolts

of Constant Tire Strain . .

.

AND THEN OFF TO HAWAII AUSTRALIA!

ON May 31sl, 1928, almost 16.000 pounds

of plane and load f-alhered momen-
tum on liie runsvay of the Oakland Airport.

Four thousand seven hundred feel to the

take-off— nearly a mile of bounding jolts

and constant tire strain— hut at last up and

away on a flight that electrified the world!

A safe landing in Hawaii — and thru to

Barking Sands Field.

From here Silverlowna earned

the “Soolhcrn Cross” a half milo

through yieliling sanri lo another

successful lake-ol)'.

Trees htid 10 be felled bv na-

livea in Suva lo make room for

a landing. And on this impro-

vised field the “Southern Cross”

Then again by thrilling hops

to Sidney, Australia, the final

goal of this astounding lliglit

was reaehed, in eiphly-two mid

one half flying hours!

A significant reeord for Fokker
monoplanes! A signilli anl reeord

for Goodrich Split-Second Silver-

imrn .Ji>7>/nne Tires!

The B. F. Goodrich K.ibher

Co., Established 1870, Akron,

Ohio. Paeific Goodrich Rubber
Co.. Los Angeles, Calif. In

Canada: Canadian Goodrich Co.,

Kitchener. Ontario.

Goodrich Rubber for
. _ elriutiou

CANS OF INSURANCE

ACAN of-TP-Aero Motor
. Lubricating Oil contains

the best insurance against the

many kinds of engine trouble

caused by faulty lubrication. This

insurance makes flying safer.

-TP- Oils are new— the latest

development in scientific lubrica-

tion. They have been tested and
approved by leading manufactur-

ers of airplane engines and by
many leading pilots. They are

straight-run oils, not blended or

compounded, produced from
pure, paraffine-base crude by

a process for which patents are

vantages over other methods. It

removes all the paraffine wax,
white preserving all the lubricat-

ing bodies in the crude. EUmina-
tion of the wax is responsible for

In terms of performance this

means uniform viscosity at all

carbon deposit and ignition

trouble from fouled spark plugs,

easy cold priming, immediate oil

pressure, perfect lubrication

winter and summer, on the
ground or at high altitudes-

a

maximum of safe flying hours.

:ess has marked ad-

A handsome, practical Pilot’s

Log Book sent free on request.

TEXAS PACIFIC COAL AND OIL COMPANY
FORT WORTH, TEXAS

New York Sc. Louis Los Angeles

-TP- Aero
Valve Spring
Lubricant

Also

-TP- Aero
Rocker Arm

M®ro^_Lll!JiiDOTfllS!lOlllL
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Taking the "guess-work”

out of Air Transportation . .

.

Hnw I'ar ilu.> Ihr Morm urea .xK-tiiir flou

liipli ia lilt' 'rcilinf!" al ih*- airport? lie.- lh«-

pro]>er rtmrar l>ocn followed through darkness

and fofc? No longrr need ^'olJ^ pilota |£U^'a^ «t

the anawors lo sui'h vital ijiiesliims— with Wfsl-

rrn Klmrie Aviation (ioiniminU-atioti <-(|iiijniic!nt

K<>r pU'kirift up Government ^vcuOter reporta-

rudic> l)ea<*c)ii ai<:nals anil other hroadeast informa-

tion there is the laiiifr \S’ave Rodin Uei eiver for

Tlie Western Eleeirir t«o-»ay radio leieplione

svstem permits llie dispateher at the airport to

talk at will «ith pilots in flight, advising them

and receiving eonstaiit re|)ort‘ of their prngre-s.

Uoth sistems are light, rompael. stunly and

i-asy to operate. Your gtiaranlee of utmost de-

peiidobility is that they are made by Western
Kleetrie-— makers of the nation's tolejjhoiics.

Pilots whose planes arc Western Elcctrir

I'lliiipped knou' what conilitioos lie before them.

They selec^t their eourse, altitude and landing field

aerordiitgli', greallv rediieing the ehanees of dclax

ami foreed landings.

Sueli effii'ieiit transportation—whether of j*as-

'Oitgers. mail or express—builds pnblie eonfidenee

and good will.

For booklets containing full information address

Western Electric Cn,. Dept. 2.U A. lO.'i Broadway,

New- York, N. Y.

Western Electric
Mamifacturers. . Purchasers Yiistributors
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«N (be wooden forms of ibcee upright eilizcii-

are draped several different flying suits. One is

a Spalding Suit. The others arc of dilferem makes,

elaimed lo be -‘just as good as aSpalding, but cheaper.”

Even a keen eye might not detect much tliffei

in suits grounded in a store window. Rut wail 'til vou
gel them up in the air.

When the lemperattire nose dives, and the icy blasts

swirl around the wind sltield. and a juicy cloud

bank swaslies the cockpit— it is then, gentlemen,

that a Spalding Suit is seen, or /e/t. at its thorough-

bred best ! Because . .

.

Spalding Suits are not designed by tailors who've
taken a correspondence eourse in aviation— but bi

fliers who’ve jockeyed full many a wintry cloud. Out
of their numbing experiences have emerged suits

that keep you dry — and icarm ... suits that fully

protect, without being clumsy !

. . . but wait ’til

you get them
up in the air,

hoys!

One such suit is the Spalding one-piece, slip.oji

suit, illnsiratc'd on the left figure above. An outer

•shell of waterproof Bedford cloth sheds water like

a spaniel. An inner layer of soft wool fleece buffets

off any penetrating wind. The large electrified lamb
fur collar warmly cozies your neck and ears. And
five bookless fasteners permit donning, and doffing

in a jiffy. Good for many years of constant service

priced fairly at $65.

Spalding has, of course, a complete stock of flying

ei[uipraent. It is carried by all Spalding stores, and
at many of the leading fields. Get the free catalog.

•AVIATION EyriPMENT
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POWER POWER POWER

CUT ANY ENGINE ON A FORD PLANE
AND YOU STILL HAVE PLENTY OF POWER

Pilots undergoing training on Ford Tri-mocors at the Ford Airport at

£>earborn soon learn what it means to have a plane that will carry on
with a dead engine.

For their course includes the cutting of any engine, by the chief pilot,

in a steep climb, in a sharply banked turn. They learn from actual experi-

ence that there is no time when a Ford plane can't be brought to

horizontal flight when an engine suddenly dies.

Another thing about this power- With three engines working the power

load with the 5-AT is 10.6 pounds. There's the power to pull you out of

a small field— to climb quickly over obstructions. It helps the pilot out

of those slight mistakes in judgment where only a world of power will

carry the plane through safely. Even with only two engines you have

more power for your load than many a plane possesses. 'The power load

then is only 15-9. Still plenty of margin, plenty of reserve.

More than half the accidents in commercial aviation, according to the

Department of Commerce, are attributable to the pilot. But how often

is the real reason the fact the plane wouldn't come through as the pilot

expected, because the sheer, brute power he needed wasn't available?

In the Ford Tri-motor there's all the power you need or want. Even

with one engine dead. Safe flying starts with power—dependable, unin-

terrupted power and plenty of it. The Stout Metal Airplane Company,
Division of Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan.

FORD TRI-MOTOR
5-AT

Span-nSt. loins. Maxi,mm speed. 13}

M.P.H. Maximum radius of action

(_standard eijiiipped)
^

to 6 hours. Ctil-

ing. 18.000//. Weipfil imptp, 7500 It’s.

Disposable toad. 6000 tbs. Power load.

3 eniines, 10.6 lbs. per H.P.; 1 engines.

15.9. Cabin accommodates 24 passen-

gers, pilot and mechanic. Conssruction:

ALL-MBTAL throughout, exposed surfaces

AtcUd alloy. Power: 3 Pratt & Whitney

Wasps, totaling 1x75 H.P. Price, com-

plete Kith standard equipment including

Dearborn, $55,000. (Prices and speci-

fications subject to change without notice .)

KINDER AIRFIAIEIE AND MOTCR CCRP.
CltWEAU. CASH.

5 CYLINDER - 100 HORSEPOWER



^^HIS Rcfaccr was designed, built and priced for universal use

—

bring an electric refacer within the reach of every airport

no matter how small.

It has two-motor drive and is equipped with very accurate collet
which will readily hold all aviation engine valves within its

capacity.

Rcfacer comes equipped with Diamond Dressing Attachment for
grinding wheel, combined with a “V” Block for squaring off ends
of valve stems; also, a Valve Seat Reamer Grinding Attachment.

Extra attachments can be supplied at small cost.

The BLACK tif DECKER MFG. CO.
TOWSON. MD., U. S. A-

AVIATION 9
October 19. 1929

Grass engineers ate at last able to cell you the result of long months

of effort to improve the Gruss Air Strut. It seemed an impossible task

CO better this ait strut, already the strongest, most efficient type of

shock absorber available for aircraft. However, because of the new
patented features incorporated in the improved shock absorbers, they

promise to surpass the sterling performance of the hundreds of Gruss

Air Struts now in use on leading makes of aircraft.

Lighter—The new "B" series Gruss Ait Strut is much lighter. Some
units weigh only two-thirds as much as before. This has been accom-

plished by better design and by elimination of parts, without any sac-

rifice of the tugged strength of the shock absorber.

More Reliable—Naturally these improvements together with the mod-
ern precision methods now in use in the new Gruss faaory have resulted

in greater over-all efficiency of the shock absorber as a whole. It takes

up more of the landing shock and checks more of the rebound. An
automatic packing take-up and positive oil return absolutely eliml-

late leakage and the necessity of adjustment. Maintenance accent.'

-equired has been minimized to merely an occasional inspection.

Air Strut. Our engineering department will gladly work
with you CO adapt these struts to your planes.

GRUSS AIR STRUT.
iii,if.itlurtJ by GRUSS



A Statement of Fact

to the Aviation Industry
- *

\The high staiidaitt-of.airplane instrument excellence which Consolidated, years

ag^sei for itself involves’ a lesponsibility to the aviation industry of which we
are e^tt^tumlfol. Cl For the better fulfillment of that obligation, we recently

merged oufMiuuHi&cturing facilities with J«lien'P.--Frie2 and Sons, Inc., the

Aircraft Control Corp., and the Molded Insulation Co. TEte extensive research,

testing, and construction'^Ejt of these manufacturing divisions consocuce. our

assurance to the industry that"Coi^l$4s^^^‘tlways will be capable of fuinishingN

plane and pilot with the acciifstfr essential in meeting^

new operating conditions. OWith pledge in mind, it is sigiiHicant' that

thus far this year the Unitec^ States gSvernment has already contracted for

H with consolidated Instrument Co. of America,

nal significance, production figures show

ting to the skies, seven are completely or

^ted instruments. Cl These facts justify

Vinstrumenrs are manufactured in modern

Bscruction is the watchword and accurate

Bad they support our pledge that Consoli-

r.^J'fiontinue giving that high degree of uni-

» servic&^which has long made them the

$300,000 worth of instrum(

Inc., and its subsidiaries. Ai

that of every ten new airj

partly equipped with C<

our stating that Consolj

plants where precisiol

performance the goi

dated
'

format
steady nerves ofthe plat

lATED
IKSTRVfieNTS

BOEING’S
LATEST ACHIEVEMENT



The Goodyear Zeppelin Corporation who are manulacliiring both non-

rigid and rigid Airships use Heywood Starters on their romplete fleet

of dirigibles.

The world famous Goodyear organization selected the Heywood Starter

for its fleet because of its proven reliability, eflicient operation and

simplicity in design.

Heywood Starters are made for all types of aeroplane engines. The new
and ligjiter Heywood Starter is more and more being adopted by the

leading aeroplane manufactiirers as well as by individual owners

througliout America.

This starting unit is compact. light and composed of few parl.s. -Ml

parts are sturdy and simple.

Write today for romplete information.

SKY SPKCIALTIES CORPORATION
Hnri Ave.. nclroii. Midi.

HEYWOOD
STAKTEK

BENDIX wheels and brakes
a feature of the New Bellanca Pacemaker

assure positive

ground control

BENDIX BRAKES have been adopted by—

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
{Division of Bendix Aviotion Corporation)

BENDIX0 BRAKES
FOR SAFETY
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Command-Aire Model 5-C-3 Pim ered ,dlh Il'right J-6 Fite. Molar

cily o

Chicago recently, and the plane was landcil safely

in a wallcd-in. unlighled brick yard. williuuL

scratching a wing or injuring cither passenger,

it only proved again that Stall Speed Control is

Command-Airc'a Birthright.

In winning and holding ihe confidence

of more and more pilots

and owners each month.

lybticmimsi

nand-Aire factory test

flights then, wherein thepilot

leaves the cockpit and rides

the fuselage while the plane

continues steadily on its way,

are not spectacular stunts,

but an unchallenged demon-
land-Aire virtually flies itself.

atctiiess STAlill.m'. Command-Aire

cess rigidity in wing construction,

t of ailerons, and the well-grttomed

finish of a smart yacht —
all correctly engineered
into a finished ship distin-

guished bysleek, flowing lines,

ample power—and command-
ing the unstinted enthusiasm

of everyone who flies it. Shall

we send you all the facts

attractively illustrated? Just

write Cojuiand-Aire, Incor-

porated, Z.ttt/ef?orA:..4 rkotLsas.

COMMAND-AIQt
Genera\l Distributors: CURTISS FLYING SFRVICE. Inc., 27 West 57lh St.. New York City

AVI.ATIOX

~Perfect XubricatiofL
THE

Axelson
E n gi n e

Positive

The liihriculing oil passes from the supply tank

through the pressure pump, on the rear of the en-

gine. entering the hollow crankshaft. The passiigcs

for the oil are integral with the crankcase, The oil

leaves the crankshaft at the front main bearing, pass-

ing through the pressure relief valve, which is built

into the front crankcase section. From the relief

valve, the oil enters the oil sump, where it is passed

through a double mesh oil screen. It then leaves the

oil sump via a .short external line of ample diameter

—

the only external line of the entire system—passing

through the scavenging pump into the oil cooler.

The temperature of the oil is there modified to the

best operating point, the excess heat

being transmitted to the intake mix-

ture. The scavenging pump adjoins

the oil cooler and is connected directly

thereto without any piping. The cycle

is completed by a rnnneclion from the

1 cooler hark to the supply tank. In

Idition to the (nml oil breather, there are

1-0 breathers located in the central crank-

ise section, thus assuring proper erankease

‘nlilatinu. Provision is made in the nil

imp for inserting a thermometer.

This positive system of lubrication

of the main hearings is based on the

approved principle and assures

uniform disirihution of the oil at all

.Axelson Aircraft Engine Co.
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CURTISS FLYIIVC SERVICE
“ft'orld'a Oldest Flyivg Or^finizotion”
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upremely safe
— pilots in 16 different countries say this of the Avian

OILT 8 cimcs strong enough to

resist the strain of normal flying

, , . equipped with the most recent of

safety developments . . . tested for its

power and dependability on many a

world's record flight!

Du tconvince yoursclfoftheAvian's

outstanding air-worthiness. Hop in-

to its comforcabic cockpit and give it

the gun. You'll take-off in a few

yards and zoom right up into the

blue. Then point toward the distant

horizon and wing for it! . . . that

tireless, air-coolcd Cirrus motor pur-

ring out the miles hy minutes tells its

own story of reliability.

Now bank . . . now barrel-roll . . .

now climb into a loop, then stall . .

.

Have no fear of the dread spin, for

those Handley-Page wing slot.s sta-

bilize the plane in half a turn.

Your port is any fair-sized clearing,

for the Avian sets down on its shock-

absorbing split-axic undercarriage at

}5 m. p.h.

With the price only $4995 flyaway

or f.o.b. Bridgeport, and with a gal-

lon of gas yielding zo miles of travel,

any man of moderate means can af-

ford to fly an Avian. For detailed

information write to the Whiitelscy

Mfg. Co-, Bridgeport, Conn.

To Dealers and Distributors

When you fly or sell the Whittelsey

Avian you have something to calk

about. Noochcrlightpianchassuch
a record of performance ... or the

equipment. National distribution of

the Whittelsey Avian is being com-
pleted in the leading aviation centers

of the country. Dealers and distribu-

tors are still being appointed- Write

for further information concerning

our sales plan. Wc will gladly send

you the detailed story of the plane

itself. The Whittelsey Manufactur-

ing Compatu', zzj Howard Ave.,

Bridgeport, donnecticut.

WHITTELSEY AVIAN
THE OUTSTANDING SPORT AND TRAINING PLANE OF THE WORLD

THE OLDEST AMERICAN AERONAUTICAL MAGAZINE
L PUBUCATtOH .

EDWARD P. WARNER, Editor

. . . October 19, 1929 . . .

Over-Production

The builders of aircraft lacc a new problem.

For the first time since they began to be liberally

linancetl and to (iroduce aiqilancs in substantial quan-

tities to meet the -stearly deiiiand of a commercial market,

maladjustment iietwcen prodtiction and sales has liccome

the cause of serious concern. For the first time, they

arc in imminent dang;cr of fiiuling themselves with large

mimhers of unsaicahle machines on their Iiands.

There is nothing to be gained by evading that fact.

Over-optimism is a tiefinile iiulustrial danger, as the

automobile industry, and many others with it, learned

to their sorrow in 1920 ami 1921. It would he futile

to tlisguise from ourselves that the estimates of 1929

aircraft production made at tiie beginning of the year,

and used as the basis for plans for plant expansion and

for employment of personnel, were in most cases far

above the reality. Production .schedules have ha<I to be

hurriedly reduced in some instances. Manufacturing

companies confront the future with full confidence in

the ultimate greatness of the airiilane industry, but with

uncertainty about the immediate rate of growlh.

We have had the same lesson that the makers of auto-

moliilcs had to receive, the same that' comes sooner or

later to almost every industry making a complex and

somewlial expensive product for an exceedingly varietl

market,—the lesson that the product docs not aiilomati-

cally dispose of itself, converted into cash, as soon as the

plaint is dry. Every such indtistry seemingly must learn

for itself that over-production is a |iraclical possibility,

not merely an economic shibboleth. The aeroiumtical

world will be fortunate if it learns that fact, and learns

it thoroughly, at an early stage of its history, before

(iroduction of standaril models has acquired great

momentum and before the sums of capital actually tic<I

up in fixed plant have attained enormous proportions.

If the dangers of excess jiroduction be firmly fixed in

mind, two policies will be adopted- First, production

schedules will be kept flexible to the limit of 'possibility,

775

the throttle on the factory ready to lie pushed wider open

or eased back at the slightest change in the reading of

the liarometcr that forecasts consumption. Second, mar-

ket analysis will be begun anti continued with an un-

precedented iiitcnsitv-

Aviation ncetls intelligently directed sales effort, and

lots of it. The potential market for aircraft woulil con-

sume many times the present production if it ctiuld be

completely exploited, but liefore the market can he iu-

telligciitly attacked it nuist be defined. Motor boats

cannot be sold in the middle of a desert, nor electric fans

in Greenland- Airiilanes are of many tyjies. For each

type there i.s a definite limit upon the number of pos.silile

purchasers, able at once to tifford such a machine and to

make profitable u.se of it after buying. We have to

ilctermine the (ircscnt level of those limits. When the

market has been studied and classified in every refine-

ment Ilf detail, with the availability of each large group

of prospects seiiaratcly estimated, wc shall be iii a |rasi-

tinn to estimate next year's production and that of 1931

with sonie hope of approximating the truth, ami so to

lay out production schedules guarding against either

excess or deficiency. We cannot do it by pulling in-

spired figures down out of the roseate sky of our own
lio|ies, nor by the simple and cheery assumption that,

merely because prcxluction lias increased at an almo.st

constant rate from 1925 to 1928. it will continue to

progress along the same smooth unbroken curve in the

S AFETY IN AVIATION is the resultant of three

factors; the man. the machine, and the coudition.s

umler which they ojicrate- The De|artmeiit of Com-
merce has done much, and is constantly doing its best,

to insure and improve the tpiality of airplanes, jiowcr

plants, pilots and mechanics. No one is doing anything

except iiva vefy few communities, exceptionally enlight
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ened or faced with an exceptionally serious local prob-

lem, to protect the public against the deliberate use o£

dangerously inadequate ground facilities.

No one can survey "aerial service" and "joy ride"

operations without alarm at the quality of the helds upon

which some of them are lased. It constitutes a menace

and a scandal. Passengers are being carried every day

out of fields that could not get the 1)4 rating, the low-

est that the Department of Commerce offers- They

could not come anywhere near it. They could not get

an F13, if there were any such thing. That many such

fields continue to be used for a considerable period with-

out serious mishap is a great testimonial to the skill of

the pilots, but it does not excuse the taking of the chance.

We must stamp out the idea that any vacant lot may be

an "airport.” We must stamp out commercial operations

from that kind of field.

Easily said, hut how shall we do it? There are

at least four ways of varying degrees of desiraltility

and practicability- Number one calls for the amend-

ment of the constitution of the United States to give

the Department of Commerce full and explicit power

to control intrastate aeronautical activities, as well as

those of interstate commerce. That may be dismissed

without further comment. Number two adopts the course

already followed in Chicago, providing for the licen.sing

of all flying fields by some local authority and prohibit-

ing the use of any not so licensed. A plan capable of

having excellent results, so long as the local Itoard re-

mains intelligent and aeronantically e.xpert. Unhappily,

it is impossible to expect that men of the caliber of tho.se

who make up the Chicago Air Board will Ise willing to

continue indefinitely the gratuitous performance of a

rather burdensome service. They will withdraw, and in

their place are likely to come political ajjpointees of lim-

ited knowledge. None the le.ss. state or municipal licens-

ing is infinitely better than no control at all.

The third possibility is better yet. It leaves enforce-

ment with local authority, technical discrimination with

the technically competent personnel in Washington. It

calls simply for the enactment by each state legislature of

a law prohibiting the commercial use of any field not

rated at least D4 by the Department of Commerce or the

carriage of passengers off from any Ijelow C3 standard.

That would he the ideal, if forty-eight legislatures could

all be brought to surrender their blessed conceptions of

their sanctified states' right to make their own rules in

their own way. Past experience with the effort to secure

universal acceptance of Federal licensing of aircraft is

not encouraging. There remains the fourth alternative.

The Department of Commerce can reach out and take

the authority to control airports. They can do indirectly

what they are forbidden to do directly. The Department

may not forbid the operation of unsafe fields. That

would exceed its constitutional powers. Tt can, how-

ever. forbid any licensed pilot to carry passengers out of

an unlicensed field, or one with a rating not high enough
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to be safe with the particular type of machine that he

proposes to use. The Department can ilo that, and unless

state legislative bodies show within the next six months
a more intellig;ent interest in the subject than most of

them have so far displayed, we wholeheartedly hope that

the Department will.

//

The Air Tour^s Service to Aviation

E ntering upon its fifth annual performance,

the National Air Tour remains faithful to its orig-

inal purixjsc. Leaving aside the goveniment-o]>erated air

mail anti a few sporadic and usually short-liveti private

activities, the inauguration of the Tours preccdetl the ex-

istence of commercial aviation in the Unitetl States. The
American people were ignorant of aviation and its non-

military possibilities. Few of them were conscious of the

Air Mail's scope, or had any clear idea of what sort of a

record it was making. The National Air Tour in compe-

tition for the Etisel Ford Trophy, like the Glidden Tour
upon the highway twenty years before, was designetl to

furnish dramatic evidence of the reliability of a new

vehicle. It was to bring visible proof, to all who would

take the trouble to go to the flying field and see for

themselves, that airplanes could start on schedule and

arrive on time, and they could do it not only now and

then, by colossal special effort. Init as a matter of daily

routine. The object of improving the breed of airplanes

The central aim remains unchanged. Four years have

seen enormous progress in the aircraft industry and in

aircraft operation, but travelers by air still constitute but

a small part of the population. The Air Tour is still

needed as a reminder, especially in districts served by no

regular air transport line, of the essential reliability of

good airplanes manned by good pilots. The record of the

first four ycar.s has exceeded the fondest hopes of the

original promoters. Their contribution to the develop-

ment of American air-mindctincss and to the prosperity

of the American aircraft industry can hardly he over-

There has lieen, and will be, strong temptation to in-

crease the severity of the test very rapidly with the

deliberate object of showing up minor defects in design

and construction of the competing planes. Any such

tendency should be resisted. The National Air Tour
should not be planned, as automobile and motorcycle

reliability runs frequently are, to break up or weed out all

vehicles except the most rugged.

Information concerning the limits of the capacity of

airplanes to stand abuse is very useful to their designers,

but it can be secured in some other way. The Air Tour
is for reliability and safety under reasonable conditions.

Whatever modifications may be made in the conditions,

or in the formula for finding the winners, those factors

tiiusi be kept to the fore.
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The Air Tour furnishes annual proof that safety and

reliability, with the hippodrome element left out, still in-

terest a crowd. The Tour needs no stunting exhibitions

to help it along. If anyone doubts that perfectly straight

flying, in sufficient quantity, can still be thrilling, let him

reflect to his profit upon the fact that something like a

couple of hundred thousand people are visiting the air-

ports of thirty cities in these two weeks to see forty

standard commercial airplanes arrive and depart. That

fact carries its own lesson.

//

A Separate Corner for the Student

The DEMAND for good commercial aviators has

increased so fast that training .schools cannot keep

pace with it. At the same time there is a tremendous

increase in private students. Until a year or so ago the

army and navy schools, especially Brooks and Kelly

fields at San Antonio, were the principal source of

supply for transport pilots. Now the military schools

cannot meet the demand, and the War Department has

had to take steps to prevent the graduates of Kelly Field

from resigning from the service immediately to enter

commercial employment.

The natural result has been an increase in commercial

schools. On September IS there were 409 commercial

flying schools in the United States listed by the

Department of Commerce. They have been growing up

practically overnight in all parts of the country with

such rapidity that the department field inspectors, of

whom there are only five, have not yet been able to deal

with all the applications for rating and approval.

Most of the new schools are using fields already in

operation, so student training goes on coincidentally with

other flying activities. This is permitted, although it is

generally acknowledged to be dubious practice. For the

present, at least, it is a matter of expediency.

Under the present Commerce Department regulations

all-purpose fields are not approved for training unless

all parts of the field arc available for taking off and

landing. If only runways are used, other flying must be

suspended during instruction periods.

This is a step in the right direction, of course, but we
believe it will be only a matter of time when all student

flying is segregated. Not only that, but training fields

should be well removed from centers of population and
ail other flying fields.

Without imposing too much hardship on the schools

now in operation, the Department of Commerce ought
gradually to tighten its requirements as applied to train-

ing fields where there is any large amount of other flying,

not only for the sake of the other flyers, but for the
students themselves. Learning to fly on some fields

wc have seen is not unlike trying to learn to drive an
automobile on Broadway.
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Noise Abatement

CONSPICUOUS among the incompletely solved

problems which lurk on the horizon of the airplane

designer, dim specters to bring occasional disturbance to

his thoughts, is the reduction of the volume and the im-

provement of the quality of the sound which pours forth

from a machine in flight. Noise in the airplane has not

been so crucial an issue that the serviceability of the

machine absolutely depended upon its control. Other

matters have seemed of more immediate urgency, and

that one as a rule has been put aside for consideration in

some hour of leisure when more pressing problems

should have been disposed of. There has, to be sure,

been decided improvement in silencing in some cases,

especially in large transports, but if has been the result

of minor and more less obvjous modification in design

rather than of such thoroughgoing and fundamental

analysis as has been devoted, for example, to developing

blind flying possibilities.

The subject is one that will not stand neglect It

should command the active attention of the best brains

of the aviation industry. It should be the subject of

intelligent basic research. It is by no means beneath the

notice of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics, and should find a place among the studies under-

taken by that body, many of them already completed

with such distinguished success, in its laboratories at

Langley Field. The matter assumes increased im-

portance with the recent arousing of the public conscience

to demand the reduction of miscellaneous noise in the

great cities as an intolerable social nuisance and a menace
to health and happiness. Already the newspapers that

have taken the lead in the anti-noise campaign are train-

ing their guns upon the airplane as one of the offenders

against peace and quiet needing to be brought under
control.

The dilemma has two aspects. It is not enough to

cater to the comfort of the passengers inside the cabin by
insulating them from the sound. It is not enough to cut
down the volume of noise reaching the ears of those

dwelling upon the ground. Of the two, the first is the
more important, but both are serious problems, and both
demand attention- They are coincidental only to a
limited extent. Noises may be disagreeable without

being penetrating, and vice versa. There have been cases

of aircraft, especially those with propellers running at

very high tip speed, which produced very different

effects upon the ears of the passengers and those of
listeners upon the ground. We must bear in mind the

feelings both of travelers by air and of those upon the

surface. We are optimistic enough to believe that in-

tensive research will remove any ground for serious
complaint by either group. In the meantime, pilots must
recognize their responsibility to protect aviation against

a black eye by keeping a very good altitude, as good as
the weather permits, above all residential districts.
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Private Pilots By Earl D. Osborn

AND THEIR PROBLEMS

O p ALL tlie uncertain fields in an uncertain

industry, that of the private anti plane owner is

the most in doubt. We can see maps showing airlines,

air mail and passenger lines and we can get figures

on the amount of traffic, but try to find out how many
private owners there are who fly purely for pleasure

and there will be another story, or rather lack of story.

Data is available as to the companies and individuals

who own planes and have professional pilots to fly

them, but little is known of the private owner who flies

his own plane. Yet it is this class who will bring up
aircraft sales to the point of real production. Any
vehicle which must be handled by a professional, such

as a locomotive, bus or steantship, is comparatively

limited in its production. In the early days of the

automobile there were proportionally many more
chauffeurs than there are now, and mass production

did not start until automobiles were taken up by the

private owner and driver. The same will hold true

of the airplane.

What then are the prospects for the development

of private flying? This subject has been discussed

many times without any conclusions being reached.

The writer, who is not a professional pilot, has ownetl

during the past seven years, two flying boats and n

land plane. He still doe.s not feel competent to decide

the question, and can only add a few random thoughts.

In the first place, a lot of sport can be had out of

flying for pleasure. Although the element of compe-
tition is lacking, flj’ing is enough of a game to keep

one intere.sted. It requires skill to make a turn well,

and it requires skill to lar.d a plane gently and in the

exact place that one wishes to land. By instrument

and by feel one knows if one is flying well and it is

very easy to tell the differ-

ence between a good and a

bad landing. It is surprising

to find how much better one

flies on certain days than on

others. Then there is the

weather ques'ion. Conditions

are always different and the

difference lends variety even

if the flying is done from

a fixed base.

There is always something

new to be learned. When
straight flying has been

sufficiently

forms of aerolatics

practised. Most priv

if atlempteti intelligently, will prove most interesting.

Then there is the field of instrument flyir^. Blind

flying in bad weather is only for professionals but

instniment flying can be practised at high altitudes

either by keeping one’s head well within the cockpit or

by flying through small clouds.

Flying is a sport like riding to hounds, or sailing.

It remains an adventure, even to those who have done
a lot of it. There is a thrill in the contact and combat
with the elements which is latent even in those bred

in the city. To many, a sense of danger is an added
touch of spice without which flying would become
monotonous. If private flying always remained limited

to those who have the sporting instinct, it would still

continue to have its devotees, but their numbers would

At present, private flying for business purposes has

very decided limitations- It is too unreliable, too

expensive, and too inconvenient. Scheduled operation

of airlines ha.s only been obtained by very careful

ground organisation applying both to the maintenance

of planes and to weather reporting. Even at that, there

are considerable periods when weather conditions prevent

scheduled flights.

The private flier has not the facilities for getting

weather reports and he has not the experience, the

ability or the inclination to fly through thick weather

as does a profe.ssional pilot. Also, in most cases he

will not trouble to find out what the weather is unless

obtaining reports is made easier than it is today. When
appointments must l>e kept and a man is busy, he
cannot afford to wait on the weather. There arc times
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when the private plane flown by A rif" -u ih» rioi.hoo,,

the owner really saves time, but
"’'iiitk'.u’r

on the whole the time taken in

fueling, seeing that the plane is

in good sliape. getting it out of the hangar and warming

it up more than ronsumes the time saved. There are

places where tran.sport facilities are poor and where

pl.mes save time for their owner, but in the majority

of cases it will be found that private pilots are not

using their planes for business transi»rtation in com-

petition with trains or automobiles.

This situation will be greatly improved by belter

facilities for the maintenance of private planes, and

especially by better and more readily available weather

reporting. More airports along the routes traversed

will also be a great help.

The drawbacks which apply to business flying do

not apply to tbe same extent on cross-country flights

which arc made primarily for pleasure and only second-

arily to get to a destination at a given time. And there

i.s a growing use of planes for week-end visits.

SOME YEARS AGO a Wealthy private plane owner was
asked what it cost him to operate his plane. His reply

was that he had never kept any cost record for if he

did he would probably decide that it was too expensive.

The same situation, unfortunately, applies to a con-

siderable extent today. One cannot neglect maintenance

on a plane and engine and unless an owner has the

time and ability and desire to do the work himself he

will pay good round prices for maintenance. Tlie

private owner will in most cases pay more per flying

hour than does the professional operator if only because

of the fact that he does not use his equipment as

systematically or intensively. This situation is also

being remedied hy better and more reliable planes and
engines, and also"by the development of better servicing

facilities for private planes.

There are some people who predict a very rapid

growth of privalelv owned and flown planes. The
writer, after sonte '200 hours of solo, feels that there

will he a steady growth of those who fly for pleasure,

hut he cannot persuade himself tliat there will be an
enormous expansion until flying is made very much
easier than it is today. There are private owners who
do not question their ability and yet do not crash.

These are either bom lucky or else are those rare birds

who are natural fliers, just as some few people have
an athletic facility whicli enables them to star in any
game that they enter.

TTie majority of private fliers and plane owners who

ni-. I ni'iu ,.f sooner or later have trouble.
-'"ro v.u.,, -p,,g average private flier does

not have the time to become, or
even stay, an expert. There are

practically no good golfers who do not play for six

or eight hours a week and flying takes just as much
time. Safety in flying requires practice, and as far

as can be ascertained, few private planes owners fly

as much as 2CX) hours a ^ear. The average would
probably be under 100 hours, and that is not enough.
This can be proved statistically by the records of the

Army or Navy and by insurance figures. It also is

brought home to the amateur flier when he undershoots

or overshoots a field or when he finds himself skidding

or slipping when turning close to the ground. There
are few times when an amateur goes flying that he
does not flub some maneuver, just as there are few
times that an amateur golfer does not flub some shots.

In golf, missing the ball means a higher score; in

flying, missing the field may mean something more

The average private owner feels more comfortable
if he is somewhere in the vicinity of his own field.

Flying cross-country may mean a forced landing in

a small field
;

it may mean running into had weather
and, in all events, it means landing in a strange field.

The majority of private owners do not fly long distances

cross-country except occasionally: the greater part of
their flying hours are put in around the home airport.

The average amateur pilot can fly letter near his own
airport and can make better landings and take-offs

because he can concentrate on his flying and does not
have to locate possible .obstnictions.

Tlie weather question also keeps many fliers near
their home field. There are few amateur fliers who
do not feci uncomfortable when they are flying on a

very bumpy day. When clo.ee to the home airport the

amateur feels that if the weather gets too thick or
too boisterous, he can land, whereas he would not like

to have to fly through a storm with the possibility of

a forced landing in unfamiliar country.

To THOSE who have exceptional natural flying ability,

and to those who have the time to put in four or five

hours a week of flying, these limitations do not hold,

hut to allow the average private owner to extend his

range flying must he made easier. More than 85 per cent

of airplane accidents are attributable to some extent to

faults in piloting. This is another way of saying that

the flying of an airplane is too difficult.

Part of this, in the writer'.s belief, is caused hy the
fact that the airplane of today is designed for pro-
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fesaional users. All test pilots are professionals and
wliat they tsiant is dilTereiit from what the private pilot

wants. Up until the last few years, most designing

was for military purposes, and what is needed for the

military services is not what is needed tor the private

pilot. Manufacturers of airplanes, although they have
considered the question of private flying, have been
tied down by military tradition and by the verdict of

professional pilots. If the Guggenheim Safe Airplane
Competition does nothing else, it will draw the attention

of manufacturers to the fact that there are other flying

characteristics which may be as important as those they

have been trying so hard to achieve.

What does the amateur pilot want? He wants a

plane which positively will not stall or spin. Planes

have been built which are very hard to put into a spin

and many prominent engineers claim that it is possible

to build a plane which cannot stall or spin. The
amateur flier wants a plane which will glide under full

control at a much steeper angle than that of present

planes. Skilled pilots lessen their gliding angle by
side-slipping, fish-tailing, etc., but the average amateur
feels some uneasiness in the violent application of these

maneuvers. What he wants is a plane which, besides

being able to glide at ten to one, will also glide at

an angle of four to one or better and at a relatively

low speed. That, incidentally, is one of the requirements

in the Guggenheim Safe Aircraft Competition, Such

performance can only be obtained by squashing down
beyond the stalling angle. There are planes which

will settle at this angle but should one try to land this

way, there would be great danger of stalling and there

are few landing gears which would stand the shock.

I
T DOES HOT seem impossible to design a plane which

the pilot could land by pulling the stick back and letting

it squash down at an angle of four to one until it hits

the ground. If all a pilot had to do was to pull the

stick back and keep the plane in lateral balance and
headed into the wind, his job would be easier than at

present. A gliding angle of four to one would require

much less accurate judgment of height and distance

than an angle of ten to one, and would make flying

much easier. Many designers may say tliat this cannot

be done. This may be true but it certainly is true also
that it will never be done unless designers concentrate
upon the effort.

To a professional pilot, a landing speed of 60 m.p.h.
may not be excessive, but the amateur, without an
instinctively correct u.se of the control, has to give
part of his thought to his plane and cannot concentrate

on possible obstructions or other planes. The slower
a plane lands, the better it will be for a private pilot.

If there were no danger in flying slowly and if planes
would come down at an angle of four to one, half the
battle would be won. If it were easier to learn how
to fly and if it did not require such skill to land planes
in small fields, the number of private owners would
increase greatly. This would automatically solve many
of the problems of high cost, service, weather reporting,
etc. Until designers and manufacturers realize that
the present-day airplane U limited as far as private
flying is concerned, there will be little pre^ess. The
demands of the private flier are different and perhaps
much more difficult of achievement than the demands

of the professional, but there
is no reason why they cannot
be solved provided that the

problem is really tackled
systematically and with

H owever, enthusiasts will

continue to fly for sport

with airplanes of the present

day type. There is an ever-in-

creasing number of motor
boats being sold, though they
are limited by weather and
can rarely be used for busi-

ness. The same will hold

true of the airplane. Each
sport has its “fans,” but fans

rarely build up a great in-

dustry. Flying must be made
easier before airplanes will

be sold to all those who can

afford them.
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HEAT TREATMENT

OF Alloy Steels m
AIRPLANE WORK

Methods and Equipment Employed in the Recently Completed

Fairchild Factory at Farmingdalcy L. I.

By C. B. Phillips

The DEVELOPMENT of steel alloys and heat

treatments to bring out certain desired physical

characteristics has been one of the greatest aids to the

advancement of aviation. Stronger and lighter construc-

tion both in the plane itself and the engine, are goals

sought by all airplane designers and it is here that the

metallurgist becomes a main support of this industry.

One of the strictly modern airplane factories in the

world has just been completed by the Fairchild Airplane

Mfg. Corp„ Farmingdale. L. I., N. Y., and its metal-

lurgical department is complete in every respect. This
concern needs no introduction for it was a Fairchild

which took CoHyer and Mears around the world in 23
days, a Fairchild that first reached the stranded flyers of

the Bremen on Greenly Island and a Fairchild in which
Byrd first explored the territory around the South Pole.

The Fairchild Airplane Mfg, Corp,, one of the sub-
sidiaries of the Fairchild Aviation Corp., is among the
largest manufacturers of single engine cabin monoplanes
in America. It also builds engines, flying boats, and
floats, its latest type of engine being the Genet, of English
design, which it is making under license. This engine is

rated at 80 hp. and of the radial air-cooled type.

More than ten different alloy steels go into the man-
ufacture of the planes and engines made by this

company, and most of them are heat treated to bring out
the greatest strength and toughness, and other desirable

properties. Tubing for the fuselage a.s well as welded
fittings are made of a chrome-molybdenum steel of the
following analysis

:

Manganese
Phos. .

Sulphur
Chromium
Molybdenum

0.25-0,35%
. .
.0.40-070

.0.040 max.
0.045 max.
0.80-1.10

0.15-0.25

This alloy is used because its strength is least affected by
the process of welding. The heat treatment used con-
sists of heating to between 1.550 and 1,650 deg. F.,

quenching and drawing to the required hardness.

Fittings that are brazed with a gas torch instead of
welded arc made from a low carbon steel the analysis of

Manganese
Sulphur .

Plios. .

0.20-0.30%
.

.0.50-0,80

.0.45 max.
O.OS max.
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The same heat treatment as described is used except that

a temperature 25 deg. K. higher is used.

A nickel steel is used for bolts, taper pins and small

machined parts and is of the following analysis

:

Carbon
Manganese
Phos. . . .

Sulphur
. .

.

Nickel

0.25-0.35%
0.50-0.80

0.04 max.
0.045 max.
.3.25-3.75

As these are for the most part produced from bar stock

tile only heat treatment is to heat to 1,450-1,500 deg. F.,

quench in water and draw to the required hardness. The
quench gives a tensile of better than 150,000 ib. to the

square inch with a yield point in excess of 125,000, but

these drop with the draw.

CASE-nARDENED PARTS, such as piston pins, cam fol-

lower tappets, valve cams, etc., are made from a

chrome-nickel steel of the following analysis:

Manganese
Phos,
Sulphur
Nickel

Chromium

0.10-0.20%
...0.30-0.60

. 0.04 max.

.0.045 max.
.

1.00-1.50

0.45-0.75

Naturally maximum hardness of the case and maximum
refinement of both the case and the core, together with

a minimum of distortion, are required, and in order to

provide these characteristics the parts are first carburized

at 1,625-1,675 deg. F., after which they are allowed to

cool in the boxes. They are then reheated to between
1.400 and 1,450 deg. F.. quenched and drawn at from
250-500 deg. F. as required.

Forgings for airplanes and fittings machined from bar

stock, etc., such as wing hinges, strut links, strut sockets,

ball ends, etc., requiring greater strength and toughness
than are obtainable with plain carbon steel, arc made
from a chroiiw-nickel steel very similar in analysis to the

one just described. The differences include 0.20 more
carbon and more manganese. As the grain structure of
forgings is less uniform than that of liar stock in most
cases, they must first be normalized by heating to from
1,625-1,725 deg. F. The heat treatment for both forg-

ings ami liar stock products produced from this alloy,

and c.xclusive of the normalizing of the forging.s, con.sists

of heating to 1,47.5-] ,525 deg. F.. quenching in oil, and
drawing to the required hardness.

For studs, engine rocker arm forgings, crankshafts,

connecting rods, etc., a chrome-vanadium steel is em-
ployed, as these parts require greater strength, toughness

and resi.stance to fatiguing conditions than is passible to

obtain with plain carbon steel. The analysis is as

follows

:

Carbon 0.30-0.40%
Manganese 0.50-0.80

Phos 0.04 max.
Sulphur .0.04 max.
Chromium 0.80-1.10

Vanadium . .... 0,15 min.

.
(0.18 desired)

The forgings must be normalized, as outlined in the

preceding paragraph, after which they are reheated to

1,550-1,650 deg. F.. quenched in oil and drawn to the

required hardness. Those parts which are to be ma-
chined after forging and before heat treating are first

normalized and then reheated to 1.250-1.350 deg. F„
allowed to cool slowly and then machined. After that

they are reheated again to 1,550-1.650 deg. F.. quenched
in oil and drawn.

Parts that require still greater strength than is obtained
in the foregoing alloy, such as valve springs, gears,

couplings, etc., are made from a steel similar in analysis

but with a O.IO higher carbon content. These are nor-

malized at 1.650-1,750 deg- F., reheated to 1,525-1,625
deg. F., quenched in oil and drawn. For parts, such as

gears, that are to he machined after forging, the same
heat treatment is employed with the exce^ion that they
are reheated to 1,250-1.350 deg. F. and cooled slowly

after normalizing. They are then machined and the rest

of the heat treatment then applied.

Ajother CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL, which IS primarily
a tool steel is used somewhat in anti-friction bear-

ings, the application in this plant being in push rod hall

ends, rocker arm rollers, etc., ami ha.s the following
analysis

:

Carbon
. 0.90-1.05%-

Manganese 0.20-0.45

Phos 0.03 max.
Sulphur .... 0.03 max.

Chromium 0.80-1.10

Vanadium 0.15 min.

(0-18 desired)

In heat treating, the parts are first normalized at 1,650-

1,750 deg. F. and cooled to 1,000 deg. F.. black heat, by
opening the furnace. They are then reheated to 1,300-

1,350 deg. F. and soaked for at least 36 hr., or until

the desired structure and machinability are produced,

after which they Sre cooled slowly in the furnace. The
parts are then machined when they are heated to 1,500-

1,550 deg. F., quenched in oil and drawn.

The heat treating department is equipped with
the latest and most modern heat treating units.

There are seven furnaces, including an nil draw, all fired

with gas. The four largest are standard units made by
the Surface Combustion Co., Toledo, Ohio.
The cast-iron sectioning is so designed that the warp-

ing stress is successfully resisted and there is no tendency
for' the furnaces to spring out of alignment. The linings

are of 4^ in. firebrick and tile—thick enough to main-
tain rigidity but not so thick as to absorb and retain any
large quantity of heat. The 2i in. of heat-resisting in-

sulation is most effective in preventing radiation losses,

either through the furnace walls or doors. A marked
improvement in working conditions is thus realized.

The largest of these furnaces is 8 ft. long, 3 ft. wide
and 20 in. high, inside dimensions. This unit is equipped
with five high pressure gas burners on each side, mani-
folded to Surface Combustion inspirators. This system
of firing provides an effective temperature range of from
700-1,650 deg. F. and in addition automatically main-
tains perfect combustion and the desired furnace atmos-
phere. regardless of pressure changes in the air or ga.s

supply lines.

The firing is so arranged that the heat is rapidly and
uniformly distributed to all parts of the furnace from a
restricted and controlled zone of combustion. This system
of firing and the use of single valve control leads to

noteworthy economies in fuel and also in labor, while
production is put on a sure basis.

The other furnaces are similar in design and constnic-
tion but of somewhat smaller dimensions. All are pro-
vided with automatic temperature controls so that when
the proper time cycle is maintained there can be no vari-

ation in the heat treatment from one charge to another.
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NATIOJSAL DISTRIBUTION

By R. Sidney Bowen, Jr. Factory

IN THE OPINION of the officials of the Americaii

Eagle Aircraft Corporation, Kansas City, Mo., there

is no such .thing iif the aeronautic industry as an airplane

distributor. At first glance, such a statement might cause

certain gentry of the aeronautic industry, who quite

justly regard themselves as airplane distributors, to rise

to the occasion and remark in no uncertain terms that

some one is traveling under a most appalling

misapprehension. However, when duly ex-

plained, the opinion of the American Eagle

officials more or less hits the nail on the head.

When one takes the automotive distributor

as the pattern, there is indeed "no scch ani-

mal" in the aeronautic industry. The auto-

motive distributor has a display room which
includes every model produced by the manu-
facturer that he represents. In other words,

the entire line is on display for all who care

to come and inspect. They are not removed
for demonstration purposes or otherwise, hut

remain “as is” until relegated to "the back
row" to make room for the year's new designs.

knowledge, a single distributor of airplanes

who has on display at some central point, the

complete line of planes that he represents.

The principal reason, is, undoubtedly the mat-
ter of financial outlay. Another is the lack of
suitable display space. And a third, is prob-

ably because the distributor never considered ^ ^
the idea due to the apparent uneconomical
policy of having money tied up in non-moving
stock . . . particularly in this early stage of aeronautical

merchandising. However, whatever the reasons, Mr.
Customer is forced to inspect a demonstrator at the local

flying field, as conditions are today. He can not visit

some downtown establishment and look over the entire

line of models, prior to visiting the field with the idea

of getting a demonstration in the product which momen-
tarily strikes his fancy.

The result is, according to the American Eagle offi-

cials. that many sales are lost. They are firm in the

belief that the customer should have all the "wares"

paraded before him, as it were. And when one considers

the difficulty in getting many prospects to go out to some
distant flying field, in order to mj<e a first hand inspec-

tion, that belief appears to be quite true.

The question which quite naturally arises at this point

is ... if there is no such animal in tht

dustry as an airplane distributor, then how is distribution

"efficiently and profitably” handled?

Perhaps the answer may be found in the policies and

methods of the American Eagle Aircraft Corp.

Originally, that company worked along the distributor

and dealer i<lea, but when the sales ledger pointed out its

weak points . . . and in a most forceful way, incidentally

... it was decided to do
away with distributors, and
in their place set up factory

branches, completely owned
and operated by the Kansas
City company. In addition to

the factory branches other

sales agencies for American
Eagle products were ap-

pointed, and although such
agencies might be referred to

as distributors, they are in

reality merely dealers. And
in order to further increase

the size of the national selling

organization, to make sure of

complete coast-to-coast cover-

age, the factory-appointed
selling agencies are permittefl

to appoint associate dealers,

such as persons or or^niza-

norcrrsHii, Jr-, ncsriiirot
aircraft,

can -«i r rrra arp.
policy of establishing

factory branches was of

course decided upon as the result of the existing dis-

tributors not desiring, or not being financiallj' able, to

carry a complete line of American Eagle products. The
men put in charge of the factory branches were those

persons who functioned as roadmen, or field sales engi-

neers, under the original plan. The personnel of each
factory branch is made up of men fully experienced

on American Eagle products. Factory branches that have

l>etn established are in Portland, Ore., Glendale, Calif..

Dallas, Tex., Montgomery, Ala., and Minneapolis, Minn.

Not only do the factory branches act as selling estab-

lishments, but they also act as complete service sta-

tions also, as a very complete stock of parts is carried by

each branch. The parts are, of course, not only used at

the branches but are redistributed to the various other

American Eagle outlets located in the field. Thus it will
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THROUGH

Branches

be seen that the American Eagle Company has linked up
national sales and service in such a manner tliat cither

the prosjiect or customer-owner is well cared for.

Naturaliy it follows that it would he highly uneconom-
ical for the American Eagle Company to establish factory

branches at every spot that boasted of an American
Eagle "population.” Therefore, the company officials

analyzed the country most intensively before deciding

upon the location of the factory branches. While all of the

factory branches planned have not as yet been established,

those that have been give indication of the idea liehind

the entire policy. And that idea is to so place the fac-

tory branches that every prospect is within two and one-
lialf to three hours of a demonstration on any type or
model produced hy the American Eagle and its sub-

sidiary organizations.

The remark might be made at this point , . . that

few persons are going to hop aboard a train to travel

to some distant city in which a factory branch is located,

in order to get a demonstration. Perhaps that might be
true, regardless, in some cases. However, as a means
of rendering the best type of selling service to a prospect,
the company has appointed what are

known as district managers. These
managers are situated throughout th<

a prospect to the point whore that prospect is seriously

considering a purchase, but considering the purchase

of a model not carried by the San Francisco district

manager. The nearest factory branch, where all models
may be inspected, and a demonstration made on any one
of them, is located at Glendale, on the outskirts of Los
Angeles, Calif- Thus the district manager invites the

prospect to fly with him to the Glendale factory branch
... a matter of a two or three hour flight (depending
upon those famous Californian tail winds). When the

district manager and "party” arrive, said party is then

able to "see for himself" on the salesroom floor, or in

the air. And naturally, said party is the guest of the

ican Eagle payroll and ha<

tact with the Kansas City office. Each
district manager has a demonstrator,
just as the other appointed selling

agencies and associates have demonstra-
tors. However, the district

functions more as a field

sales representative, in that

he continually contacts neigh-

boring points in his district.

The manner in which the

factory branch functions with

the district manager is per-

haps best illustrated by the
following example.

Let it be assumed that the
district manager located in

San Francisco has contacted
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The entire procedure, that of inviting the prospect to

make the trip down, flying him down, the inspection of

the entire line of models, a demonstration in those that

meet his fancy, his signature on the dotted line (we hope)

and the return flight to San Francisco, can be carried otit

in the s])Bce of a few hours.

I
T rs READILY AD.MITTED that the alxjve mentioned pro-

cedure does take a certain amount of time . . . per-

haps enough to cause the prospect to lose a business day.

However, the advantages of such an arrangement are so

beneficial to the prospect, to say nothing of the advan-
tages to the American Eagle sales ledger, that the pos-

sible disadvantage to tite prospect losing a business day.

is really far overshadowed.
In the first place, the prospect has a real opportunity

to “shop." He can in.s|>ect the entire line of “goods”
offered, and does not liave to go on a saic.sman's declara-

tions, or those printed in folders and descriptive cata-

logues. In the second place he can obtain an extra long

demonstration flight in an American Eagle prodttet. -\nd

in the third place, he is able to learn first hand of the

tcnance servicing of his ])lane, in the event that he makes
a i>urchase. In short, the arrangement eliminates any
"grab-bag" purchase hy the customer. He has the op-
portunity to find what he wants, inspect what he wants,

and purchase what he wants.

The same ativantages arc of course equally favorable

to the selling company, if not more so. They at least

permit the coinjiany a maximum of opirartuiiity to get

the signature on the dotted line. To state which advan-

tage carries the most benefits is rather impo.ssible. as all

three arc so interlocked with the ultimate goal, that of a

sale of an American Eagle ]>roduct. However, the estah-

Jishment of the factory branches is the only means by
which the advantages are made possible. Therefore,

perhaps the first is gjaramount.

Reverting to the selling agencies and associates ap-

pointed by the factory, it might be of interest to note

that there is no such thing as a closed territory under the

American Eagle arrangement. The reason for such a
policy is, accordihg to the officials of the comjxiny, be-

cause of the complaints regarding sgilit commissions that

were received from distributors ami dealers in the field.

As a means of removing the possibility of di.ssatisfaction

"in the field” the company decided to adopt the “open
season” gjolicy from coast to coast-

Incidentally. it should girove of interest to follow the

progress of this open territory policy as it is one of the

fe.v ca.ses existing at the jircsent time in the field of

In the automotive industpr it is an old, old problem
which, according to many in the position to state, has

not as yet proved successful one way or the other. Par-

ticularly so, in the merchandising of replacement parts

aiul accessories. Those that favor closed territories, do

so because they believe that it enables the distributor or

dealer, as the case may be, to better develop his territory.

When forced to conig>cte “in his own backyard” the

closed territory advocates feel that the distributor or

dealer is prevented from building up toward the goal of

maximum sales quota.

O K THIS OTHER HAND, those that favor open territories

do so, because they feel that “outside" or "neighbor"

competitioD is the best means of keeping fhc local dis-

tributor and dealer on his feel and "after the ball” every
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minute of the working clay. If pre.scnted with a closed
territory, they feel that the distributor or dealer is

tem|3tcd to adopt the "now come to me" idea . . . and
to merely scoop uj) the ready sales “cream" and then sit

back and develop into a "si3lit commission hound" . . .

in other words, reap 50 per cent of the benefits of an
“outside" sale, without the exertion of any sales effort

on his part.

Both sides undoubtedly have presentable arguments,
and perliaps there is no solution that can apply to both.

Ex|)erieiice, as in the case of the Anserican Es^le Com-
pany, proves which idea to be the best for a particular

oigaiiixatinn to ado|3t. However, as meiitioned above,
in view of the fact that the .American Eagle Company
is one of the very few organizations in aeronautics that

have adopted the open territory policy, it should prove

of interest to note the success of the policy as time

goes on. Thus far. it is operating to the contplete satis-

faction of the factory officials.

The prohlem, or rather the task of enforcing the j>oIicy

of distributors and dealers not handling corngsetilivc

products, is one which has not caused any loss of sleep by
the American Eagle sales management. The fact that

the factory branches act as the real distributors, may Itavc

docs not insist of the non-competitive |3olicy owing to the

fact tirat the selling agencies and associates handling
American Eagle products, handle those products exclu-

sively of their own volition.

A liberal commission for sales consummated is allowed.

adjacent sales outlets in the same manner as would the

Kansas City factory itself. .Any “tough" prospect that

needs additional “closing" is a service rendered by the

factory branches and the district managers. The fac-

tory branches will also make the necessary hook-ui3 for

the fiitancing of any sales.

W HILE THIS ARTICLE has dealt with the American
Eagle |3olicies and methods in the matter of olttain-

ing maximum national distrihulion. a few words regard-

ing a ser3’ice to owners of American Eagle products

might i3ot he out of )3lace.

In the event of a minor accident to a plane, such as a

carriage struts, or a crumpled wingtip, etc., the average

the damage. And of course the owner “remains in the

dark" until the local dealer or service station views "the

remains” and makes an estimate. Sometimes the owner
is forced to write to the factory for ()rices of new parts.

Particularly, is such the case, when the owner desires

to replace old hut not damaged parts, or obtain additional

"gadgets," etc.

To enable the owner of an American Eagle product

to readily find out for himself the material charges on

the regrair of his damaged plaire. the comg3any supplies

each owirer, at the tinse of purchase, with a complete and
detailed catalogue containing a description and price of

every part of his plane in addition to all the "trimmings”
that may he attached if desired. The parts catalogue is

so made up that new factory additions, mailed out from

Naturally the American Eagle gsarts prices are standard

throughout the entire country. Thus any American
Eagle owner, no matter where he may be located, can

order any part or bit of "trimming” ttat he desires, and

know just what it is going to cost him.
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Steel Built hangars

By M. S. Locke
Airperl Divitiou Oircclar, Salct Proiwlian Mmager.

Tht Pilmc Company, Oconomomie. U'iscowm

Anew industry appears—a new industry

needs buildings. What are its requirements?

How should those buildings be built and of what?
To begin with, every building material has some ad-

vantages—some more ur less than others. The trick is

to find the one material that incorgxsrates as many of the

advantages as possible of all the others, adds a few of

its own, and has none of the disadvantages of any of the

others. Is there any such material ? Probably not, but

Aviation "zoomed" upon us with a rush. Engineers

and pioneers had proved to themselves and a select circle

of sug3gDosedly superhuman beings the practicability of

flight. Public opinion had not accepted it. To them
flight was a hazardous “stunt.” Then a boy with typical

Yankee nerve demonstrated the courage of his convic-

tions by sgjanning the sea,—hy air—alone—Col. Chas. A.
1-indbcrgh. Contact! was heard everywhere—individ-

uals. railroads, business firms, and governments climbed

into cockpits and cabins- Aircraft factories were
swamgxid with orders. The story of the still incomplete

development of aviation is not a mystery
:
you know it

and I know it. New aircraft apgseared on huisdreds of

fields. Immediate shelters were needed, the line of least

resistance was taken. Temporary frame hangars were

structures of various kinds, shapes and descriptions were

Aviation is here—what are our requirements

Let us take a few accepted facts and jot them down just

to see what hap)>ens and what the total may be. Avia-
tion, while here and practically accepted, is still in its

infancy. The airport requirements of today may be
obsolete tomorrow. Airports nsay have to be moved or

enlarged to meet necessary demands and changing require-
nsents. Flying is i3ow a business and every phase of its

development must be treated from a sound business basis.

Executives, to provide a firm foundation for develop-

ment, must apply those same principles that have been
the proven characteristics of every successful endeavor.
The principal one of these is Business Exionomy.

Business economy has several contributing factors.

Since hangars are the keel of our discussion, the eye
of Business Economy must be focused on a building.

What constitutes Hangar Business Economy ? What is a
hangar? What does it do?
Our friend Webster says in brief and without embel-

lishment: "Hangar—a shed for the housing of air-

planes." The best brains in the country are devoting
time, energy, and the expenditure of billions of dollars

to the development of aircraft. Your plane is the result

nf the nth degree in modern mechanical and aerodynamic
thought. It is a costly, scientific work of art and engi-
neering. Romance and Business Economy demand that

it receive g3arallel thought in its ground protection, its

"home," Thought must contbine adaptability to purpose,
protection against every hazard of the elements, life, sal-
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(iitioiis will be a hit <lifficalt and costly, and our salvage-

ability and re-erection asset is virtually nil. Is that type

of structure exactly what we want? Is our aviation

project sufficiently definite in all its requirements? Is

oiir airport location permanently fixed? I am afraid not.

What is our next option? An all steel hangar. We
can build a dandy 100 ft- x lOO ft. x 18 ft. for $15,000-
much lower than brick and steel or concrete and steel.

A little higher than wood. Isn't it worth it? Is it really

higher—isn't it cheaper in the end, all points considered

in our platform of necessity and business economy?

What do we get? What is the opinion of others in this

regard? We find at least one that we believe is typical.

Mr. .\rchibald Black in his recent book “Civil Airports

and Airways" says, "The all wood hangar can be re-

garded as a permanent type of construction and has been

used to quite some extent in this country. It was, in

vageability, first cost.

Wood is an age-

old structural mate-
rial. Does it “fill the

bill," so to speak? It

is easy to get, lends

itself admirably to

building problems.
Wood structures

nenT °Addttion'Tnd

easily. Primary erec-

tion cost is economi-
cal- A good 100 ft.

X 100 ft. can he built

for about $13,000.

Its use should give

us the foundation of

good Business Econ-
omy. Does it?

By its very nature,

it is, even with the

best of care, subject

to deterioration and decay. It is easily inflammable. Used
on an airport in a district beyond fire control, as airports

generally are, it presents an unquestionable hazard- The
insurance rate looks a bit prohibitive. Not more than

50 per cent of the total value is insurable. No one insur-

ance company seems willing to carry it. but inists on
dividing the risk with other companies. Aviation history

records that where fire occurs there is usually a total loss.

And we must use unusual care in the selection of our

lumber. How shall we determine its quality? Is there

any fixed equation we can use to assure ourselves that

each piece is the same, has the same strength, has defi-

nitely been subjected to the same period of seasoning?

Will our doors always hang properly, run true and eas-

ily? Will our windows stay in a fixed position? Will

all of our joints remain tight and weather reistant ? Will

our walls or roofs warp or get out of shape? What is

our factor of safety in high winds? What is the experi-

ence of users of strictly frame buildings in comparison

with other types? Aviation history has recorded many
losses caused by high winds.

What is our salvage value should a moving and re-

erecting necessity arise? Can we dismantle our frame

hangar entirely and rebuild it on our new location with-

out loss? That is an important point- Our aviation

project is in its chrysalis stage. Considerable changes

will probably he necessary in our frame hangar. Will

those pieces we deem worth saving give us maximum
service in the re-erected struCTure?

In order to heat our frame hangar, we must add inside

sheathing and a very good building paper between that

and our outside siding. That will materially inerea.se our

expense, nearly double our erection problem, and add an

almost prohibitive obstacle to our salvage and re-erecting

Anothek possibility is a steel and brick or steel and

,
concrete hangar. Very excellent, but does it fit in

our program of necessary Business Economy? Our first

cost for a 100 ft. x 100 ft. will be $40,000 or $50,000.

We will have a substantial fireproof, weather and wind

proof, easily heated building of architectural beauty. Ad-
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fact, the first to lie used. This type is, however, rapidly

being supplanted in public favor by the all steel and fac-

tory types which have the advantage of longer life, better

appearance and lower fire risk."

M b. F. H. Franklan-b, Technical Manager, American

Institute of Steel Construction, in a recent article on

the subject says in part, “We can profit from the experi-

ence to date of aviation activities in EuroiJe. compara-

tively slight though it may be. In the building of hangars

and other airport structures, we must keep in mind that

the science of aviation is rapidly changing with a conse-

<[uent swift rate of obsolescence. Buildings must afford

those accommodations required of them, but they should

likewise l>e subject to easy and inexpensive structural

change. A hangar or structure possessing no salvage

value and which cannot be removed without drilling or

blasting is hardly the most efficient which can be erected

at an airport, and a building which is easily inflammable

would hardly offer the protection which the airplane and

its accessories demand."
Let us consider the adaptability of these materials to

our purpose. No other building material approaches

steel in strength. A laterally suijported, solid steel col-

umn 3i mi. high will support its own weight without

crushing. A steel chain, hanging in tension, would be

18.000 ft. long before its weight would break the topmost

link. Steel has the ability to meet every kind of stress,

or a conibiiuation of all of them, with more strength than

is possessed by any other material. Every process in the

making of steel, from its refinement in the open hearth

furnace to its final passing through the rolls, is super-

vised and safeguarded with one purpose: to maintain

uniform quality. Steel is worked and reworked, rolled

and rolled again, until the metal has a uniform, fine-

grained, tough texture. It can have no hidden weakness.

It is proved right in the making. The chemical proper-

ties of steel are more accurately fixed than are the prop-

erties of a medical prescription compounded by the most

expert pharmacist.

Metallurgists and chemists have controlled the manu-
facture of steel. Engineers have planned and checked

its fabrication. In no other building material can we
get such known strength and uniformity. Steel comes to

the job ready for erection, ready to be erected immedi-

ately. Every member is a unit with a definite position in

the structure and it can be placed in its proper position
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without delay. If you have marvelled at the speed with
which a tall building rises, you know how swiftly it is

possible to build hangars with steel.

The inherent strength and stamina of structural steel

mean that less bulk of material is necessary for safe con-

qnate structure can Ik erected with steel than with any
other material. Steel columns and beams occupy less

space ; consequently, interiors can be larger with con-

struction metnbers less conspicuous. The compactness

of structural steel facilitates rapid and economical con-

struction, No false work, staging, temporary supports,

or forms are necessary. Structural steel goes into place

cut-to-fit, complete, self-supporting. Workmen have the

full use of floor space as the work proceeds. Structural

steel maintains its strength to a remarkable degree in the

presence of heat. Investigations have shown that it ac-

tually increases in compression strength with a rise in

temiKrature, reaching a niaximuni at about 500 degrees
Fahrenheit. At 700 degrees, it is practically as strong

as under normal conditions. The Bureau of Standard.s

in Washington and the Underwriters’ Lalmratories in
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Chicago, in conducting extensive tests on the action of

structural steel members at temperatures up to 2,300

degrees Fahrenheit have found that a steel column with a

casing of fireproofing will sustain its load under con-

ditions reached in the most severe conflagrations.

In a steel frame every member is an integral part of

the whole, thereby contributing to the support and

strength of every adjacent member. Structural steel will

last indefinitely. Bridges and other steel structures ex-

poed to air and moisture require only cleaning and paint-

ing at intervals. The consensus of opinion among lead-

ing engineers is that no steel structure, which has the

most casual attention, has ever been seriously effected

by corrosion. The permanence of steel is a characteristic

of the metal, determined by the standards of its composi-

tion, manufacture, and fabrication. Fixed scientifically,

it IS a factor not dependent on construction conditions

or the human equation.

All Structural steel members are designed with a big

reserve of strength and endurance—a positive assurance

of true permanence. Structural steel is strong and re-

silient. It has the property of recovering quickly from

great shock and strain without any impairment of

strength and durability. The raw materials from which

steel is produced are suhjectetl to accurate analysis. The
refining process is carried on under careful metallurgical

supervision. The process of making structural steel,

which includes repeated rollings, gives to the metal a

tough and springy structure. This characteristic of the

material makes the steel beam or column stublKirnly

elastic. Structural steel will give, almost imperceptibly,

under heavy shock or load and recover its original form
without fatigue or failure. Every step in the shaping

and in the fabrication of finished steel is accompanied

by close insiicction. Rolled structural shai>es are checked

by chemical analysis and physical test before they leave

the mill. The quality of steel must conform to an estab-

lished standarti—it must respond to accurate test require-

ments before it can be sold. Structural steel must be

consistently uniform in quality because the same high

standards of physical strength and chemical composition

are strictly adhered to by all steel makers in the United

States anti Canada. You mav buy steel, produced by any

of these manufacturers, with the full a.ssurance that it

will conform to the recognized standards. Its physical

and chemical qualities are frozen into it at the mills.

A puted when the building is designetl. The strength of

structural steel is a definite, consistent figure, .^ddilion.s

or alterations can be planned with the same mathemati-

cal accuracy, and carried out- with the same speed anti

economy that save time, labor and material in the original

structure. A steel hangar is altered by connecting new
members of the projier size to the oripnal frame, making

them a component part of the building. Extensions or

alterations to structures built of other materials do not

have the advantage of complete unity and consolidated

strength that is made possible by structural steel. The
construction of structural steel can proceed regardless of

wether conditions as long as men can work. Unlike

other structural materials, the strength of steel is not

impaired by freezing, intense heat, or rain. Its qualities

are immune to injury resulting from climatic conditions.

It does not have to be warmed, protected, and kept moist

in order to acquire or retain its strength. Structural

steel needs no protective coverings or housings during

erection.

Steel members have dropped from high elevations, or
have been subjected to ship or train wrecks during
transit, and yet have suffered no damage. Unless a
member be visibly distorted, it can he relied upon for its

full duty. One pound of steel will do more work, resist

more stress, and carry more load, than one pound of any
other structural material. The relative strength of steel

and other materials per pound of material is as follows;

Steel 100

Granite 79
Brick 79
I.-ongleaf yellow pine 86
Concrete 10

Note ; The above ratios are based on compressive
strength. Steel and longieaf yellow pine have tensile

strength equal to their compressive strength. Granite,

brick, and concrete do not possess any appreciable tensile

WITH STEKL, less Column and weight of material is

used, less tonnage transported, handled and erected.

The building weighs less, and lighter, less expensive foun-

dations are needed. The performance of steel itself, its

enduring strength and value, is evidenced by its recovery

from old buildings to serve again as important parts in

new framework. The value of structural steel depre-

ciates but little through years and years of service. Steel

mills and fabricating plants in the United States and
Canada represent the investment of billions of dollars in

huilding.s and equipment. These great industrial organ-

izations, because of the colo.ssal nature of their business

and their tremendous investments must be responsible

for uniform high quality, the most approved standards of

manufacturing practice, and the proper design and appli-

cation of their product.

Steel sheathing of the same inherent characteristics, in

a multitude of shapes and sizes, is available for walls and

roof, sheathing having milled contents of copper and

other materials and surface treatment of galvanizing

and the like that positively prohibit corrosion and guar-

antee an indefinite life. Positive weather proof joints

have been devised, tested, and proved that, due to the

fixed non-warping nature of the material used, are always
weather tight. Wall and roof sections are attached

easily and quickly. If we plan on heating our building,

the insulating material anil the roof and wall section.s

can he attached in one operation. Engineers have granted

such constniction heating properties equivalent to an

eight inch brick wall.

floors, sa-sh. and ventilators, alt of steel, find their

place and stay in place. They operate easily at all times,

their substance is fixed, they can not warp or get out of

Our hangar is up—what do we find? A firm rugged

building of fixed structural properties, non-inflammable,

weather proof, lightning pro^f, a building that with even

casual care will last a life time. A building whose
characteristics have successfully withstood fires of both

exterior and interior origin. A building that has been

known successfully to withstand wind attacks up to

velocities of 100 m.p.h.

We have a permanent structure if we want it so. and

still one that we can salvage completely and re-erect on

a new location with wrenches and screw drivers. .After

studying our problem from every angle we wonder if

this isn’t our logical solution in the interest of good

Business Economy.
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THE FUTURE OF THE

Schneider Trophy Contest

By /Aviation's British Correspondent

There is a certain amount of talk in Europe that

the 1929 Schneider Trophy Contest will be the

last, unless, of course, the United States of America
awakes from her lethargy and forces the issue. It is

true that Ramsay Macdonald, at the informal banquet

which followed the race, said, in the first flush of vic-

tory, that Great Britain was prepared to defend the

Trophy against all comers; and General Balbo made a

very apt phrase when after congratulating the winners

he said "for ourselves, our work as your competitors

commences tomorrow." a statement taken to mean that

Italy would not be caught unprepared in 1"931. ‘

But politicians’ phrases are .said for the hour, and

there certainly was, on the eve of the race, a feeling that

might be described as "trophy weariness” among the

Royal Aero Club, which had had the burden of the

organization among the Technical Departments of the

Air Ministry, which had had the responsibility of foster-

ing another national success: and. aliove all, among the

aircraft designers who for two years had neglected al-

most all other creative wprk.
Whether the same feeling will persist six months later

I cannot say. However, one prominent officer of the

Royal Air Force certainly expressed the view that the

Air Ministry had now done all that could be expected

of it in the direction of giving the British aircraft in-

dustry a world wide advertisement and of proving that

British technical skill was supreme when it bent its ener-

gies to one task. It is certain that the expense of

preparing the machines, and the task of organizing the

Contest in British waters crowded with shipping entails

an enormous expenditure of time and money and the

Italy was very dissatisfied with the water conditions

of the Solent, and the Royal Aero Club of Italy two days
before the race actually addressed a formal complaint

to the British club that the constant passage of shipping
up and down Southampton Water, and the large amount
of floating wood and debris from the docks above at

Southampton made the water quite unsuitable for prac-

tice, forgetting apiiarently that this .was the only water

the British pilots had had from the start. Italy frankly

did not like the tide, the currents, and the roughened
surface, and being used to the smooth conditions of
Lake Garda it is understandable that her seaplanes might
not be so happy in the turbulent seas,

The British victory was with seaplanes which not

only attained the highest speeds yet known to man,
but which also were thoroughly practical machines for

open .water. The Italians realized that to fly the little

Fiat with its landing speed of 130 m.p.h. was a physical

impossibility in our waters. Complaint was made by
Lieut. Col. Mario Beriiasconi, the captain of the Italian

team, that "there are many irksome conditions in the

rules which make it impossible to put the fastest ma-
chines in the race. The machines have to pass so many
tests which are irrelevant to their speed.” This then loota

like being the point on which some effort may be made
to revise the rules of the Contest, and it is obvious that

the Continental nations, happy in the possession of great

sheets of inland water or with the relatively smooth
waters of the Mediterranean, may easily be swayed to-

ward the view that the Schneider Trophy should be a

contest of shear speed and not of a well balanced and
thoroughly seaworthy design of seaplane able to fly at

high speed but with full control.

Great Britain, so far as I can gather, will, however,
contend that the Trophy shall still retain a practical

character in order to prevent freak machines being put
in, and tor this reason will insist upon the retention of
a closed circuit and upon some form of navigability test.

It was pointed out quite properly that given a straight

course and no sea trials it would be quite possible to

build a machine in which the pilot was more or less

lying prone and in which he discarded his floats as soon
as li got off the water, flew straight and blindly for the
required distance, then stopped the engine, locked his

airscrew horizontal and landed on the smooth under sur-

face of the fuselage. Admittedly the risk to personal

safety would lie high, but there are many men who (or

national glory would accept the chance.

Y;t how would such a victory advance the science of
aeronautics? If this Trophy is to be kept alive it

must he upon the basis that the international competition

it engenders is good for the improvement of the breed of
aircraft in every country in the world.

Great Britain, therefore, places great importance upon
a closed circuit with turns as ensuring a seaplane which
is reasonably controllable and is not entirely blind; hut
there is a feeling that the navigability and seaworthy
trials might perhaps be modified on the lines of the
regulations for the straight speed contest in which two
alightings only on water are necessary. It is felt that

the preliminary practice is a good enough test of the
seaworthy qualities.

These questions may come up for consideration before
the Federation Aeronautique Internationale between now
and the period when preparations must be made for the

next Contest. It would be very useful if the National
Aeronautic Association of America gave some considera-

tion to this aspect of the matter, for it would be a thou^
sand pities if the glamour of sheer speed should obscure
the more practical qualities of an aircraft.
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Airwheels for airplanes

Performance of the Large Capacity, Low Pressure Tires, Recently

Developedfor Airplane Use

By A. J. Musselman
The Cood-scar Tire 6- Rubber Co.

E xhaustive flying anH laboratory tests of

luige air capacity, low pressure airplane tires have

now been made as an incident to the development of this

type, known as the Gootlyear Airwheel.

The specific data that follow regarding the Airwheel

have all been taken from either actual Hying and landing

tests or reliable laboratory tests and indicate the advan-

tages of the Airwheel.

The outstanding advantages are: Ejetreme cushioning

in landing and taxiing; safe landing in sand, soft ground,

wet fields, snow or rutty fields: more perfect stream-line

shape; quicker take-offs and shorter landings
;

elimina-

tion of shock absorbers
;

less wear and tear on plane ; no

wheels to collapse ;
safety when landing with a punctured

tire; less weight with added strength; imernal hub

lir.tkes; slower and shorter kick-backs when landing;

and greater safety in forced landing.

Extreme Cushioning in Landing and Taxiing—is

accounted for by the huge vohniic of air at low

pressure which allows a long deflection under imiact

and the building up of higher internal pressure as de-

flection occurs.

This building up occurs over a much longer ;«riod

than is possible in a high-pressure tire. The lower the

pressure the slower will he the absorption of impact and

the higher the percentage of increase in pressure. Wright

Field tests, as well as the writer’s own, show that this

pressure will build up from an i»iitial value of 10 lb.

to a final of Ifi lb. in a heavy landing, whereas in the

average high pressure tire the initial pressure of 50 lb,

will rise only to 55 lb.

W'ith 1x3th light and heavy planes landings have been
made many times on very rough fields and very soft, wet
fieiils, with no perceptible jar. The very wide tread of
the .\irwheel with its low air pressure produces a soft

yielding foundation of great width, making it possible

to land in many places where it would be impossible to

do so with narrow high pressure tires without injury to

Eably this year B. E, (Shorty) Fulton, manager.
Municipal Airport, Akron, Ohio, experimented with

a Waco plane fitted with 22x10 Airwheels- These Air-

wheels were first inflated at 10 lb. pressure; then one
Airwheel was deflated to lb.. 5 lb., 2^ lb. and with no
pressure res()ectively- The machine was tested at these

various pressures and at no jiressure-

The machine was landed, jumped, taxied, run through

soft and muddy ground, shallow ditches. In no case

could the pilot detect a difference in the two Airwheels
in the handling of the plane except at complete deflation,

atid then only after the plane was fully landed antl'was

taxiing. There was no tendency for the plane to ground

loop, and the tests were made on a variety of soft, rutty

and snowy conditions. The field at tlie time was in such

unsafe condition that other planes would not attempt

landing or taking off.

Goodyear Airwheels produce con-

siderably less wind drag than the tires

which they replace. For example,

a wind tunnel test made at Wright
Field Aug. 9, 1929. showed that a

30x5 disc wheel and tire produced 33

per, cent more drag than the 22x10

Airwheel which replaced it. The ac-

tual drag of the 22x10 Airwheel was
6 Ih. at 80 m.p.h. [This corresponds

a drag coefficient on the “absolute”

system used by the N.A.C.A., of ap-

proximately 0.265.—Ed.|

Prof. F. W. Powlowski of Univer-

sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, made
exhaustive wind tunnel tests of two
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“It stands to reason that the drag coefficient of a wheel
depends upon the diameter-thickness ratio of the tire.

The smaller the value of that ratio (the fatter the wheel
or tire) the smaller should be the drag coefficient as in

the extreme (hypothetical) case, when the ratio becomes
equal to unity, the wheel would become a sphere and the

drag coefficient shoidd drop to the value of that for a

sphere, i.e.. c = .176." [One-third lower than that for

the Airwheel in the Wright Field test-—Ed.]
In the past 60 days many actual flying tests have been

made with these fat tires gainst the sizes they replace

as well as other sizes, and in every case the inferences
from the wind tunnel test have been confirmed- These
tests were all made by plane factory pilots accurately
clocked and verified by repeated tests. So tbe often-

asked question regarding drag can be answered. Air-
wheels have less drag than the tires they are to replacc.

On all ordinary landing fields or especially soft, wet
and sandy ground the Airwheels have a quicker take-off,

provided the proper low inflation pressure is used. (See
Table I). With this low pressure the machine under
static load will deflect the tires from 2 to 5 in., depending
on the size of the tires and weight of machine; the

heavier the machine the greater the deflection should be
in inches. Under this condition the quicker take off

results.

This is accounted (or by the fact that when the plane's

engine is accelerated, lifting action sets in immediately
on the wings and the lifting action begins to lake the

deflection out of the Airwheels- The action is so pro-

nounced that when a machine is held and the engine

materially accelerated, practically all deflection will dis-

aiipear.

The effect of this force on the .Airwheels is to allow

the machine to rise gradually from the ground from 2 to

5 in., depending on size of tire, and still be in contact

with the ground. Under this condition, it will readily

be seen that any obstacles or uneven place in the path of
the -Airwheels will more readily sink into the Airwheels
and the loading machine can move forward with less

lifting or jumping over obstruction than in the case of

the higher pressure type tire, and thus eliminate the loss

which occurs every time the plane bounces or raises off

the ground during the take-off run.

In landing, naturally, the reverse occurs. When the

plane touches the ground the engine is throttled down
or cut and the streamline blast dies down. Deflection

imme<liately takes place in the tires, producing a broad
contact, a sort of web-foot effect, tliereby tending to

If the proper size Airwheels are used at proper low
air jiressures, it is the writer’s belief that auxiliary shock
absorbers can he done awa>- with. This will not only
save weight and cost but will eliminate the necessity of
building the various swivels, joints and loose connections
necessary where shock absorbers arc used- More satis-

factory results are obtained than with any shock absorber
so far tested, since shock absorbers do not get into action

linlil the impact has built up a considerable force, and
therefore do not appreciably soften the impacts of ordi-

nary landings. The low pressure .Airwheel absorbs the

light shocks as well as the severe ones, softening down all

kinds of landing shocks in the most perfect manner.

D rop tests have been made in accordance with De-
partment of Commerce re(|uirements, which have

proved this point. The huge air capacity and low pres-

sure allow a long, slow deflection and a minimum amount
of back-kick. This back-kick or rebound is vastly le.ss

sharp than with present wheels, tires and shock absorbers.

The building up of air pressure under impact, gives an

effective shock absorption in stopping or catching the

imjact that can hardly he equallerl by any other method.

Using low air pressure Airwheels naturally converts

them into slow acting air cushions. The result is e.x-
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tremely slow deflection and slow kick-back, unobrainable

in high pressure tires. In landing, the effect is a long

wave motion so soft that the feeling to the pilot is the

same as if he were still in the air riding through warm
ami cold air currents. In fact, it is very hard for him

to tell exactly when he conics in contact with the earth

in landing. This softness of landing naturally saves the

wracking and wrenching of the plane, thereby lengthening

The danger that exists of the collap.sing of the ordi-

nary plane wheel does not exist with the .-\irwheel. a-s no

regular wheel is used. The unusually wide hub width

gives a wide foundation for the tire. The hub is further

provided witli deep corrugations to fit corresponding

corrugations in the base of the beads of the tire, thus

preventing the tire from crawling. In effect, the tire

and hub are the wheel in one.

The landing of a plane fitted with .Mrwlieels at no air

pressure has been tested and presents less danger than

with the ordinary high pre.ssure tire and wheel. .-Ks an

example, a 22x10 Airwheel, with its recommended load

and inflation pressure, holds the axle on which it is

mounted 8.3 in. from the ground. If the tire goes flat,

the axle will he lowered to 4.4 in- or a drop of 3.9 in.

When the 30x5 high pressure tire, comparahle to the

22x10 in cajiacity and rating, goes flat, it lowers the axle

2.4 in. The differential between the two tires is only

1.5 in.

This difference is more than offset by the wide base

of the tire, also the fact that cKcn -tvillioul pressure (at

the instant of imi>aci). the atmospheric pressure in a

22x10 Airwheel is raised to a value great enough to

support a load of over 550 lb. The sudden building up

of pressure of the large volume of air remaining in the

Airwheel takes care of initial shock of landing- Further,

the tires are Imilt with straight side beads, with steel wire

rings, and can never be made to jump from the hub and

become enungled in the landing gear to cause ground

looping.

These Airwhcels will weigh consideraiily less than the

corresponding tire, tube and wheels they replace. From
the standpoint of impact, it is doubtful if it would he

possible to injure the Airwheel. Not only do laboratory

impact records confirm this, but actual landings under
unusual conditions.

The Airwheel is made to fit on a special hub. T1iis

hub is constructed to take an internal expanding brake.

This brake mechanism, hidden from view in the huh.

makes the complete tire, wheel and brakes as near stream-

line as possible.

As a basis of comparison of the kick-hack action,

compare the 22x10 .Airwheel with a 30x5. the size it

replaces. On a plane of approximately 2.000 lb. total

loaded weight, the air pressure in the 30x5 should be

32 lb. to the square inch; with the 22x10. 11 Ih. is suffi-

cient. With this low pressure, naturally an ideal cushion

is created during the landing impact, and permits, if

necessary, a maximum deflection of over 6 in., whereas,

the deflection of the 30x5 cannot be more than 3J in.

Moreover, the rebound or kick-back of the high pressure

tire is much more sudden and therefore much more

This extraordinary difference in favor of the Airwheel

may lx still Itcttcr understood hy considering the time

element factor. That is, the difference in length of time

of the inijaict period between the Airwheel and the higher

pressure tires. In addition, the low pressure of tlie

Airtvheel with its huge air capacity, not only lengthens

tlie time l«t>vcen im|iacts, but the compressional energy

in fciot-ixnmds is 60 i>er cent more than in the 30x5. All

in all the Airsvheel produces a long, slow deflection, a
shorter rebound, making a low smooth trajectory move-
ment in landing- In cases of forced landings, the Air-

wheel will noniially land a plane safely where it would be

practically impossible with high pressure tires without

injury to the plane.

These tires are made at present in six different sizes.

Front wheel sizes are 22x10. 30x13, 37x16. 46x20. Tail

wheels. 12x5, 16x7, 22x10. These sizes take care of

practically any weight plane made at the present time.

When larger jilanes are made Airwheels can he made
to accommodate them.
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LOOKING FOR SaferAircraft

The Guggenheim Safety Competition

Draws Near to Its Close

The L.\ST day of the present month marks the

beginning of the last stage of the Daniel Guggen-
heim Safe Aircraft Competition, formally launched by
Harry F. Gu^enheim at a meeting in New York on
April 30, 1927, To be eligible for consideration all

competing machines must have been presented for tests

at Mitchel Field by Octolier 31, although it is to he
anticipated that the tests will run on for a number of

days thereafter, and that the final announcenrent of results

will have to be correspondingly delayed.

There has been received a total of almost 30 entries

in the competition. Two were withdrawn at a very

early stage, when the companies making them found that

it would be impossible to steal from their other activities

the necessary time for constructing a special machine
for the contest. Two more planes were presented at

the Field and then removed, and there remains a total of
23 e I the a : list, r

American, three British, and one Italian. Only
that number have actually appeared for tests

October 8. while several more are known to be nearing trollable
readiness for test- While there will undoubtedly bo a
great rush of competitors in the closing days of the

month, the presumption is strong that a ninnher of the

entrants never will appear.

The object of the competition, as explicitly defined in

the Guggenheim Fund's announcement, has been the en-
couragement of svork for aerodynamic safety. There

of them being against fire, or any of the other possible contributions

safety through design. The rules were drawn t

insure that the winning airplajte would be safely con-

all conditions; that it would have a high
degree of inherent stability, and that its landing speed
would be so low as to minimize the danger of injury to

the machine or its occupants on contact with the ground.
The most severe of the com|)Osite qualifying tests, in-

volving both landing speed and control, requires that
every machine must demonstrate its ability to take off
from and climb out of a field 500 ft. square, bordered

by trees 25 ft. high, and that
the pilot must be able to make
a sate landing within the field

in case of engine failure at
any instant during the climb.
To protect the competition

against the production of pure
freaks, the sides bearing di-

rectly upon stability, control,

gliding angle, and minimum
speed were supplemented by
requirements that the per-
formance should he reason-
ably good in all respects.

Specifically, each aircraft is

required to carry 5 Ih. of use-
ful load per horsepower, in-

i Biinimam-ipeed eettinp ciiidiiig fuel for three hours
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flying at full throttle, to niake a maximum speed of 110
m.p.h.. and to dimli 400 ft. per min. at a height of 1.000

ft. above sea-level.

The rules of the competition invited, hut did nnt defi-

nitely require, a type of aircraft radically dei»rting

from the normal in appearance and function. The speci-

fication of a minimum speed of not more than 35 m.p.h.

in level flight made it impossible to use a wing loading

of more than about 5 lb. per sq.ft., if a stan.'ird air-

plane were to he entered. If the machine were to be

so standard that it included no slots or flaps or other

provisions for varying the lift of the wing, the load

could have hardly exceeded 4 lb. per sq.ft. To combine

the minimum speed with a maximum of at least 110

m.p.h., the power loading would have to be kept in the

neighborhood of 8 or 9 lb. per h]i. with a variable camber
wing, and hut little over 6 lb. without means of varying

the lift. Stability would have to be excellent, and the

machine would have to be spin-proof and possess a very

rugged landing gear to permit of pancaking down out

of a steep glide. Given those unusual characteristics, a
machine of standard type ought at least to meet the

standard of minimum qualification.

There is no way of knowing how many of the c-ntrants

yet to come may have decided novelties to present, hut

at least two autogiros are included in the list. The first

four machines to api^ear, including the two subsequently

withdrawn, al] adhered closely to standard practice except

for the use of flaps ami slots.

The first plane to come up for test was the Hmmier-
Wiukle entry, which was first sulmiitted early in July,

and has been flown intermittently ever since. The plane

follows the firm's standard design closely and has no

variable lift mechanism, seairing a reduced minimum
speed only hy the increase of area. A number of spcetl

trials have been made, interspersed with minor adjust-

ments and modifications, ft appears from exiicrience

so far had with all the competing planes, and from

predictions of what types not yet submitted for test

may he expected to do, that the maximum speed recpiire-

ment, ))iit in to the rules originally as a general require-

ment not needing to l>e es])ccially stressed, is to offer

one of the most troublesome problems. The minimum
speed requirement wouki lie easy to meet if there were

no specification of maximum, although in that case the

demaiKl in the rules that the plane shall be able to l>e

taxied in any tlirection without external assi-slance in

a 20-mile wind would be likely to offer serious difficulty

for a plane of abnormally low wing loading and with no
means of varying the lift.

The machine built and entered by Hcraclio Alfaro of

Cleveland, second to arrive upon the scene of action,

was given preliminary tests during September, and was
withtlrawn by the builder when he satisfieti himself that

certain of the tests were beyniid the range of his machine

in its present form. The design remains interesting as

showing one engineer’s reaction to the rules.

The .Mfaro plane, illustrated herewith, is a cabin

monoplane with a variable lift wing. The construction

is standard except in respect of the variable-lift device,

which includes jirovision both for change of wing sec-

tion ami change of area. The Alfaro flap, as shown in

the photogra|>hs. pulls down along the trailing edge, and

at the same time moves liackward from the hinge, carry-

ing a shutter with it so that no open gap is left and so

that the trailing edge is moved backward .aiiiireciahly

from its normal position with the flap raised. Wind
tunnel tests are reported to have shown an increase of

lift of about 87 per cent on a Clark Y section hy the

use of such a flap.

I.ateral control in the Alfaro design was seaired by
a combination of ailerons set at a very heavy angle of

skew to the span, as can he seen in the illu.stration, and
spoilers, or small auxiliary surfaces above the leading

edge raised to destroy the lift on the side of the plane

which the pilot wishes to lower. The standard aileron

control is especially effective at low angles of attack,

while the spoilers come into effective action under stalled

conditions.

One other minor departure from conventional form
in the .Mfaro design was the placing of the horizontal

tail surfaces high above the fuselage in the cndcavtir to

decrease the amount of interference with the air-flow

over the tail and reduce the downwash and slipstream

The third of the machinc.s entered that arrived at

Jfitchel Field vras a standard .slotteil Moth, hut that also

was withdrawn before having officially lieen put through
any of the te.sts.

The next, and the first of the foreign competitors, was
a plane cnnstructqd by the Handley-Page Company, now
awaiting trial.

I
T IS IMPOSSIBLE as yet to give out any characteristics

either on the details of design or on the performance of
the Handley-Page machine, hut in its genera! appearance

there is nothing of the bizarre. It is a biplane with the

lower wing smaller than the upper, ami with slots and
flaps both for lateral control and fur the increase of
maximum lift. The auxiliary airfoil which forms the

slot near to the tips of the upper wing and in front of

the ailerons, which are mounted on the upper wings
alone, operates automatically in accordance with the con-

ventional present practice for slot control. It is thus

ini|iossible inadvertently to get the machine into the

stalled attitude with the slots still closed in front of the

ailerons. Over the remaining parts of the upper wing,

however, and over the entire lower span, the slot is

manually controlled hy the pilot, and a flap along the

trailing edge operates in conjunction with the auxiliary

airfoil, the fl.ip coming down as the slot is opened. This
is of course in accord with the general development of

Hanclley-Paee flesign practice over the past several years.

.^s previously mentioned, no figures are being given

out on the plane, but the construction appears to be light,

and the wing loading is tmderstood to be of the order

of 5 lb. per sq.ft. The landing gear has the appearance of

great solidity and unusually long shock-absorber travel.

The machine has been extensively tested in England be-

fore it was brought to this country, and will be flown in

its preliminary demonstrations at Mifchel Field by Cap-

tain Cord, representing the Handley-Page Company. The
rules of the competition restrict the entrant's pilot to car-

rving out demonstration flights to show that the machine

can l« put through the tests with safety. The actual

test flights and observations will be made by the Gug-
genheim Fund’s pilots. Thomas Carroll, formerly lest

pilot for the National Advisory Committee for -Aero-

nautics, F- W. Rounds of the Bureau of .Aeronautics

of the Navy Dejiartment. and I-ieiit. .Stanley Umsiend

of the Air Corps. They have a very large amount of

test flying ahead of them in the next month.
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Nine Stales Without
License Requirements
WASHINGTON (a. c.) — Federal

licenses are now required for all air-

planes and aviators by nineteen states

and one territory, figures released by

Clarence M. Young, As.sistaut Secretary

of Commerce for Aeronautics, show. Of
the 52 states, districts, and possessions

of the United States, ten states require

Federal licenses for craft and pilots en-

gaged in commercial flying, either slate

or federal licensing is necessary in six

states, six require states licenses, and
nine states require none at all.

Alaska, Arizona, California, Dela-

ware. Idaho, Indiana. Iowa, Michigan.
Mississippi, Missouri (except soloing

for pleasure), Montana, Nebraska, New
Mexico, North Dakota. Rhode Island,

South Dakota. Texas. Vermont. Wash-
ington, Wisconsin and Wyoming arc

the states where Fetlcral licenses must
be secured.

Federal licenses are imperative lor

commercial flying in the following

localities; Colorado. District of Co-
lumbia, Hawaii. Illinois, New Jersey.

New York, North Carolina. Ohio,
Philippine Islands, and IN'esi Virginia.
An option of either a Federal or stale

license is made in Maine, Maryland,
Minnesota. New Hatupslnre, Oregon
and Virginia, while the states retjuiring

state licenses for all planes and oper-

ators are: .Arkansas, Connecticut,
Florida, Kansas, Massachusetts, and
Pennsylvania.
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisi-

ana, Nevada, Oklahoma, South Caro-
lina, Tennessee, and Utah are without
state or Fetlcral license requirements.

Preparation is under way by the

Aeronautics Branch of a pamphlet con-
taining information on slate aeronautical

legislation, with abstracts and verbatin
copies of all regulatory state laws per-
taining to aviation. Abstracts of the

1926 Air Commerce Act will also be
furnished and suggestions for uniform
state air laws offered.

Engine anti Propeller Approvals

WASHINGTON (b. c.)—Recent ap-

provals of engines and propellers bring
the former to a total of 30 and the latter

to a total of 111, according to the Oct. 1

Air Commerce Bulletin. New power
plant approvals are: No. 28—Pratt &
Whitney Hornet. 9 cyl. radial air 575
hp. at 1,950 revolutions: No. 29—Pratt

& Whitney Hornet, 9 cyl. radial air.

500/1900: and No. 3(5—American Cir-
rus, 4 cyl. in-line air. 90/2100. Ap-
provals No. 89 and No. 90 in the pro-

peller list are the Jacuzzi, No. 3 and
the Flottorp Standard OX-5, re-

spectively. Nos. 91 through 111 are
Standard Steel Propeller firm makes.

Livingston Keeps Tour Lead
As Planes Arrive at Atlanta

Stage St. Louie
Show Feb. 15‘23
ST. LOUIS (mo.) — This
city will be the scene of tlie

international Class “A” Air-
craft Show which is to be
held from Feb. 15 to 23 in-

clusive. These dates have
been announced by the Aero-
nautical Chamber of Com-
merce under whose auspices

the exhibition is held. Per-
manent exposition buildings,

adjacent to the airport, will

house the exhibits, enabling
planes to be wheeled in from
the landing field witliout

being dismamleil.

DeaouUer Rights to U. S, Firm

NEW YORK (n*. y.)

—

Manufacturing
rights for the United States and Canada
of Desoutter aircraft has been disposed
of CO Gorodon England Company of
America. Inc., Hudson, N. Y., accord-
ing to advices from Desoutter Aircraft

Company. Ltd., Croydon Aerodrome,
London S.W.

Many Attend Legion
Air Show at Louisville

LOUISVILLE (KY.) — More than
thirty thousand persons viewed the air

circus, held here during the national
convention of the American Legion.
The air show was at Bowman Field,

the municipal airport in Seneca Park.
Beside.s the civilian flyers, headed by

Freddie Lund, chief test pilot for 'VVaco
-Aircraft Corporation, there were de-

tachments from the Army, Navy and
Marine Corps flying units. War-like
maneuvers such a.s ground slrafling. dog
fighting, smoke screen demonstrations,
anti attack of ground troops were per-
formed by the service pilots.

-A unique feature of the circus was
the night exhibition flying of Lieut. Mc-
Calluni of the Reserve Corps. In this

flying Lieut. McCallum set off a blazing
trail of fireworks that made him plainly
visible against the skv.

Captain E. F. Galloway, commandant
of the military post at Bowman Field,
radiocast all the events and explained
the various maneuvers during each
afternoon of the air show.

Scores 22,836 Points

In J-6 Waco; Davis Next
By John T. Nevill

With the National Air Tour

ATLANTA (CA.) — Having covered a
total of 2,575 nii., or a little more than
half of the 5,017 mi. scheduled, John
Livingston, flying a Waco biplane

powered with a Wright J-6 225 hp.

engine, was continuing to increase his

lead over 27 remaining contestants for

the Edsel B. Ford Reliability Trophy
when the National Air 'Tour landed on
Candler Field, here, Saturday, Oct. 12.

Livingston has the highest "figure

of merit” of any contestant in the

’four, with his standing 135.84 points

in excess of his closest competitor. He
knew before starting that if he kept to

schedule throughout the journey, he
could not fail to win. By flying everv
one of the sixteen legs thus far coveretl

well within the allotted time assigned
hint—a time based upon an average
speed of 85 per cent of the maximum
speed shown by his plane in the tests

matle at Ford Airport before the start

—

Livingston's total num1>er of points notv
is 22,836. or 2,390 points aliead of the
-second plane, a similar Waco flown by
-Arthur J. Davis. Mr. Davis fell hehinil
his schedule and lost points on the leg
between Portland, Me., and Springfield,

Mass., the stretch on which head winds
were encountered similarly troublesome
to many of the other contestants. The
Davis score at Atlanta was 20.446, with
rite remainder of the field as follows

;

Head winds and other unfavorable
weather, difficult flying country, and
the rule requiring pfiols to maintain at
least 85 per cent of their maximum
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Livingston Keeps Tour
Lead at Atlanta, Ga.

speed have comhiiicd to proiluce a total

of 448 plane-legs, 28 planes over sixteen

legs each at this juncture. Only five

contestants, in fact, have maintained
perfect scores thus far, the select group
including the Bellanca flomt by George
Haldeinan, the Curtiss Thrush, piloted

by Dale Jackson, the Curtiss Robin with
W. Gentry Shelton in charge. Forest
O’Brinc's Robin, and John Livingston’s

Waco. Those having had only one late

arrival at a control point are: Charles

W. kfeyers, flying a*i .American Cirrus-

powered Great Lakes Trainer, Arthur
Davis in a \S'aco, Reuben Wagner in a
Homct-engincd Boeing 95, Wiley Post
in a Lockheed, Wasp-powered, Steve
Lacey with a J-6 Cessna monoplane,
and R. W. Pears in a Wasp-powered
Fairchild "71.”

Only one entry has definitely dropped
out of the contest since the original

29 planes took off from Ford Airport,

that being a Wallace Touroplane piloted

by Don Mather. Mather’s engine died

while he was taking off from Logan
Field, Baltimore, necessitating a forced

landing in which the craft's I-anding

gear was smashed so badly that the

plane was withdrawn from the Tour.
'I'here have also been several additional

minor mishaps, but none to cause more
than a day's delav in catching up with

the others. Henry Poindexter is now
flving one of the Cessnas, Earl Rowland,
its original pilot, having become sud-

tienly ill at Richmond.

L'p to this time the 28 entries still

in the contest have visited Toronto,

Ottawa, Montreal, Portland, Springfield.

New York City, Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Richmond, Winston-Salcin, N. C.,

Greenville, S, C„ Augusta. Ga., Jack-

sonville, Fla., and Macon. Ga. Over
this route, weather conditions, while

for the most part fair, have been such

in spots that in two instances scheduled

departure of planes has been delayed a

few minutes on advice of C. G. Andrus.
Government weather expert assigned to

the Tour.
From Atlanta the competing planes

and the ten or more official and accom-
panying craft will head toward the

Mid-West via Cincinnati and Louisville.

From their farthest point west at

Wichita, the route will curry tliein

northward to St. Paul from where the

return to Detroit will he begun to end

on the afternoon of Oct, 21.

Try F. & J. Engine It Travel ,4ir

PHILADELPHIA (pa.)—A! Jacobs,

engineer of this city, arrived in town
Monday with the Travel Air in which

the new Fischer and Jacobs engine was
recently mounted at the Travel .Air fac-

tory in Wichita. The new engine, re-

cently approved by the Department of

Commerce, will be put into production

Teachca '^Landings** on Smoke
NEW ^'ORK ( N. y.t —. A novel
method of teaching students to land is

being tried at Holmes .Airport, Queens-
borough, by the Gales Air Service. A
smoke bomb is dropped from the train-

ing plane to e.xplode while still far

above the field. The student is then
instructed to make a simulated landing
on the floor of the resulting smoke, a
poor “landing” high in the air resulting

in no ill effects.

Ciirtiss-Wright Sales

Firm Headed by Beech
NEW YORK (X. Y.J— Walter H.
Beech, president of Travel Air Manu-
facturing Company, has been named
president of a new* sales company which
will be owned by what was formerly
known as the Curtiss Flying Service,
now entitled the Curtiss-W right Fly-
ing Service following a vote of the board
of directors. Another of Mr. Beech’s
offices will be the position of cliairman
of the .sales committee of Curtiss-W right
Corporation,

Election of the following additional

Curtiss-Wright Corporation officers was
announced after the Oct. 8 meeting of
the board: Executive vice-president,

J. A. B. Smith, former secretary and
treasurer of Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor
Company; vice-president. Walter H.
Beech, also named to the positions men-

Priiice. treasurer of Wright .Aeronauti-

cal Corporation.
The airport section of Curtiss-Wrtghl

is led by William F. Carey, president of

New Yofk Air Terminals, Inc. Walter
S. Marvin, formerly holding this posi-

tion as president of Curtiss Airports
Corporation, is now cliairman of the

More Capital for Allied Motors

NEW YORK (X. Y.)—Until Nov. 8,

preferred and common stockholders of
Allied Motor Industries, Inc., will have
the privilege of subscribing to one new
share of common stock for each five

shares now held at $31.50 per share.

Approximately $1,500.<XK) will be adtied

to the company's working capital by this

plan. Allied Molur Industries recently

gained control of the .American .Aero-

nautical Corporation which ha.s the

rights in this country for the manufac-
ture anil sale of Savoia-Marchetti sea-

planes and amphibions.

Inspector .Added in Northwest

PORTLAND (ORE.)—Because of the

great increase in aviation activity in the

Pacific Northwest the inspection work
for the Department of Commerce has now
been assigned to two men. Formerly
one inspector was assigned to cover
Oregon and Washington with head-

quarters in Seattle. New Frank Knight
has been transferred from Los Angeles
to cover the Washington territory ivith

Seattle as headquarters. Wilbur B.

Wright will remain in Portland to

cover Oregon.

Yellow Firm Contracts

For 200 Buckley Planes

WICHITA (KAX.j — Officials of the
Yellow Air Cab Company and the
Buckley Aircraft Company, hotli with
headquarters in \\'ichita. announce the
closing of a contract by which the Buck-
ley firm will build 200 airplanes at a
value of $2,225,000 for Yellow Air Cal).

The Buckley firm builds a low-wing all-

metal plane carrying three passengers

Work has started on one of two big
factory buildings on the Buckley 120-
acre airport east of Wichita. Tlie firsi

structure, 64 x 100 ft,, will be com-
pleted within 3l) tlays, according to Roy
B. Buckley, pre.-ident of the aircraft

company, and the second, 75 by 600 ft.,

will be occupied by Jan. I.

Gary E. I’rebensen, president of
Yellow Air Cab, says his firm will

absorb the entire output of the Buckley-
firm for the year ending June 1, 1931.
The Buckley plane will carry Wright
pow'cr of 225 bp. The wingspread of
the original Buckley all-metal plane will

Ije increased to 52 ft.

As the Yellow Air Cab Company plans
to inaugurate its nation-wide service
shortly, other types of planes will be
Used until the Buckley contract is filled.

William B. Stout, Detroit aircraft

engineer and designer, is cottsuUing en-
gineer of the Buckley firm, though he
has no financial interest in the company.

Assistant Director

C APT. Gilbert G. Bvpwio has taken

the position of Assistant Director

of Aeronautics, the appointment being
necessitated by the large increase in

licensing work, according to Assistant

Secretary of Commerce Clarence M.
Young, who announccil the new tiffice.

Captain Budwig has been Oiief of In-

spection of the Air Regulations Division.
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Kinoer Has Shipped

783 Engines This Year
GLENDALE (calif.)—

I

n a recent

letter sent out to its 3,519 stockholders.
Kinner Airplane & Motor Corporation
outlines its progress and development
since construction of the first Kinner
engine in 1921. Commercial production
of the engine did not start for several

years, as the first one, which was of a
three-cylinder, radial air-cooled type,

lacked sufficient horsepower and vi-

bratetl excessively.

Incorporated under the laws of Cali-
fornia in 1919, with an authorized capi-
tal stock of 100.000 shares of $I par
value each, the stock was increased in

1928 to 600.000 shares and in May of

this year to 2,100,000 shares, of which
shares outstanding now number 1,946,-

159. At present, 35 airplane manufac-
turers are using Kinner engines.
The Kinner power plant was issued

Approved Type Certificate No. 3, after
it had passed a 50-hr. test. So far this

year, 783 engines have been shipped
from the plant, located here. Present
factory facilities provide 39,250 sq.ft,

of floor space. Branch service depots
have been e.stablished at Wichita, Kan.;
Havelock, Neb., and Buffalo and
Hempstead, N, Y. The Grand Central
Airport here has several hangars for
housing Kinner test and demonstration
planes.

Enclased with the letter on the com-
pany's history, was the August balance
sheet, showing the total net worth of
the company to be $1,969,568.10, and
total liabilities and net worth to be
$2,330,639.72.

Six Plane Approvals Issued

WASHINGTON (o. c.)—Department
of Commerce approved type certificates

were issued to six plans during the
week entling Oct. 12. Listed according
to certificate number, make and desig-
nation, type, power plant, useful load,

and gross weight, they are as follows:
No- 248-IreIand N2C. five-place open
amphibion biplane, Pratt and Whitnev
Wasp 450 hp„ 1,566 lb., 4,860 lb.; No.
249-Moiio-Aircraft Monosport 1, tivo-
place closed monoplane, Warner IIO
hp., 595 Ib., 1,650 Ib. : No. 250-Mono-
Aircraft Moiiosport 2, two-placed closed
monoplane, Kinner 90 hp., 597 lb.. 1,65(1

Ib,: No. 2Sl-Stearman C3R, three-place
open biplane, Wright 225 hp.. 959 Ib.,

2,700 Ib. : No. 252-Lockheed Vega,
seven-place closed monoplane Wright
300 hp., 1.915 Ib.. 4.220 lb.: No. 253-
Swallow TPW, two-place open biplane,
Warner 110 hp„ 538 ib., 1,739 Ib.

Gar Wood Buys Fokiter F-11

NEW YORK (N.y.)— Gar Wood,
world’s water speed champion, recently
purchased ,i Fokker F-Il amphibion
which he flew to Detroit from here after
bringing the plane from the factory at

Hasbrouck Heights. N. J. Accompany-
ing biro on the initial flight of the
seven-place cabin plane, was his wife

Memphis Firms Merge

MEMPHIS (tenn.)

—

Consolidation is

reported here of Valley Air Lines, Inc.,

and Tri-State Airways. Inc., under the

name of Southern Aviation and Trans-
port Corp,, which will be the distributor

of Stinson, Eaglerock, and Travel Air
Planes, The combined school resulting

now totals 75 students. Frank E. Bruce
is president of the new Ann,

Curtiss 1929 Exports
Reach $2,125,000 Total

NEW YORK (K. Y.)—The Curtiss
Aeroplane and Export (Tompany reports
orders for planes, engines, and parts

since the first of January, valurf at

$2,125,000. This amounts to more than
57 per cent of the total exports of these
products for 1928, which w-cre valueil

at $3,664,723-

The 1929 figure includes engines
valued at approximately $300,000, parts
valued at $360,000, and fully equipped
planes valued at $1,425,000. John S.
Allard, vice president of the Curtis-s

.Aeroplane & Export Company declares
the "scope and extent of foreign de-
mand for American-made airplanes and
engines .since the first of the year has
been a surprise, even to those of us
who are closely in touch with the situa-

"]n addition to these orders actualiv
filled and placed, large contracts nmv
under negotiation would indicate that
the total volume of foreign demand dur-
ing the current year Is far ^yond any
point we anticipated. The whole situa-
tion constitutes a real tribute to the ef-

fectiveness with which American engi-
neering and manufacturing resources
have met the unusually exacting dc-
mands^of aviation as conducted in other

Form Air .Assoriales Subsidiary

NEW YORK (x.Y.)—Air Associates,
Inc., has formed a subsidiary of the
.same name which has been incorporated
under the laws of Delaware and will be
licensed in Illinois. The new company
will operate at the Municipal Airport,
Chicago, taking over the assets and
operations of the older division at
Chicago. Officials are James B. Taylor,
Jr., president: F. L. Hill, vice president*
and Haven B. Page, treasurer. The
firm will start with a capital of $5,000
and a $95,000 surplus. Directors of the
company will be announced later.

Plan Air Carnival at Omaha
OMAHA (neb.)—An air carnival will
he held here in connection with a Jubi-
lee observing the diamond anniversarv
of the state. Nov. 5-7. Col. Amos
Thomas has been n.*imed chairman of the
aviation committee, while Walter R.
Johnson, captain of the Army Air Corps
Reserve, will aid in arrangements. Dis-
play flying, airplane races, balloon burst-
ing contests, ,ind other special events,
will be staged.
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Name Van Orman
Balloon Race Victor

Credited With 3-Mile
Lead Over Capt. Kepner
WASHINGTON (n. c.)—Ward T.
Van Orman, who piloted the balloon
"Goodyear VIII," was Judged v'

Oct. 8 by the Contest Committee of the

N.A.A. Distances were scaled by the

U. S. Geological Survey, giving Van
Orman’s distance as 341 mi.—a victory
of but 3 ml, over Captain Kepner in the
Army entry officially given a distance
of 338 mi.

With the U. S. Navy balloon third,

the United States entries turned in a
clean sweep of the first three places,

the Belgian, Danish, French, German
and Argentine entries trailing behind.
According to place, balloon, country,
pilot and aide, landing place, and dis-
tance in miles, the official results are
reported as follows:

First, "Goodyear VIII," United
States, Ward T. Van Orman, Alan
MacCracken, 3 mi. S-E. Tory, Ohio,
341 ml.

Second, Army. United States, Capt.
W, E. Kepner, Capt. J. F. Powell, 2
mi. N. Neptune, Ohio, 338 mi.

Third, Navy, Unitrf States. Lieut.
T. G- W. Settle, Ensign W. Bushnell,
10 mi. S.W. Eaton, Ohio. 3CM mi.

Fourth, "Belgica," Belgium, Ernest
Demuyter- Franz Lecharlier, Corydon,
Ind., 226 mi.

Fifth, "Danmark,” Denmark, Georg
Schenstrom, S. A. U. Rasmussen, 5 mi.
S.E. Bedford. Ind., 209 mi.

Sixth, "T-afayette,” France, Georges
Bianchet, Howard A. Scholle, Stincs-
ville. Ind., 200 mi.

Seventh, “Barmen,” Germans*. Hugo
Kaulcn, Jr., Frita Ebener. 4 mi. S-E.
Melvin, III., 171 mi.

Eighth, “Essen Stadt,” Germany,
Eric Lcimkugel. George Froebel, Cat-
iin. III,, 169 mi.

Ninth, "Argentina,” Argentine, D.
Edouardo Bradley, Francisco J, Cad-
aval, Fairbanks, Ind., 155 mi.

Baltimore Show in December
BALTIMORE (md.) ' — The First
Annual Baltimore Aircraft Show,
sponsored hy the Flying Oub of Balti-
more, is scheduled here at the Fifth
Regiment Armory Dec. 9-14, 1929. Ray
Krimm. who will he remembered as
director of the Pittsburgh show in
March, has been named show director.
He may be addressed here at the Lord
Baltimore Hotel.

Western Show Nov. 9-16

Did your last copy of Aviation say
the Western Aircraft Show was in
October? A few of the first-run copies
incorrectly carried this information.
The exposition, of course, Is scheduled
Nov. 9-16.
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Russians at Seattle

On Moscow'lV. Y. Flight

SEATTLE (wash.)—"Land ol the

Soviets." the Russian plane which has
been battling ba<l weather a great part

of the time since it left Moscow on
Aug. 23, has arrived here at Sand Point
Navy Air Field. Lake Washington, its

hrst stop in the United States. Us jour-

new CO New York will continue by way
of San Francisco and Chicago.

Officials of the city greeted the plane
which landed at dusk on its journey of
approximately 645 mi- from Waterfall,
Alaska, where it was forced down over
a week ago and repaired by the installa-

tion of a new engine which was shipped
from here. The craft, w'hich is in charge
of first pilot, S. A. Shestakov; second
pilot, Philip E. Bolotov; navigator.
Boris V. Sterlingov, and mechanic.
Dimitri V. Fufaev, will not leave here
until landing gear has replaced the

pontoons.
Among those in the plane escort

which heralded the Russians’ arrival

were Lieut-Comdr. John D. Price, com-
mandant at Sand Point, and three oiH-

cials of the Amtorg Trading Company,
A. V. Petroff, vice-president; L, C.
Gershevitch, and B. Belsky, Seattle

representative of the firm. V. M. Pet-

liakov. aeronautical engineer, will ac-

companv "Lanti of the Soviets" on its

trip to Nen York.

Halley Headquarters
Established at Omaha
OMAHA (neb.)

—

Omaha has been se-

lected as headquarters for Halley Avi-
ation Management. Inc., according to

Walter F. Halley, president. The H.il-

ley organiaatinn, which has maintained
headqu-arters at Rapid City, S. D.. con-
trols the activities of Pionair Lines,
Inc., Watertown. S, D.: Dakota Air-

lines. Inc.. Sioux Falls. S. D.; Rapid
Air Lines. Inc., Rapid City. S. D.. and
Rapid Aviation. Inc.. Omaha.
With part of the office equipment

already shipped here. A. W. Spence,
general manager, is arranging for

office and show room space sufficient to

display at least one airplane.

The report reveals tliat Rapid Avia-
tion has received the agency for Bel-

ianca planes. Halley .\viation Man-
agement concerns itself with almost
every department of aviation except
plane manufacturing. It will chiefly

devote its interests. Mr. Spence said, to

the promotion of plane sales and the

supervision of air routes. The four

companies of tlie Halley group operate

airports 'vith schools, taxi work, etc.

“Sky Fleet” at Nashville

NASHVILLE (tenn,)—Members of

the Lions Club here greeted the Aris-

tocrat plane air fleet of tlie Gen-
eral Tire anil Rubber Company when
it landed at McConnell Field, on its

country-wide tour, William O'Neill,

president of the company, was also at

the airport w*hcn tlie fliers landed.

K.ANSAS CITY (mo.)—The Ameri-
can Eagle Corporation’s goi^ will

tour, a flight of six planes visiting air-

ports and .American Eagle dealers in

all sections of the country, has com-
pleted its swing through Michigan and
Illinois and has returned to this city for

a week's rest prior to continuation of

the tour to the West Coast via the

Southwest.

Code Rules Against
Loan of Oil Equipment
NEW YORK (.X. V.)—Of interest to

the aircraft industry is Rule 8, Group
II, of the "National Code of Prac-
tices for Marketing Refined Petroleum
Products,” authorized by the Federal
Trade Commission and recently issued

with interpretations by the National
Committee on Interpretation. American
Petroleum Institute. The Rule reads:

"On account of the special nature of
-ervice retjuired in .supplying petroleum
products to airports, no dispensing or

storage equipment of any kind shall be
ieased, loan^, or otherwise furni.shed,

to airport operators or resellers of pe-
troleum products, except at full cost,

including cost of eijuipnient and storage

installation."

It is pointeil out that this rule does

not mean that a company is forbidden

to set up service stations at airports
through its own organization. Oil firms
mav enter a district, lease ground, and
erect stations, it is staled, but through
this ruling they may not loan equip-

ment to any firm already established.

Wiltlcat Activity Opposed

MILWAUKEE (wis.) — ,\ campaign
for aerial -salety has been launched here

by the district attorney's office and
aeronautical groups- Some fifteen un-
licensed planes were being operated in

Milwaukee county when the district

attorney's office, the Association of

Commerce and the Milwaukee chapter.

National .Aeronautics .Association, took

steps to curb "wildcat" activity. Sheriff

Reichenbach assigned deputies to can-

operators of unlicensed planes and to

give unlicensed pilots final warning tli.it

prosecution will follow any recurrence
of "wildcat” activity.

Air Tour to Precede
Western Aircraft Show
LOS ANGELES (caeif.) — An all-

California air tour lasting four days
ami stopping at 13 cities will be held

just prior to the Western Aircraft
Show, and an Air Week will be
designated during the period of the

Show under the ilirection of the Los
Angeles Junior Chamber of Commerce.
The purpose of Air Week will be to get

as many people into the air as possible

and as many as possible to attend the

Air Show. A plan has been worked out

whereby anyone attending the Aircraft

Show can ride at half price at any
recognized airport in this territory.

Definite entries of 40 aircraft have been
made for the Nov. 9-16 exhibit and it

is thouglit tliat double this number of
planes will be in place in the show
building when the doors are thrown
open to the public.

Howard Miller, of the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce, has been
named secretary of the California Air-
craft Exposition Association to succeed
Frank Bireley, resigned. Miller will

actively assist in directing the West-

Waco Reports Sales^ Carninga

TROY (OHIO) — Waco Aircraft Com-
pany, this city, received orders for

twenty airplanes during the first seven
days of October, as against 21 planes
for the entire month of October, 1928.

Estimated net earnings of the company
for the third quarter, after Federal
taxes, were $83,000. For the six months
ending June 30 earnings after taxes
were $138,000, and for the nine months
$221,000. This compares with earnings
of $229,000 for the entire year of 1928.

Dividend requirements for the current
year are $145,000.

Dominion Orders 13 Vickers

MONTREAL (p. q.)—

A

n order for
thirteen flying boats has just been re-

ceived by Canadian Vickers. Ltd-, from
the Canadian Government. Three will

lie lielivercd this fall and the remainder
in the spring and are to be used for

forest patrol work, photography, etc.

This is termed the largest single order
for planes ever placed with a (Canadian
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Montreal Show Held
At St. Hubert Airport

MONTREAL (qvs.)—Montreal's air

pageant of Oct. 5-6 has been termed one
of the most spectacular shows held in

the Dominion, with thousands attracted

to the St- Hubert airport.

The usual competition for prizes and
display flying featured the first dav oi

the meet. The public was especially

attracted by the exhibition flying of the

First Pursuit Squadron of the U. S-

Participating airmen were tendered
a banquet at the clo.se of the first dav.

and prizes were awarded to winners of

the events held in the afternoon. The
awards were as follows: Open landing,

Capt. F. G. M. Sparks, first: Capt. E. L.
Capreol and Capt. Harry Spooner, tied

for second. Ab initio landing, F- A.
Peacock, first; W. A. Henry, second.
Ab initio race. J. M. McConnell, Mon-
treal Light Aero Club, first; Carl Stone,
Granby Aero Club, second; and F.

Christmas, Flying and Service pupil,

third. Inter-Club relay race, Montreal
Light Aero Club team. J. G. Webster,
Marshall Foss, and J. M. McConnell.
Montreal Derby, G. I. Steeves, first;

and Capt. F, G- M. Sparks, second.

The arrival of the National Air Tour
planes featured the second day with ap-

proximately forty thousand persons
present—a record attendance.

Parks Planes Use J-6 and Bear

ST. LOUIS <MO.)—Parks Air College,

Inc., is planning several new engine in-

stallations for its planes, it is announced
here, A Parks P-1 powered with a Day-
ton Bear four-in-line engine rated at

110 hp. is one of the experimental craft

now undergoing flight tests. A P-2
powered with a Wriglit 5-cyl. J-6 also

is being tested. A wide selection of

colors is Bvailable to purchasers of

Parks machines. Among the combina-
tions are orange wings with the fuselage
in dark green, maroon, light green,
brown, red, dark blue and tan. ibther

combinations include tan fuselage and
cream wings and blue, green and maroon
with silver wings. The color option is

available not only to purchasers of the

P-2, a sport biplane now shown with
an Axelson 7-cyI. radial engine devel-
oping 115 hp.. but also in the P-1, an
all-purpose biplane now powered with
an OX-5 engine.

Army Orders 380 P. & W.’«

NEW YORK (n. V.)

—

Contracts tor

380 engines and a large number of
spare parts for the Army has been con-
sumated by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Company within the past few weeks.
Approximately $2,355,000 is involved in

this order, delivery of which will start

in October. Another order recently re-

ceived was one from the Navy for spare
Wasp and Hornet parts valued at $500.-
000. The company plans a 200 per
month engine production schedule for
tile rest of this year.

Graf Brought
Harmful Insects

WASHINGTON (D. c.)—
Flowers seized from passen-
gers and officers of the Graf
Zeppelin when it landed at

Lak'elmrsl, N. J,, on its world
tour were found to hold seven
specie.-, of insects injurious

to fruits and flowers. This
fact was disclosed by the

Plant Quarantine Adminis-
tration, Department of Agri-
culture. which stated that

only one was known to occur
in this country while several

have caused considerable dam-
age abroad.

Midwest Firm Pays Dividends

OMAHA (neb.)—President Lawrence
Enzminger of the Midwest Aviation
Corporation, stated in a report recently,

that the company is paying initial

quarterly dividends on its convertible
preferrrf stock.

Additional Stinson

Equipment to China

WAYNE (MICH.)—An order for ad-

ditional airplane equipment has been
received from the Chinese Nationalist

Government by the Stinson Aircraft

Corporation, according to Edward A.
Stinson, presidenc.

The order calls for immediate deliv-

ery of two six-place Stinson-Detroiters
and two four-place Stinson Junior
cabin monoplanes. Both models are to

be powered with Wright "Whirlwind"
engines, the large model using the 300
hp. J-6 and the Junior models 225 hp.

plants. The latest order was receivw
after a preceding shipment of four
Stinson-Detroiter.s had proved satisfac-

tory on the first Chinese air-mail route
between Shanghai and Nanking. Serv-
ice was instituted on this route June 8
with daily round trip between the two
cities, a (listance of 165 mi. Increase in

mail and passengers has necessitated
the routing of two planes each way
daily. The new Stinson planes are to

be used immediately. As soon as the

route can be surveyed, the service will

extend to Hankow with an added exten-
sion to Chengtu, the capital of Szechwan.

Flight Timer Devised
BOSTON (Mass.)—Theodore Ken-
yon, of Boston Airport, has developed
and patented an automatic timing de-
vice to measure airplane flight time. It

consists of a watch with a diaphragm
operated by air pressure tlirougli a tube
from tlie air speed indicator. Unless the
plane is flying, tlie clisck mechanism is

braked. When the airplane is flying the
air pressure releases tiie brake.
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viation Offenses

Doubled Last Year
Bui Increase in Flying
Overbalanced Violations

WASHINGTON (o. c-.j—There have
been more tliaii double the number of

air regulation violations during the past

fiscal year, according to an oral report
of the Aeronautics Brandi, but this has
not been in proportion to the increased
number of planes in operation ami
greater numlwr of hours flown.
The majority of violations iiave been

by fliers doing itinerant and miscel-
laneous flying rather than by pilots on
regular operating schedules with trans-
port and aviation companies, it was
said. Tlie larger companies who oper-
ate on regular schedules impose strict

obedience to the air regulations and co-
operate with the Department of Com-
merce, Aeronautics Branch,

The greatest number of I'iolatioiis of
air regulations, it was stated, have con-
sisted of acrobatics over prohibitetl

areas, flying low oier congested areas,
flying licensed aircraft without a pilot's

license, flying with no identification
number.s displayed, and flying without
navigation liglits.

The number of planes in operation
lias doubled over the previous year ami
the number of flying hours has been in-

Tliere were 224 violations in the fi.s-

cal year ending July 1, 1928, while
tliere were 493 in the past fiscal year.
In 1928, the civil penalty was imposed
upon 65 ; 121 were reprimanded. 22 li-

censes were revoked, five were denied
licenses liecause of violations. 22 cases
of violations were dosed for lack of
evidence, and a public hearing was
a.sked for sesea

In the fiscal year ending July, 1929.
176 were assessed the civil penally, 76
pilots were suspended. 21 licenses were
revoked, licenses were denied six, repri-

mands were issued to 192, 12 case.s

were referred to the Department of
Justice, public hearings were asked for
six violators- Fines were collected to
the amount of $4,525. it was stated.

In giving an explanation ot the nieth-
(xls used in the enforcement of air reg-
ulations, it was pointed out, that com-
plaints sometimes received from indi-

vitluals arc referred to inspectors for
investigation. The greater number of
cases, however, are reported to the De-
partment by the inspector who finds

violations during hi.s work in the field.

As a general rule the violator is given
15 days in which to make a request
in affidavit for remission or mitigation
ot penalty imposed. If a reasonable
explanation of the violation i.s made,
recommendation is made to the Secre-
tary of Commerce that the penalty be
mitigated or remitted as provided in the
Air Commerce Act.
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Auto Group Addressed
On Exporting of Aircraft

NEW YORK (N. V.)—Aircraft export$
and air transportation were discussed
here at a meeting of the Overseas Auto-
motive Club Oct, 10. John S. Allard,
vice-president and general manager of
Curtiss Aeroplane Export Company;
F. H, Love, president of United Air-
craft Export Corporation; and MaJ.
C. H. Biddlecomhe, advertising man-
ager of Wright Aeronautical Corpora-
tion were the speakers,
Mr. Allard’s views were that the air-

craft export industry might well Iw pat-

terned after the system set up by auto-
motive interests thoughout the world.

In fact, it was his opinion auto dealers

were the most likely and best fitted

group to take up the sale of aircraft, as
automotive bases required only a few
things such as landing fields and equip-
ment, a ground crew, etc., to become
adapted for aviation purposes.

A caution to the aeronautical industry

to guard itself against some of the early

mistakes made in the automobile world,

such as overproduction anil the lack

oi spare parts when shipping planes
abroad, was voiced by Mr. Love, No
large number of planes will he sold in

the individual owner field for the

present, he believed, hut the transport

lines arc rapidly shaping such a mar-
ket bv their development and safety in

operations.

Ai^entina was mentioned as a large

possible export field for small planes,

due to the presence of so many large

ranches far distant from any railroad

or town. At present, it is the transport
and mail lines rather than the general

public which oiler sale opportuTiities.

A brief review of air transportation

in this country was outlined by Major
Biddlecomhe, who spoke of the recent
conferences in Washington hehl be-

tween air mail contractors and the fiov-

ernment. On the present ba.sis, airlines

make about $1.09 per mile and the pilot

earns approximately $1-97 for every
pound of mail carried. The Government
is suffering about a three million dollar

deficit a year as conditions now exist,

and believes a lower rate of pay should
he agreed upon.

This means, Biddlecomhe continued,

that the transport companies must make
up the difference by increasing their

passenger and freight business. There
is not a single long distance passenger

route being operated today which isn't

losing money, observed the speaker,

rabtto stoat Vae I.lora

"The American people are faced with

one of two things. Either they must
support airlines by using them or air

transport svill suffer a serious setback

which is liable to handicap the indus-

try for a number of years,” declared

Major Biddlecombe. "Approximately a
billion dollars is ins-ested in air transport

and equipment today and the public w'as

interested to the e.xlent of $94,500,000

the first three months of this year.”

Ruseu Branch at Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES (caliv.)

—

.Announce-
ment is made of the eslahlishmern of

another Rusco factory branch by F. .A.

Gerrard, Pacific Coast manager for

Russell Manufacturing Company, with
headquarters in .San Francisco. The
new base is at 1223 South Olive Street,

this city. Kenneth L, Shaw has been
named manager. Complete stocks of

Rusco Aero Rings and brake lining will

be carried.

Au^st Leading Month
For Irving Chute Firm

BUFFALO (X. V.)—Reports from the
factory here of Irving .Air Chute Com-
pany. Inc., indicate net earnings of
$70,559 for the month of August after

taxes were subtracted, which makes it

the largest month in the history of the

firm. Exclusive of the Briti.sh sub-

sidiary. $116,000 in net earnings were
the results for the two months, July
and August,

Estimating September earnings and
adding earnings of the British sub-
sidiary, the third (juarter sliould con-
servatively show a net of $160,000 or

more than tlte dividend requirements for

the entire last half of the vear, and at

the annual rate of over $600,000, Net
tor the first six months was $251,689,
so that the first nine months of this

^ear will show belter than $410,000 as
against $417,000 for all of 1928, accord-

ing to the statement.

Unfilled orders for the .American fac-

tory alone on October 4, araouiuml to

1,549 parachutes which with the current

business insures capacity operations for

SIX months to come. The English sub-

sidiary is proportionately well supplied

w'iUi orders, it is reported.

Tour Bringa “Sunbeam” Sales

VAN NUYS (calif.) — Commercial
Aircraft Corporation, Ltd., reports seven
orders taken by ,*\rtliur B. Green, gen-
eral manager, during a tour of the West-
ern states which has just been com-
pleted, Three planes are to be delivered

in Omaha, Neb..’ one goes to Gold .Ace

Mining Company, Las Vegas. Ncv.

;

two will go to Sail Lake City, Utah;
ajid one to Amarillo. Tex. The Com-
mercial factory is now in prixluction on
the "Sunbeam" six-place, single engine

cabin biplane at the rale of one plane
each three weeks.

Cliutcs for Glider Targets

WASHINGTON (D. c.)—Gliders used
as targets by anli-arcraft guns will

soon be equipped with small para-

chutes, according to \5'ar Department
officials. These gliders which have a
ten-foot span, can be used over again if

they are kept from crashing. Therefore
after they have been released by the

plane towing them, gliders will have a
chute to operate on a time fuse, allow-

ing them to settle slowly to the grounil

withoul damage.

Parks College Sells

Airplane With Course

ST. LOUIS (MO.)—Under a new plan
lievised by Parks Air College here, a
transport license course and a new-
plane are offered for $5,650. which
means a saving of $I,2S5 over the regu-
lar price of the course and a plane,

which would total $6,935.
It is the idea of the college to give

the student his plane (either a Travel
Air or a Parks P-1 biplane), after 30
hr. of flying and have him use it for the

remainder of the course. As well as
furnishing oil, fuel, and service for the
student's craft free, ten hours of solo
night flying instruction and the same
number of cabin plane flying will he
given withoul cost to anyone taking
this combination course. These two
types of instruction will be given on
Parks' training-fleet planes.

Harry P. Mamnien, president of the
college, who announced the new plans,

said many of the students trying for
transport licenses will avail themselves
of this offer. Students will be allowed,
he said, to use their craft over the
w'cek-ends and for outside activities, hut
it is understood they will not carry
passengers until limitrf commercial rat-

Brork and Sclilee Honored

DETROIT I MICH-)—Award of the
Hannon Medaille d’Honneur to Ed-
ward F. Schlee and William S. Brock
in recognition of their flight in 1927
from the United States eastward to
Tokio was made recently by the Inter-

national League of Aviators- Tlie Har-
mon Trophy goes yearly to the pilot

considered to have made ;he outstand-
ing contribution to aviation throughout
the world, while the Medaille goes to

pilots whose contributions have been
thought worthy of international ac-
claim. Ill the long fliglit to Japan, the
Stinson-Detrniter used was flown some
12,295 mi, in eighteen tbys involving
145 hr. of fl.viiig. The fliglit is regarded

covered in a short elapsed time as well

as for the accuracy in holding to

schedule.

Marlin Firm in New Plant

BALTIMORE (mu.)—The Glenn L.

Martin Company has moved into its

new factory near Middle River. With
equipment, it represents an outlay of

$2,000,000, and is considered as one of

the finest aircraft factories in the United
States. This represents but one unit of

the completed factory as proposed. The
Glenn L, Martin Company at present

has contracts to build service planes

aniounliiig to approximately $3,OOO.OCX1.

jAIthough the company has in the past

manufactured only service planes, work
is now in progress, it is understood, on
a large seaplane designed (or commer-
cial use. About 200 acres of the l.llOO

acre airport adjoining the factory has

been graded and work is progressing

on the remaining portion.
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Schools and Colleges

New Obleaxs Aia Academy, using

the Rankin system of flight instruction,

will be opened as tlie first unit of a
chain of schools to be operated by New
Orleans Air Transport, Inc.

SoL'THEBX Air Express, Inc,, will

establish a pbnt and training school at

the municipal airport, Montgomery, Ala.

UxivEBsiTY or Dayto-x, Dayton,

Ohio, is offering a course in elements
of aerodynamics and airplane design,

Thompson Aeronautical Corpora-
Tiox is constructing an $80,000 hangar
at Pontiac, Mich., which will contain

classrooms for a new flying school,

Princeton University has instituted

a course in theoretical and applied

aeronautics under the Professorship of

Alexander Klemin,

Serliner-Joyce Aircraft Corpora-
tion will sponsor a new school in Balti-

more, .Md„ offering courses in aircraft

manufacture.

Alliance Aircraft Corporation
has organized a school at .Alliance,

Ohio, to furnish instruction for master
mechanics and navigators- J. P. Mc-
Dermott is manager.

Centrai. Y. M. C. A„ VVaterbury,
Conn., has instituted a ground course in

aviation, in cooperation witli L. & H.
Aircraft Corporation and Coioni.al Fly-

Carnfcie Institute op Tfx:hxouooy,
Pittsburgh, Pa„ is to h.tve a wind tunnel
of the Gottingen type, as well as a rib-

testing machine and special ci|uipment
for the calibration of aeronautical in-

Washixcton University ground
school, St. Louis. Mo„ has been recog-
nized by the Navy Deparlniem and its

gratluates hereafter will be eligible for
flight training wiili pay at the Naval
air station, Pensacola, Fla.

Skv Harbor Flyinc Schooi-,
oi>crate(I by Chicago Air Service, Inc,.

has opened in its new six-story building
at 1801 South Michigan Boulevard.

Uxiver.sitv op Ai-abama is offering
•t full four-year course in aeronautical
engineering, leading to the B.Sc. degree.

Hill Aeronautical School, Port-
l.ind. Ore., has been consolidated with
Portland Airways, Inc.

Consolidated Air Cqli.ece is the
name of a new school which combines
those formerly operated by National Air
Industries and Commercial .Airways,
Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Universal Aviation Schools weld-
ing instructors met recentlv for con-
ference at St. Paul, Minn.

Colonial Flying Service has opened
E school at Albany, N. Y„ in co-opera-
tion with Union College, Schenectady.

Spartan School of Aeronautics,
Tulsa, Okla., will use slow-motion pic-

tures as part of its training.

Colby on Berry Brother Tour

DETROIT (MICH.)—T, B. Colby,
manager of the aviation division of

Berry Brothers. Inc., is making a busi-
ness air tour of the Western Slates.

He took off Oct- 2 from here and is

visiting numerous aircraft manufac-
turers and distributors in Kansa.s,

Nebraska, Oklalioma. Texas, and Cali-

fornia before returning. Mr. Colby esti-

mates his present trip would have taken
six mouths by land travel. He figures
the operating cost of his airplane as

comparatively quite low. The differ-

ence in expense between air and raii

travel is more than offset by economy in
time and other savings, stated Mr. Colby
in telling of his flight.

MadUonians Win at Janesville

J.ANESVILLE (wis.)—A quartet of
Madison fliers won five prizes at the
Wisconsin Air Races held at Janesville
•Saturday and Sunday, Oct, 5 and 6.

First place ill the free-for-all Saturday
teas captureil by Richard Conover, fly-

ing an Eaglerock plane with a Comet
engine. Frank Dean took second place
in the exhibition flying. Howard Morey,
flying a Monoprep, won first in exhibi-
tion flying and second place in the relia-

bility race for all planes run Sunday;
Dan Fowley took first place in the ex-
hibition flying contests Saturday. The
Madison fliers won their prizes from a
field of fourteen entries.

Many Planes at Oil Exposition

TULSA (okla.)

—

More than one hun-
dred and fifty planes participated in the
aerial races and exhibition held in con-
nection with the International Petroleum
Exposition here. Free-for-all races anil

the "On-To-Tulsa Derby” were feature
attractions. William Parker placed first

in the Derby held Saturday Oct. 5, with
James G. Haiziip second and Erret
Williams Ihirtl. Display flying demon-
strations by Freddy Lund were staged
Monday, as well as several mock battles
and formation flying exhibitions during
the remainder o^ tlie Exposition.

LOS ANGELES (calif.)

—

The sailor

'vho after being at sea for many months
spent his one day of shore leave by
rowing a boat on the Lake in Central
Park in New York, had nothing on
Otis Carter, hangar chief at the
Metropolitan Airport. Due to the con-
stant activity at the port it has been
necessary to keep the hangar chief on
constant duty every day in the week
for the past eight months- In fact, he
lives at the port. However, feeling that
Carter shoufd have a change of sccnery
for at least one day, Hal R. Wells,
assistant manager, arranged for a sub-
stitute hangar chief to relieve him on
one day this past week. So with due

S.A.E. to Hold Five

Aeronautic Meetings

LOS ANGELES ( calif. )—The So-

meetings on Tue.sday and Wetinesday
evenings, Nov. 12 and 13, at the Alex-
andria Hotel here, at which time air-

craft engines and air transportation will

be discussed. This has Imn scheduled
by the Southern California section of
the engineers to come during the All
Western Aircraft Show which is to be
held here Nov, 9-16. Engine design,
diesel engines for aircraft, aircraft en-
gine problems, transport planes, air
transportation development, and trans-

port maintenance will be among the sub-
jects considered.
Tlic Society of Automotive Engineers

has also scheduled aeronautic meetings
on the following dates in 1930: Jan. 13,

Miami. Fla.; Jan. 21. Detroit, Mich,
(annual meeting of the S.A.E. ); Feb-
ruary 15-23, St. Louis, Mo. (during
International Aircraft 'Exposition)

;

•April 8 and 0, Detroit, Mich, (during
third -All-American Aircraft Show,
April 5-13).

Represenlalives Named
Consolidated—.San Diego Air Serv-

ice Corporation: Paul Mantz; Hancock
Foundation; .Santa Maria Airlines;
Aero Corporation of California, Inc.,

all in California.

Curtiss Flying Service— C. A.
Stearns, Wichita. Kan.

Great Lakes—

T

he Ruckstell Corpo-
ration, Ltd.; for California. Nevada.
-Arizona, Utah, Hawaiian Islands.

Rusco Manufacturing Company

—

Thompson -Aeronautical Corporation,
Cleveland, Ohio: exclusive distributor
franchise for all Rusco products.

Russell Parachute

—

United Air-
craft Export.*, Inc,, appointed exclusive
foreign sales agents-

Waco—Wings Corporation of Phila-
delphia (Pa-i; for eastern Pennsyl-
vania and soutliern New Jersey.

ceremony Carter took off in his auto
to get away from his close association
with the many planes.

Upon his return in the evening the
first que.stion asked hilti by his asso-
ciates was "Wliat kind of a day did
you have!" To whicli Carter replied,

"Gee. I had a swell time—never enjoyed
anything more !"

"What did you do?” and "Where did
you go?” were the next queries.
"Why, I spent the dav at the Grand

Central Airport (Glendale, Calif.), see-
ing how they run the place and topped
It off by having Herb Fahy t.-ike me
through the Lockheed factory—it was
great

!"

His One Day Off in a Period of Eight Months,
This Hangar Chief Goes Hangar Inspecting
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A plea made to President Hoover
by Thomas L. Hill, president of the

American Society for the Promotion
of Aviation, asked that a new cabinet

post be made for the handling of all

aeronautical problems. Mr. Hill also

urged passage of the bill pending in

Congre.ss. which would appropriate

$40,000,000 to provide tor free distri-

bution of planes to civilian flying clubs,

which would re-sult, he believes, in re-

lieving the training of 250,000 aviators

in five years.

Intermediate scops on the Chicago-
New Orleans line which will be oper-

ated by Continental Air Services, Inc.,

will be made at Bi. Louis, Memphis,
Tenn., and Vicksburg, Miss,

Truscon Steel Company, Columbus.
Ohio, is considering plans to manufac-
ture the air mail pickup device invented

by L. S. Adams.
Heailouarters of the eastern division

of Curtiss Flying Service to be estab-

lished at 1209-1217 Charles St„ Balti-

more. Md.
Dr. Clayton E. Wheeler, who main-

tains offices in both Los Angeles and
San Franci-sco, has made 338 round
trips between the two cities on West-
ern Air Express plane.s during the last

Walker Airport, Ontario, has been
removed as a stop on the eastbound air

mail service by postal authorities, due
to a lack of proper lighting facilities.

The steel work on the new Curtiss-
Caproni factory, Baltimore, has been
completed, and the Board of Rstimates
of the city has authorised Elmer E.

Hammond, harbor engineer, to increase

the amount of grading and other work
in preparing the 25-acre tract, to the

extent of $35,000.

.A record total of 4,428 lb. of air mail
was recently brought into the Los An-
geles airport by three Western Air Ex-
press planes on the New York-Los

Nlail plane service will be rendered
Dawson City and other parts of Yukon
Territory all winter long.

Colonial Western Airways. Inc., will

start operation of ttight mail service be-

tween Albany and Buflalo on Nov. I,

according to W, Heath Proctor, opera-
tions manager. By that time, beacons
will have been installed every 10 mi.

on the route.

The Federal Radio Commission has
granted a license for a one-watt station

to Roosevelt Field, to be used for broad-
casting purposes- while making para-

chute jumps. Instructions will be broad-
cast to students on the ground while
the instructor is descending.

It is reported officials of Western Air
Express and Universal Aviation Corpo-
ration are considering an agreement
centering around operations at Kansas
City, it being the Astern terminus for

Western Air Express and a stop on
the Universal lines.

F. Trubee Davison, Assistant Secre-
tary of War, in an address before the

New York Slate Association of Realty
Boards at Syracuse Oct, II, stressed

the advisability of placing airports as

near the central part of a city or town
as possible, as they will eventually be-

come the business cemer.s of the com-

I. B. Tribkin is president of the re-

cently-formed Loui.siana .Aeronautical

Society, New Orleans, ^vhich is organ-
ized with the idea of promoting the

establishing of airports.

The Oiance Vouglit Corporation has
opened headquarters in San Francisco,

Calif., at 681 Market St.

Lieut. Harry A. Sutton lias been
awarded the Clarence H. Mackay
Trophy by Secretary of War Good in

recognition of the most meritorious

flight service by an army pilot in 1928,

for conducting flying tests to determine
.spinning charactcri.stics of dangerous
types of airplanes.

An aerial demonstration is scheduled

Oct. 19-21 at Gettysburg, Pa., in con-
nection with ceremonies marking ex-
pansion of the local airport.

The Postoffice Department is study-

ing designs for aerial mail cars, which,
it is declared, would save some three

hours in coast-to-coast mail service.

Large transport craft are now being
built which can be converted into "mail

cars” within 24 hr.

The bill concerning Interstate Com-
merce Commission control of air lines

which was introduced into the House of

Representatives by Rep. Cable (Rep.),
Ohio, has been put before the Senate by
Senator Walsh (Dem.), Mass.

Re.staurant and fueling concessions

for the Los Angeles Municipal Airport,

formerly known as Mines Field, have
been given to Interstate Company and
Standard Oi! Company of California

by approval of the city council.

Weather information concerning con-
ditions along the Columbia Gorge air-

way is now available through the oflice

of Edward L. Weils, district meteorol-
ogist, who sends reports received by
him to the Swan Island Airport.

Planes of the Boeing System have
now flown 7.000,000 mi., and of this

total, about three and one-third million

ivere flown at night-

Hanford Tri-State Airlines, Inc.,

Sioux City, Iowa, have purchased the

airport equipment of the Kari-Keen
Aircraft, Inc.

A service hangar has been opened at

Lambert-St. Louis Airport by Von
Hoffmann Aircraft Company which will

provide space for private, commercial
and transient craft.

The Bay of Quinte. near Trenton.

Can., is to be the site of the new land

and seaplane training station of the

Royal Canadian Air Force, which will

move from their present location at

Camp Borden. The cost of the new
station will be approximately
$2,000,000-

Yakima, Wash., is being seriously

considered as the terminus for the

Alaska-Washington Air Lines, follow-
ing a conference between Yakima avia-

New Finns Announced
The Americak Psopeller Com-

PA.xv, Baltimore, Md„ capital 5,{XM)

shares, par value $100; by J. Kemp
Bartlett, Jr.. Robert Dixon Bartlett, ).

Kemp Bartlett.

Aeroxal'tical & Industrial Hold-
i.xG Corporation*. St. Petersburg, Fla.,

capital 125,000 shares of no par value:
by Fred V. Blair, A. P. Avery. Oscar
.Avery: to deal in airplanes and air-

W'eiaxt Aircraft Sales Company,
Newark, Ohio, capitRl 100 shares of no

B
r value; bv W'arren S. Weiant, Jr.,

eanor Weiaiu, Oscar W. Nichols.

.Ace of Clubs Flying Service, Inc.,

Kansas City, Mo., 5.000 shares of no
par value; by Robert P. Gilliam, Paul
Moss. Harriet Moss, D. D. McCoy,
Frank G. Warren; to operate flying

schools and transport passengers and

Sou.ND Airways, New Bedford, Mass.,

capital $100,000; by Isaac Dawson,
John E. Moore, David S. Sherall; to
manufacture and deal in aircraft, trans-

port, aerial advertising and photog-

Aero-Plane Corporation, Balti-

more, Md-: capital $3,000,000; by James
F. Milton, Herbert C, Craft, and Henv-
ard Tebbs; to manufacture airplanes.

The Airways Corporation, Miami,
Fla.; capital 50 shares no par-value

slock; by F. M. Crawford, E. L. Boyce,
and I. H. .Arnold; to deal in aviation

lion enthusiasts and H. L, Johnson,
manager of the Inter-City Air Lines, a
division of the other corporation. We-
natchee. \\*ash., is also being considered
for the base of operations.

Contract for the desi^ and construc-

tor Crosley Airplane Company, Sharon,
Ohio, has been awarded to The Austin
Conipanv. Oevelaiid, and work on it

will begin immetliately.

Rock Island, 111., will dedicate a new
3.000,000 cp. airplane beacon Oct, 21.

Omaha Flying Oub, Inc., has leased
Steele Airport and contracted for an
American Eagle OX-5 to be used tor

training.

A directional radio beacon with a
range of 200-300 mi. has been installed

at Kelly Field. San Antonio, Tex.

Brower .Air Service Corporation,
Lindsborg. Kan., has started an airline

betiveen Omaha, Neb., and Wichita,
Kan., with stops at Satina and Belle-

bilee, Kan.

Schenectady (N. Y.) Glider Club has
iiurchased a Baker 3IcMil1an primary
Training glider and flights have already

Midcontineiit Air Express is rushing
plans for opening its proposed line from
henver to Kansas City.

Ryan Aircraft Corporation has com-
pleted a model fuselage for a four-place
Brougham and expects to have the

model in production hv December.
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(IIIIK- PERSONNEL Ill

Miss Elinor Smith has been ap-

pointed assistant operations manager for

Eastern .Air Express. Inc.. New York,

N. V.

William C. CANRV'has been ap-

pointed assistant to vice-president Paul
GOLDSBOROUCH in charge of operations

of Universal .Aviation CorpnraliDii.

C. E- Fleming, recently with Na-
tional Air Transport, has been made
general traffic manager of Southwest
Air Fast Express, with headquarters at

Tuisa, Okla.

L. W. Greve was recently elected

president of the Cleveland (Ohio) chap-

ter of National .Aeronautical Associa-

AERONAUTICAL CALENDAR
Oct. S-21 NlUsrw] Air Tour, SUrtioi Ir

Fold iSirporL Dearbera, Mica,

Confaranca oa Mimidpal Airporu at

Nor. 7-8 All Wrvtsrn Airpsrt Coslereflee. Lm

Nov. 8-10

.NOT.II-IJ

Nor. 18

10-16

rA-E—AODOJ 'Meoltos, D.lr«.,
Ml«h.

Ariltnr6''p«trAm«n«»
late^Mtio^ Aircraft EJpcatUvfl,

Naw Yark AJrrruIt SaJaa, auapicaa

D^vor, Cola., MunldpaJ Airport,

AlrCirouaaC L'Uea, N. V., -Muainpa

Air C'andi^ .Muoidpal

-MBPORT DEOir.tTIONS
Cwli-^Raycolda (1

tion. succeeding Floyd J. Logan.
Clifpokh Giloehsleeve was elected

vice-president.

N. 5. Glass has been appointed dis-

trict passenger representative for West-
tern Air Express at Albuquerque, N. M.
O. S. Esiulem has been appointed dis-

trict passenger representative for Mid-
Continent Air Express Conipanv at

Santa Fe, N. M,

A. H. RiEDESEL is now manager of

Smith Field, Iowa City. la.

Herbert B. Weeks has been placed

in charge of the aerial survey depart-
ment of Curtiss Flying Service in St.

A. J. Stewart is now manager for

Curtiss Flying Service at the Municipal
Airport, Memphis, Tenn.

V\'iLLiAM F. Hoare has been made
field manager tor Boeing Air 'i'ransnort

at Cheyenne, Wyo.
George Bendix is now engineer in

the aviation department of Gilbert &
Barker Manufacturing Company, makers
of tile ".Aeropit” emergency pump and
other items of equipment for aircraft.

R. E. Kelly lias been appointed Sales
Engineer for the eastern district for

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, Chicago. John Ashton has been
made niaiiager of the Boston office.

Walter L. Seiler has been appointed
chief pilot for Emsco Aircraft Corpora-
tion. Uowiiey, Calif.

Deaxe Davenport has been ap-
pointed editor of ^ty-IFoys, official

house organ of The Aviation Corpora-
tion. He was formerly with Braniff
division of Universal Airlines-

ViNTON Higbie, project engineer for

Berlincr-Joyce Aircraft Corporation,
has been appointed instructor of aero-
nautical drafting at the Maryland In-

Haroi.d H. Emmons, chairman of
tile board of Detroit Aircraft Corpora*
tion, has been elected chairman of the
lioard of Airport Lighting, Inc., New
Vork, N. V.

Ralph DeVore has been namcil
superintendent in charge of the Pontiac
repair base of Thompson Aeronautical
Corporation.

Rval Miller is the new president of
the Sioux City (la.) chapter of N.A.A.
Cedric Hoskixs is vice president and
Cari-ton CoanETT, secretary-treasurer.

John W. Shiver has been elected

president of the .Aniericus .Aero Club,
.Americiis. Ga.

Charles D. Stoffer. former West-
ern Air Expre-'s pilot, has lieen ap-
pointed chief pilot for Eastern Air Ex-

John Aker.man, chief designer .anil

engineer tor Mohawk Aircraft Corpora-
tion, Minneapolis, lias been made asso-

ciate professor of aeronautical engineer-
ing at the University of Minnesota.

Miss Cecii.e McTicue has been ap-
pointed assistant treasurer of Robertson
.Airplane Service Company, St. Louis.

Kiaav L. Whitsett has resigned as

Colonial Air Transport pilot to become
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IIUIM- TRADE TIPS -imlU

It has been reported tkal

The Midwest Aviation Corporation,
of Omaha. Neb., is planning erection of

a hangar in Des Moines. Ia„ where it

has been operating a flying school for

the past eight months, but has been
using a hangar of the Yellow Cab Air-
ways.

The Fairfax Airport Co., 407 Security
Bldg., Kansas City, is considering bidx

for reconstruction of its administration
building on corner of Fairfax Airport
and FunsCon Road.

The Royal Airways Corporation of

Madison, Wis., is having plans prepared
for an administration building at Penco
Field.

The Dallas Airport Utilities Corp..
of Dallas. Tex., is about to let the con-
tract for erection of hangar, machine
.shops ami administration building at

Love Field, to be Iea*ied to Southern Air
Transport, Inc., of Fort Worth. Tex.

The Neilson Steel Aircraft Co., Sec-
ond and Cainelia Streets. Berkeley, Cal.,

is having plans prepared for 60x200 ft.

plant addition.

The city clerk of Fresno, Cal., has
been authorized to take bids on con-
struction of a residence and adminis-
tration building at ilie municipal air-

Fairfax Airports, Inc., of Kansas
City, Kan., is to erect a club house at

the municipal airport of St. Joseph. Mo.,
which it recently acquired, and also a

pijoi for New Vork, Rio and Buenos

WiLLiASr F. Carev has been elected

president of Cuniss Airports Corpora-
tion to succed Walter Marvin, who
lieconies cliaimiaii of ilie board of di-

Liel’T. George F. Straker has been
appointed field engineer for the eastern
district for Szekeiy Aircraft & Engine
Company.
Arthi r 1>. Homer has been ap-

pointed Dirccinr of Sales Promoiinn for
Consolidated Instrument Company of

America, Inc., New York, N. Y. Mr.
Homer was previously coiinectetl with
the sale.s dcpartiiieni of Waltham Watch
Company.
Charles Wald, formerly senior in-

spector of airplanes for the Bureau of
Aeronautics, Navy Department, is now-
inspection engineer for Berliner-Joyce
Aircraft Corpoiation, Baltimore, Md-
Walter Storrie, Casper, Wyo., has

iieen named as a member of tiie state

board of aeronautics.

Thom.as Havexdon has been ap-
pointed sales manager for Curtiss Flv-
iiig Service at Brideport, Conn.

Hans A. Felpmann. former general
manager of Weeks Aircraft Corpora-
tion, has been appointed sales nian.-iger

of Hamilton Metalplane Company, Mil-
waukee, M'is.
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New Orleans to Have
Oass A Naval Airport

WASHINGTON (d. c.) — Construc-
lion of a Clas!> A naval airport at

Algiers, across the Mississippi River

from New Orleans, La., has been
riccidetl upon by the Navy Department.

A total area of 83 acres is available,

although only an L-shaped tract of 33

acre.s will be develoi>w imntediately.

The work of preparing the site, includ-

ing removal of the Veterans’ bureau
hospital, will be begun almost imnie-

tliately. and according to the announce-
ment, the project will he well under way
by the end of the current fiscal year.

Detailed plans for the airport were
prepared by Connnodore Ivrnest Lee
jahneke, assistant Secretary of the

Navy, The L-shaped field will pros'itlf

a north and south runway about

’,500x875 ft., and an east ami tvest

runway about 3,400x40(1 ft. .Accommo-
dations for seaplanes will be provided
along a 600 ft. frontage on tlie river.

At first, these will consist nf a timlter

runway for hauling and launching
etjuipment, and a small building to

house supplies. Construction of a

mooring mast for dirigibles is also being

considered.
Although it is not the Navy's policy

to encourage commercial use of its air-

ports, the field will he available at all

limes as an emergency landing field for

all land and seaplanes, ft will also

afford an excellent base for relief flights

hy naval aircraft in the event of floods

on the lower Missi.ssippi. Tlie .Algiers

naval station i-s within twenty minutes'
automobile drive from the New Orleans
Post Office.

Nov. Air Mail Route Planned

WASHINGTON (n. c.)—The Post-

office Department will soon offer ad-

Iween Norfolk, Va„ Washington, D, C..

Pittsburgh, Pa., and Oeveland. Ohio,
according to Assistant Postmaster Gen-
eral Glover. The Cleveland-Piltsburgh

section has already been lighted for

night flying and the Pittsburgh-Wash-
ington route has been surveyed by the

Department of Commerce and is ex-

pected to be lighted by April, 1930.

Toledo Gets Excursion Rates

TOLEDO (OHIO-)—Universal .Avia-

tion Company, operating lietween

Cleveland and Chicago, Middle States

Air Lines, Inc., the Mason and Dixon
.Air Lines. Inc., and Thompson Aero-

nautical Corporation, all serving To-
ledo, have notified the Chamber nf

Commerce that they will put into effect

air excursion rates ciuring the Toledo
Industrial Progress ExpQ-sition Nov. 7.

W.A.E. Buys Three New Fords

ST. LOUIS (MO.)—Three new tri-

engined Ford transports have been
atided to the fleet of Southwest .Air

Fast Express. The new all-metal mon-
oplanes arc of the latest design.

Announce Air-Rail Line
From Boston to Havana
,\EW A'OKK (.V. Y.I—A 43-hr. plane-

and-lrain service from Boston to Ha-
vaiui will he inaugurated on Nov. 1,

according to an announcemetit made by

J. .AI. Eaton, traffic manager of Pan-
American Airways. A through train

will be run from Boston, called the

"Everglades Special." leaving South

arrivitig at Miami the second morning
;ii 7:50. At 8:45, the plane will leave

for Havana, reaching there at 11 a.ni.

1‘lane conenctio:is will be made from
there to South America.
Co-operating with Pan-American Air-

ways in this plan are the New A'ork,

New Haven & Harlfortl: Pennsylvania.
Richmond. Fredcrick.-hnrg & Potomac:
Atlantic Coast Line, and the Florida

East Line railroads.

A plane leaving Havana to connect

at Miami with the northbound "Ever-
glades Special." will be known as the

"Boston Special." Daily service will be
started by Pan-American between Nas-
sau and Miami on Jan. 1, which will

also collect with the Boston train.

New Airport Bullotiua Ready

AA'ASHINGTON <». c)—Department
of Commerce announces that two new
aeronautical publications are now ready
for distribution. The first of these lias

to do with airport problems and is

tillerl "Notes on Airport Management."
"Suggested City and County .Aeron.tu-

tics Ordinance and Uniform Rules for

Airports” is the name of the seconil hul-

letin, which outlines certain rules and
regulations for use in state laws on
aviation. Both pamphlets may be had
by writing to the .Aeronautics Branch.
Department of Commerce.

Dedicate Si. Louis Beacons

ST. LOUI.S CMO.'I—Three beacons,

each of 8,(X10,0IX1 c.p.. have been in-

slalletl on the 157-fi. Grand boulevard

water tower here aiul were formally

dedicated Oct. 14. Two throw beams
visible for 25 to 50 mi. low.ard both

Lambert-St. Louis Field and Park.s

Airport and the third is an elevated

revolving light. The total cost was
$3,000. The beacons were installed hy

the North St, Louis Business Men's
.Association. Prominent local aviation

men officiated in the dedication.

Curtiss-Wright Buys
Site Near San Francisco

SAN M.ATEO (CALIF.)—Purchase of

a 400-acre tract of land, locateil about

cost of about $500,000, has been an-
nounced hy Cuniss-AVright interests.

An airport will lie developed on this

properti' b)- tbe Curtiss company at an
approximate expenditure of $1,500,000.

A part of the field will be re.served

for the Curtiss-AA’right Flying Service
school, which will be one of the first

activities to be established, and the re-

maining portion of the field will lie

available for commercial .aviation ojj-

crations, according to Captain Barticti,

general manager of Curtiss Flying
Service in California, No flying sciiool

other than their own will be permitletl

to operate at this airport.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Com-
pany. Calif., has agreed to move its

transmission line, which at the present
tinie is located on this property. This
agreement, as well as other concessions

necessary before the property could he
developed as an airport, were secured
rlirough the cooperation of the San
Francisco and San Mateo Chambers of

Commerce, anil civic-minded property
owners in the vicinity.

Matidux Set Record in .August

LOS ANGELES ( cai.if. »-Maddux
Air Lines carried a total of approxi-
mately 6,800 pay passengers during the
month of Augu.sl, a new all-time record
for Maddux operations. Of this num-
ber 4,400 passengers were carried hy
regularly scheduled trau.sport planes

flying over the San Diego-Los Augeles-
Saii Francisco route, about 2.200 were
were carried on short scenic flights, ami
approximately 200 on charter trips.

Maddux tri-engined Ford planes flew

1,100 hr. during August, covered a total

of about 107,1)00 mi., and piled up a

graml total for the month of 727.600
pa.ssenger miles flown without mishap

Slarl Boston-Coast Air-Rail Line

BOSTON Imass.)—A new combina-
tion train-airplane service to California

from this city was inaugurated October
7 by AA'estern Air Express and Boston
& Albany Railroad. Tlie service cuts

tbe time to the west coast to 53 hr. from
Boston and to 46 hr. from New York.

It reduces the present lowest time of

48 hr. from New York and 67 hr. from
Boston. It was announced that Western
Air Express expects to operate air lines

from other Pacific to Atlantic points as

S(50n as routes are selected and arrange-
ments completed. Tri-engined Fokkers
will be used,
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Plan Additional Port
For New York City Area

NEW YORK (,x. V.)—New York Air-

port, Inc., organized by Lawrence Hal-
Icran, has acquired 305 acres of land

between Flushing and College Point,

L. I., in the Borough of Queens, and
has begun development of the .site for

an airport. In addition, the company
has acquired four acres of land on
Flushing Bay to be used for a seaplane

landing. Besides the airport, an “aero-

nautical park" is planned, to include

tennis courts, restaurant and an artificial

lake. The project is expected to cost

$700,000, and including the property,

involves about $2,500,000.

Thi.s site was recommended by the

Hoover Fact-finding committee on suit-

able airport facilities for the Nesv York
Metropolitan district in its 1927 report.

The Queens-Flushing Bay area also

has two other sites under development,
one for seaplanes and one for lanil-

planes, and still another is projected.

The one to be dcvelopetl by New York
City Airport, Inc., is only one-half mile

from direct subway connection to the
downtown district, and two blocks from
Northern Boulevard. Flushing.

Plan Northern Michigan Line

GRAND RAPIDS (mich.)—Decem-
ber will see the inauguration of year-
round airline service between this city

and Petoskey, in the northern part of
the state, according to announcement of
plans hy Jack Byrne, president of Fur-
niture Capital Air Service. Interven-

ing stops will be made at Big Rapids,
Cadillac, Traverse City and Giarlevoix.
Two Wasp-powered eight-place Stin-

son cabin planes are planned to pro-
vide daily service each wav.

Mail Plane Replaces Dog Sleds

PORTLAND (ORE.) — Mail formerly-

carried by dog sletis from Nome to

Unalakleci, Alaska, will hereafter be

carrieil by plane. The time will thus

be reduced from six days to about 2 hr,

for the 200 mi. Pete Curran, who
operated the sled route, is one of the

p.irtners in Alaska Air Service, Inc.,

which will lake over the mail contract,

A four-place Stinson Junior monoplane
will be used.

Boston Will Broadcast
Radio Direction Signals

BOSTON (MASS.)—Radio beam serv-
ice and 24-hr. broadcast of aviation

weather reports will be provided by the

stations which have been installed by
the Department of Commerce on Castle

Island, in Boston Harbor, and at Boston
Airport. A weather bureau will be
maintained at Castle Island, and re-

ports from other points in the district

will be received there and sent by radio

telephone to tlie airport station. In

addition, the airport will have a tele-

graph-printer system which will furnish

weather information for airways all

over the Unileil Slates.

The broadcast of directional signals

the sending of the weather reports on
the same wave length every 15 min.
The e(|uipment installed at one corner
of the airport con.sists of two 40-ft.

poles and a small building to house the

apparatus. All of the Boston-New
York planes operated by (Kolonial Air
Transport have been supplied with radio

sets to receive the signals and weather
information.

Curlias Group Inspects Projects

NEW YORK (X, V.)—Leaving here
Oct. 7, a party of officials of the Curtiss

.Airports Corporation began a three
weeks’ tour of the various proiects in

which the company is interested

throughout the country. Among the

t
laces to be visited are Pittsburgh, St.

ouis, Houston, Los Angeles, Alameda,
San Francisco, San Mateo, Chicago,
Milwaukee, and Cleveland. The group
will include Walter S. Marvin, chair-

man of the board; William F. Carey,
president; David Visel. vice-president;
B. R. Waite, chief engineer; Jack F.

Tuyls, field engineer; H. W. Kroyer.
treasurer, and Col. G. W. Goelhals, of
New York Air Terminals.
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Negotiations for Mail
Rate Reduction Continue
WASHINGTON (o. c.)—Since the
various transport companies whose air
mail contracts expire this year have
failed to agree on a formula for rate
reduction, the Post Office department is

discussing contract rates with the com-
panies individually. However, confer-
ences are continuing, and it is hoped
that a suitable "yardstick’’ to be ap-
plied generally to air mail rates may
yet be found. In the meantime. Western
Air Express and Colonial Airways are
objecting to very drastic reductions of
their compensation, proposed cuts from
$3.00 per pound to $.93 and $1.42, re-
spectively. The other contractors liave
indicated their willingness to accept the
lesser cuts proposed to tliem by the
Post Office Department.

Postmaster General Brown and Clar-
ence M. 5'oung have both reiterated
their statements that the air transport
industry is not yet ready for regulation
and fixing of rates on the same basis
as that applied to railroads, hut the
Postmaster General ha.s also indicated
his belief that the Government should
reduce the amount now spent yearly to
aid the aviation industry, both as to
losses on air mail, and the expense of
establishing new landing fields and
lighted airways. In a recent address
before the Advertising Club of Wash-
ington, he stated that the Government
was spending ^0,000,000 a year to aid
commercial flying, and he expressed the
hope that a saving of $3,000,000 per
year might be effected by cutting out the
air mail defleit.

To Test Seadrome Model

BALTIMORE (md.)—A model of the
.Armstrong scatironie, one thirty-second
of the size of the original, will be tested
on the Clioptank River or Chesapeake
Bay, Oct. IS, or as soon after as the
tides and weather permit. The minia-
ture model which took thirteen weeks
and $10,000 to construct, weighs 2,000
lb,, stands lOJ ft. high, is lOJ ft. across
and i.s 35 ft. long. The large model,
when completed, will be 1,180 ft. long.
The mcxlel was constructed at (iliester,

Md.. and ivas brought by truck to Cam-
bridge, Md., where it will be loailcd
on a miniature tirvdock and floated to
the site of the tests. Edward R. Arm-
strong, the inventor, will supervise the
tests, according to the announcements
which have been made here.

Three French Firms to Merge

P.ARIS (feance)—Three firms will be
included in a merger which is being
planned under the presidency of M. Ni-
caise. The iie^v firm will he known as
Societe Gencrnle .Aeronautiiiue, ami will

include Societe Lorraine, manufactur-
ers of airplane engines, Societe Ano-
nirnie Nieuport-Delage. producers of
light passenger transports, and Avions
R. Hanriot, builders of training planes.
'I'he capitalization of the combine(i firms
will ho about $80,000,000.

Canadian Air Mail Grows

OTTAWA (oNT.) — Tremendous
growth in Canada’s air mail service in
(he past year and a half is indicated hy
the latest official figures issued recently.
In December, 1927, the total air mail
mileage was 367 mi„ while today it is

over 3.000 mi. The number of sched-
uled flights per month has grown from
three to over 300 and the monthly mile-
age from 1,000 to nearly 75,000 mi.
per month.
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llllHw.- AIRPORT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

W OKK HAS »ECVX on tl.6 ne.v Fair-

child seaplane liase, situated on the

south shore of the St. Laurence River

about a mile below Lon^eil, Que., and
altoiit 4 mi. from St. Hultert Airport.

A hreakwater 1,500 ft. long and 30 ft.

wide, built at an angle of 150 degrees

to the flow of the river, is to he con-

structed. Fairchild Aircraft, Ltd., owns
265 acres of land fronting on the sea-

plane base. About 100 acres of this is

being developed as a private service and
test fleld. It is being drained and
graded, with runways in several direc-

tions. the shortest being 1.800 ft. long.

Lincoln Flying school’s hangar on the

Lincoln (Neb.) municipal airport is ex-

pected to be completed within six weeks,

while Lincoln Airways, Inc,, a com-
panion organization will build a hangar

on the field ne.xt summer. E. J. Sias is

president of the two corporations which
have the same officers and stockholders.

The hangar to be completed soon will

have floor space IIK) .x 80 ft. .\ city-

owned administration building and a

gasoline filling station are projects to Ite

started at the municipal field soon.

Most of this season’s work on the

Omaha (Neb.) municipal airport will lie

completed by Oct. 1. tbe greater part

of tlie eiiuipment having been received

at Omaha. Fabrication of the beacon

tower has l>een started, all floodlights

are mounted, boundary lights placed and
reads* for connections, and walls of the

switch house are about half coinpletetl.

The pump for the drainage system has

been set up and can be put into opera-

tion within a few days if weather per-

mits completion of the drainage system.

More than $60,000 worth of Crouse
Hinds night lighting equipment has been

installed on the Grand Central Air
Terminal, Glendale, Calif., under the

direction of Horace White, illuminating

engineer, to give the field an airport

rating of AlA. Obstruction lights have
been placed on all sides oC the field,

boundary lights and runway marker
lights, installed while fuur banks of

flood lights, with a total of nineteen

3.000 watt units, are used to light the

two runwavs under anv wind condition.

All buildings are lighted on sides and
roofs, a ceiling projector has been in-

stalled. and a rotating beacon with green

course lights whicli llasli GC (Grand
Central) in the International Mor.se

code, is mounted on top of the depot

Installation of night lighting equip-

ment has been completed at the Western
Air Express Los Angeles terminal field,

under the direction of C. E, Nikirk,

electrical engineer, at a cost of approxi-

mately $11,000. Boundary and obstruc-

tion lights have l«en insialied around
tile flving area while the runway is

illuminated bv a single arc light of

50,000.000 cp.'

Northrop Aircraft Corporation. Ltd..

has begun erection of an office building

and 1-foom hangar to cost $25,000. at

Burbank, Cal.

Northwest .Mrways, Inc., St. Paul,

Minn., has let the contract for erection

of hangar, office building and machine
shop at the inunicipai airport, to cost

about $100,000-
Dallas .-\irports & Utilities Corpora-

tion. sponsored by Dallas (Tex.)
Chamber of Commerce to improve the

city’s tsvo municipal airports, has let a
contract to -A.irports Engineering 8i

Construction Company. Fort W'ortb,

Tex., for the erection of a hangar to

cost $95,000 and an administration

building to cost $30,000. The adminis-
tration building will be 70 x 80 ft., com-
prising two stories and meaaanine roof.

The hangar has a frontage of 200 ft. on
the landing field and will have a total

floor space of alxiut 40,000 sfj.ft. Both
structures have been lea.sed by Southern
Air Traiusport. Inc., of which Airports
Engineering & Construction Company
is a subsidiary. The contractor.s have
been allowed 120 days for completion of

both stmclures.
Frank .4. Haas, city clerk of Daven-

port. la., has let the contract for con-
struction of a hangar and lighting sys-

tem at the municipal airport.

The City Commission of St. Peters-
burg, Fla., has let the contract for erec-
tion of a hangar at the municipal air-

port. to cost $22,985.

Contract for the municipal airplane
hangar to be constructed at St. Peters-
burg, Fia., has been let to Harry Broth-
ers, New Orleans, Iji. It will he built

of structural steel covered with Robert-
son Process Metal.

Detroit Aircraft Corporation has
authorized an extensive expansion of

tbe facilities at Grosse He Airport.

Seaplane hangar.s, service stations and
dock facilities will be included in the

project, which may lake a year to com-
plete. The lighting system has already
l>een installcti, and work of leveling and
installing runways will be finished this

year. It is anticipated that the per-

fected airport will represent an invest-

ment of $1,300,000.

The Municipal Airport Commission,
St. Louis, Mo., h.is directed B. Russell

Shaw, Philip R. I-ove and George W.
Foster, of Lamhert-Sl. Louis Field, to

draw up a comprehensive plan for the

completion of the airport, including ap-
porticmmeiit of the remaining funds

available under the $2,000,000 bond

Denver City Council has appropriated

an atidition.al $50.0110 to he spent on the

Municipal -\irport, bringing the total

cost to $4.5(1,000.

Thomas Holmherg, South Tacoma,
Wash,, has been awarded contract for

the construction of a permanent hangar

110x200x27 ft., at Tacoma Field- The
cost will he $46,950 and construction

will be of steel and concrete, with wood

Construclion of semi-liard runways

at Bettis Field. Pitlslnirgh. Pa„ is pro-

gressing rapidly. Tarmac surface has

been applied to 32.000 sq.yd., and 75,000

5(|.yd. more will soon be completed.

B. S. .-kdani.-, Cbicago, president of

the Adams Company, Three Forks,
Mont,, i^lanning an airport there, it is

Construction of the first hangar at
the new $3,000.0(X) Curtiss-Steinberg
Airport, St. Louis, Mo., has been started.
The building, 130x100 ft., will have bufi'

brick exterior finished with glazed tile.

One runway 4,900 ft. long and two 3,600
ft. long are to be built. According to
present schedule, tliree hangars will be
completed by Jan. 1. An administration
liuilding, school building and overhaul
shop are to be started this winter, and
other structures are also planned. Stone
& W'eijster. Boston, are the general con-
tractors, and the field work has been
engineered by Love-Sultan, Inc., St.

City Commissioners of Ocean City.
N. J., have authorized the purchase of a
tract of land for an airport tor $87,500.
Two large concrete and steel hangars

to have a capacity of ten planes will l>e

built at Franklin Airport, Franklin, Pa.
A new set of boundary lights has been

installed at Boston airport.

American Airports Corporation, New
York City, will construct an airport for
the city of Newburgh, N. Y., on a
230-acre site.

Curtiss Has Big
Season in Maine

BOSTON (MASS.) — Joy -hopping
operations in Maine of the Curtiss Fly-
ing Service, using seaplanes, during the
past .summer xvere very successful and
profitable. The company carried a
total of 3,800 passengers and grossed
$50,000, with a net profit of $13,000.
Curtiss is working out plans for the

establishment of a number of operating
bases in Maine at a half dozen strategic
points an tlie Coast and two at inland
lakes. A hangar is to be built at the

present Rockland base, to be ready next

A seaplane and flying boat landing
device has been developed there in tlie

shape of a platform mounted on .six

wheels which run on a 6-dcgree sloping
ramp into the water. The platform i-

40 ft. .stjuare and may be drawn up by
means of a winch and a gas engine in

12 sec. It can be lowered in tlie same
time. It slides into the water, sinks
just enough to permit the seaplane to

taxi onto it and then it is hauled up to

the land.

W.A.E. Truflir Increases

LOS ANGELES (calif.) — Western
Air Express planes have travelled over
3,100.0CiO mi. to date, according In

estimates by company officials. No
passenger or passenger-plane pilot has

licen killed on the line, and no passenger
plane has been forced down by engine

trouble. The rale of travel thi.s year
indicates that about 20,000 persoiis will

have been carried for the ttvelve months
ending Dec. 31, 1920, which would lie

an increase of 300 per cent over 1928,

according to estimates.
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FOREIGN ACTIVITIES

Regular Postal Rate

Offered for Air Mail

BRUSSELS (BELGIUM)—Air mail be-

tween this city and London will be

carried at regular postage rales by
"Sabeua” (Societe Anonyme Beige de

Navigation Aerienne). The service

will be nightly in both directions. Mail

reaching Brussels' Central Post Office

before 10 p.m. will be sent to the flying

field at Haren in time to be put on the

three-engined Sahena plane whicli

leaves at II. It will be distributed in

tlie first London delivery the following

morning, and in most of the other towns

in England during the day. Similarly,

mail may be received at (2roydon until

12 p.m. for the plane to Brussels.

Thi.s is said to be the first time in

Europe that air mail has been carried at

regular postal rates. Adhesive stamps

hearing the inscription “By Air-Sahena”
are being distributed free.

Little Entente Race
Winner Used Hornet
PRAGUE (CZECHOSLOVAKIA)—The air

tour of the Little Entente ami Poland
was won by the Czechoslovakian,
Joseph Kalla, flying a Prague-built

“Letov’’ plane with Pratt & Whitney
Hornet engine, with an average spee3

of about 160 m.p.h. There were 24
entrants in the competition, which was
limited to single-seated pursuit planes,

carrying full military equipment. Other
planes entered were the French Dewoi-
tine and Spad, and the Italian Fiat,

The contest, which took place Sept.

6-7, covered a circuit of about 2,000

mi- from Bucharest to Varsovia,
Prague, Belgrade, and back to Buch-
arest. In addition, there were high
speed trials over a closed course at

Bucharest, An Avia B.H.-33 with
Skoda engine placed first, with a speed

of about 185 m.p.h., and a Dewoitinc
with Hispano engine was second with

a speed of about 182 m.p.h.

German Subsiily for S.A. Line

BERLIN (CERMANV) — The German
government is providing a subsidy of

^30,000 to aid Uie Deutsche LuftHansa
in its attempt to establish an air pas-

senger and mail service to South Amer-
ica. The company has purchased three

Kohrbach Komar flying boats to be used
on this line.

English Newspaper
Offers Air Scholarships
NEWCASTLE ( England )

— Ten
scholarships for the training of civilian

pilots have been offered by the New-
castle EveniTig lyorld. Those selected

for the training may be either men or
women between tbe ages of 17 and 35
and all their fees for instruction up to

the point of securing the “A” license

will be paid by the newspaper. Train-
ing will be given at the local light plane

club, one of the chain of English flying

Six students including two women,
have been selected. The applicant is

interviewed by a committee and judged
according to intelligence, poise, alertness

and apparent fitness. Survivors of this

first process of elimination are taken

for a flight in which their reactions are
observed again. The most promising
of these are given physical examinations
and, if these are passed, are started on
the actual flying course. The scheme
has been extremely popular.

Luflhansn Reports Receipts

BERLIN ( GERMANY ) — Figures re-

cently released by Deutsche Lufthansa
for 1928 operations show a surplus of

$2,279 on hand at the end of last year.

Of the total receipts, $7,938,720, two-
thirds were from public subsidies and
one-third was the actual working re-

ceipts. The total is very little larger

than that for 1927. A total ili.stance

ol about 6,250.000 mi. was flown in

passenger and mail services during 1928,

France Helps Local
Airport Develojiments
PARIS (psa.xce)'—Following the pol-

icy of M. Laurent-Ejnac, Air Minister,
for the general development of air
navigation throughout France, a plan
1ms been devised for government sup-
port of local airport projects throughout
the country. The first of these is to be
undertaken by the Chamber of Com-
merce of Lyon.
The .igreement is for a period of

15 yr. but on account of the novelty of
this form of development provision is

made for the Chamber of Commerce
each ten years to withdraw. In case
this is done the project reverts to the
slate. For the first five years of the
agresnieiit the state subsidizes tlie

Chamber of Commerce in the event of
any losses, within certain limits pre-
scribed by the contract.

The Chamlwr of Commerce has prac-
tically a free hand in the selection of
the airport site and its development.
The financial and technical control is

exercised by agents of the state, how-
ever, and such services as radio, theo-
logical, and others which tie into the
country wide system are provided for

Revise French Subsidy Terms

PARIS (France)—-Plans for reorgan-
ization ol French air lines are reported
to he under way. A capital of about
$2,400,0(10. is to be supplitd, one-third of

which would go to Compagnie Inter-

nationale De Navigation Aerienne, one-
third to Societe Generale de Transports
Aeriens, (Farman Lines) and the re-

maining third to the government. Con-
cessions would be issued on a 30-yr.

basis and airplane manufacturers pro-
hibited from holding more than 25 per

cent of any one company. The French
government would grant subsidies to

the extent of about $1,940,(X)0, and
would distribute the subsidy on a basis

of the number of passengers and pounds
of freight carried which is interpreted

as a step toward self-supporting lines.

N.Y.-Rio Line Gela Chile Conirart

TAMPA (FLA.)—New York, Rio and
Buenos Aires line has been granted a
concession to carry 25 per cent of all

Chilean mail from Santiago to Buenos
.Aires, Argentina, to the West Indies,

and to the United States. President
llianez signed the contract which in-

cludes mail carrying rights from Chile

South America. This is the sixth con-
tract signed by tlie air company with
South .American republics, all of which
include passenger-carrying rights.
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Mexican Centers

Developing Airports

MEXICO CITY (MEXICO)—There is

now much activity throughout Mexico
in the matter of airports. Two towns
In the central state of San Luis Polosi

—

Cardenas and Rio Verde—have just in-

augurated airports and work is being
completed on landing belds at the towns
of Guerrero and Valles in the same
slate. These towns are on air routes

which connect Mexico City with the

United States border.
In order to hasten the completion of

the airport at Ciudad Juarcr, the Cham-
ber of Commerce and the Rotary Ouh
of that town are co-operating with the

municipal and state government officials,

according to dispatches received here.

It is planned to make this port one of

finest in Mexico and it is expected that

it W'iil be ready well before the National

Aviation Week.
The town of Yurecuaro, an important

distributing center in the middle western
state of Miclioacan, is ru.sliing work on
a large hangar and is spending about
$5,000 on the completion of the airport.

Me.xico Poslponcfi Aviation Week
MEXICO CITY (MEXICO)—The na-

tional Aviation Week, which was to

have been Iield Nov. 12-19, has been
postponed to Dec. 10-16. A general

invitation has been issued all Mexican
and foreign aeronautical interests to par-

ticipate in the exposition, races, and
demonstrations. Mexican transport com-
panies will allow a 10 per cent fare re-

duction to visitors to tile celebration.

R-IOl Ready

V iNDiCATiNO THE coxFioEXCE of her
designers and builders, the R-lOl

made a successful test flight of 300 nii.

on Oct. 14. Although shorter than the

Graf Zeppelin, the British dirigible is

thicker and has a greater gas capacity,

giving a ^eater useful load than any
previous airship.

Three French Firms to Merge

PARIS (ppan'CE)—Three firms will he
included in a merger which is being
planned under the presidency of M. Ni-
caise. The new firm will ix known as
Societe Generate .Aeronautique. and will

include Societe Lorraine, manufactur-
ers of airplane engines, Societe Ano-
nyme Nieuport-Delage, producers of
light passenger transports, and Avions
R1 Hanrioth, builders of training

E
lanes. The capitalization of the com-
ined firms will he about $80,000,u00.

French Air Committee
Plans Safety Congress

P.ARIS ( FRAXCE
)
—.All International

Congress for Aerial Safety, to be held
sometime in 1930, is being planned by
the technical .section of the French Com-
mittee for Aeronautical Progress, It

would be the object of the congress to
secure international cooperation in the
furtherance for the plan oullineil for
France in 1926,

This plan intends: (1) To improve
the safety of gliders, by avoiding speed
losses, which are the cause of more
than 60 per cent of the accidents, and
breakages during flights, which cause
5 to 6 per cent of the accidents; (2)
to- assure the safely of the engines, by
reducing the number of breakdowns and
fire risks: (3) to render the airways
safer by the improvement of the signal
system, and knowledge of the routes
followed; (4) to malic a thorough in-
vestigation of accidents in an endeavor
to lessen their harmfulness by the use
of parachutes and radio.—[Information
supplied bv Department of Commerce.
—Ed.]

Hanwortli Club haa 100 Students

LONDON (enci-akd)—Unusual activ-

ity marked the first two sveeks of opera-
tion of the Hanworili headquarters of
National Flying Services. Ltd., opened
Aug. 31. The ten DH Moths available
were flown a total of 368 hr. At least

100 students began their course of in-

struction, seventeen made .solo flights,

and nine qualified for ",A” licenses. In
addition, nearly 4.000 ini. were flown in
air taxi operations, although the De-
soutter cabin monoplanes which are to
be used regularly for this service were
not available.

P.A.A. Gets Argentine Contract

BUENOS AIRES (abcentjna)—On
the eve of tlie first northbound flight

over the Pan American and Pan Amer-
ican Grace Airways line from this city

to Miami, Fla., the latter firm received

a 10-yr. contract to carry mails from
Argentina to Canada, Chile, Peru.
Ecuador, Colombia, Panama, Canal
Zone, Costa Rica, Nicaragua. Honduras.
British Honduras, Cuba. Salvador.

Guatemala, Mexico. Haiti. Dominican
Republic. Porto Rico. Trinidad, British

Guiana, Dutcli Guiana.
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Foreign News Briefs

The Medal of Aeronautical Merit has
been created in Mexico. The first three
of these medals go to Col. Pablo I..

Sitlar, now making a goodwill tour
through Latin American countric.s in a
Douglass machine; Col. Roberto Fierro,
who made a goodwill tour of Cuba aiul
Central America last year; am! Gen.
Juan F- Azearale, designer of the
Mexican plane bearing liis name.
Twenty four Italian Salvator tvpe

parachutes have lieeii received for iise

of the Swiss air force.

Cut rates of $2.50 and $5 for dav and
night flights, respectively, of 30’ min.
duration are to he offere'd the German
public next year in a campaign to
popularize flying.

The advertising blimp of the Raali-
Katzenslein works in Germany wa.s
wrecked In a recent severe wind storm,
The flying clubs of Australia recently

followed tile lead of the Canadian clul«
and organized the Associated Australian
Aero Clubs.

The French Committee for Aeronaut-
ical Propaganda plans to sponsor an In-
ternationa! Congress for Aerial Safety

Press reports state that there is con-
siderable agitation for tlie establishment
of a British air transport system
through the British possessions in the
West Indies.

Twenty Anahuac tj-pe planes, built
in the Mexican government aircraft fac-
tory, are to be presented the School
of Civil Aviation at Valbuena Field.
Mexico City.

I' no'v 'bat more titan
100 military and civilian pilots will par-
ticipate in the flying events connected
with Mexico’s Aviation Week, Dec,
10-16.

Societa Aerea Mediterranea has
been organized to operate air services
between Rome and Terranova and
Cagliari, Sardinia, Subsidy will be
paid by the government on the basis of
$1.30 for eacli mile flown.

Tile President of France has signed
a decree creating an air police unit
to enforce air traffic regulations. Police
planes will signal the offending pilot to
land by releasing a black smoke signal.

By decree of the Dominican Govern-
ment. the air mail rate from Saiitn
Domingo to Miami, Fla., has been in-
creased from ten to fifteen cents.

Nine Domier-Wal flying boats, built
in Holland under license, eleven Fokker
reconnoitcring planes and six Fokker
bombing planes, built at the Amsterdam
Fokker works, will be transported to

the Dutch Navy base at Sourabaya.
Dutch East Indies, within the next fetv

months.

French air transport companies are
issuing ticket books to the extent of

1,250 mi. at about $55 per book, about

$0-04 per mile.

Light planes were included this year

in the annual exhibition at Versailles,
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Ignitiou Shielding Equipment

Announcement has been made by the Aircraft

-Radio Corporation of Boonton, N. J.. of the de-

velopment of a system of shielding for the ignition

equipment of airplanes. This system was dcvelofied in

co-operation with the Rome Wire Coniitany and the

American Bosch Magneto Corporation, and may he

applied to airplanes alreatly built.

The wiring harness is manufactured by the Rome
Wire Company, and the plug shields are made by the

American Bosch Magneto Corporation. Tlie plug shields

are so constructed that they may l>e removed readily.

Steel Shop Equipment

S
TEEL work benclics, tables, desks, and similar shop
equipment are offered iu the "Hallowel!” line manu-

factured 1))’ Standard Presseti Steel Company. Jenkiii-

town. Pa. Interesting recent additions to the line are

a steel shipping room table, provided with a variety of

convenient accessories; a steel assembling table, with

three tiers of shelves tor shop pans; apd a continuous

steel work bench which can be furnished in any desired

length, but which may also be taken ai>art if a number of

individual benches are required. These benches may be

provided with laminated planks in place of the steel tops.

Other items in the Hallowell line arc steel work tables,

either on casters or for permanent installation; assem-
bling tables

;
cafeteria tables ; steel desks for foremen, and

for proofreaders; steel bench drawers; and a number
of different designs of steel work benches. The com-
pany also manufactures Hallowell steel shop equipment
for other purposes, and steel floor trucks.

Eversnian Autooialic Land Lcveler

Time ami cost uf leveling ami maintaining dirt land-

ing fields mat- lie considerably reduced by the use

of the Evorsman automatic land lcveler. a ]>rodiict de-

veloiicd by Eversman Manufacutriiig Company, Inc.,

243 South Cherokee St.. Denver. Colo. The new levcler

is mounted on a steel frame 18 x 12 ft,, and its main

feature is a blade which is so hinged to the wheels that

it is raiseil or lowered automatically to remove humps
and ridges or to distribute dirt in low places.

The unit may be operated by one man and a tractor,

and will level a 10 ft. strip at a time. The set of the

blade may lie adjnstctl to permit the use of tractors of

varying power. Because of the automatic feature, a

uniformly level field is jiroduced, instead of the way
the field which is often left by the drags ordinarily used.

Tlte machine is also recommended to prepare dirt sur-

faces for oiling, paving or turf, as well as for keeping
dirt fields in condition after they liave first hem leveled.

nil TRADE CATALOGS -.Hmill

Silent Chain. An 85-page catalog containing a

large luimher of illustrations and data on power trans-
mission with silent chain drive has recently lieen pub-
lished by the Ramsey Chain Connsmy, Inc., Albany.
N. Y. Tills ptiblicalion. which is designatetl Industrial

Catalog No. 628 contains a number of dimension dia-

grams, tables and photographs bearing on the subject.

POETABLE Electric Tools. Catalog No, 2 recently
published by the Millers Falls Company, Millers
Fall-s, Mass., is now available. This tweiity-three-page
catalog contains a coni|)lete li.sting of electric drills and
attachments, high-speed hole saws, portable Sanders,
hammers, screw drivers, grinders and other similar

devices. The catalog is 23 pages in length.

Reamebs. TTie Greenfield Tap & Die Corpora-
tion. Greenfield, Mass., has recently issued a bulletin

describing its "Reamritc" reamers and otlier tools. Two
general types are included, tlie Reamrite hand adjustable
reamer No. 1128 and the piston line reamer No. 1428.

Tools. The L. S. Starrett Company, Athol. Mass.,
has recently published a supplement to catalog No. 24.
This supplement, called “New Tools." is included \rith

the catalog. The tools include gages, squares and rules.
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C. E. Gasoline Cage

AN ELECTRICALLY operated gasoline gage having

-ix no moving parts except tiie needle of the indicating

instrument and the switch, is now offered by the General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N- Y. This device

depends for its operation on the iiydrostatic head (pres-

sure) of the gasoline to be measured. It can be used

for one or several tanks.

The device is essentially an electrically operated re-

mote indicating pressure balance, the energy being

supplied by the storage battery, dry cell or electric

generator of the aircraft. The installation consists of

one or more pressure balance units: a remote indicating

instrument which is actually a milli-ammeter calibrated

in gallons, and having as many scales as there are

separate tanks to be measured
;
and a normally open

hand ojjerated tumbler switch for each pressure balance.

Every tank to be measured independently of the re-

nuinder of the .gasoline supiily requires a separate

pressure balance, but where it is merely necessary to

measure the total contents of a multi-tank airplane, one

pressure balance alone will serve the purjxose.

An important part of each installation is the tumbler

switch. This device insures an open circuit at all times

except when the pilot wishes to read his gasoline supply.

thereby preventing unnecessary consumption of electric

energy and overcoming any chance of fire from broken

wiring in the event of a crash.

The standard method of installing the pressure bal-

ances is to thread them into reinforcing plates welded

to the under sides of the tanks. If, however, one-unit

systems are used in multi-tank planes, the single pres-

sure balance is usually located at some point near tlie

union of the various feeder pipe lines. The indicating

instrument and each tumliler switch are conveniently

mounted on the pilot's instrument panel, and to com-

plete the circuit it is only necessary to run a length of

armored twin conductor wiring between pressure bal-

ances, tumbler switches, the indicating instrument and

the electric supply.

Each pressure balance weigiis approximately 2 lb.

net. a single indicating instrument weighs 5^ oz„ a

tumliler switch weighs one ounce and the twin conductor

wiring weighs about 0.32 oz. per ft. Thus an ordinary

one-unit installation weighs less than 3 lb.

Binks Spraying Unit

I
N RESPONSE to the demand for a general purpose

spray painting and finishing outfit, the Binks Mfg.

Company, 3114 Carroll Avc„ Chicago, has placed on

the market a device known as the Binks “New Hurley’’

unit. This instrument is a complete unit equipped with

a full sized quart, ail metal container and a new Binks
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pressure cup spray gun applying an atomized fiat spray

4 in. in widtii.

Tile air compressor unit is belt driven and connected

to a i hp. Genera! Electric motor. This unit lias a
capacity of 2.16 cu.ft. of air per minute. The weight
complete is 47 lb.

Tile Binks new Hurley unit consists essentially of a
ril> cast iron air container mounted between the motor

and tlic compressor on a pressed metal liase. The entire

unit is mounted on rublier feel. Cylinder and base are

cast in liiocks of seasoned gray iron and accurateij'

macliined. Ten feet of rubber covered electric cord,

attacjimcnt plug, and 10 ft. of tiraided rubber air hose
are attached to the outfit.

Portable Electric Handsaw

Announcement has been made liy the Wodaek
. iilectric Tool Coiqxiration. 4627 West Huron St..

Chicago, of a new model Wodaek Junior Model K
portable electric
handsaw. This tool

may be used for

cutting any board

up to 2| in. and
weighs only IS lb.

The unit is built
complete, ready to

use, and is fur-

nished with a 15 ft.

extension cord, ad-

iustabledepthgauge wodten k saw

and rip gauge, steel

carrying case, grease gun and the necessary lubricant.

The device is fitted with a sawdust blower to provide

vision and has a convenient trigger switch giving mo-

mentary contact. A rip gauge saves marking the board

to be sawed, and a depth gauge is provided.

Shock Cord Package

S
HOCK cord in a convenient and compact container

known as the "Airport Package.’’ is now being of-

fered 1)y the United Elastic Corporation, Easthanipton,

Mass. The Airport Package consists of a reel mounted

in a wooden box in such a manner that the cord can lie

dispensed in lengths to the purchaser. Each pack.ige

contains 250 ft. of shock cord. Tliree general sizes,

i and I in- in diameter, are available.

The shock cord in the Airport Pnekage is made up

of Para rublier thread lubricated and covered with stand-

ard Army and Navy Specification liraid.
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WHAT OUR Readers say

Wood vs. Steel Jor Hangars

To THE Eiutor:
You were kind enough to furnish me

with a copy of a letter from Mr. M. S.

Locke, of the EsHiie Company, who
apparently does not entirely approve
of my recently published article on

the lumber built hangar.

Since Mr. Locke is with a steel

products company, his attitude is not

unnatural. In any event, I had slight

iiope of convincing anyone with steel

affiliations of the obvious superiority

of wood for airplane hangars; how-
ever, let us consider some of Mr.
Locke’s friendly comments on hangars.

First, lie implies tliat a better mate-
rial than wood lias been discovered for

buildings. For some purposes, cer-

tainly ; for the ever ch.anging require-

ments of airplane Iiangars, certainly

not. You can’t shut your eyes to

obsolence. Already some munic-
ipalities have had to move their air-

ports and others are iiaiidicapped by
million dollar investments in out-of-

the-way fields.

Next, Mr. Locke says they hai'c

successfully and satisfactorily heated
a steel building in Wisconsin for

fifteen years. Well, it can he done, of

course. Then, he says, “Heating en-

gineer.s grant our insulated sheet steel

building heating properties equivalent

to an 8 in, solid brick wall." Note first

that Mr. Locke speaks of an “in-

sulated'' steel building. He must, of
course, insulate a sheet steel building

or else give all his profits to the coal

dealer. If he uses enough insulation,

heating can be effected satisfactorily,

altho his 8 in. brick wall is scarcely
as good as a wood wall with only ex-
terior sheathing and siding. The state-

ment in my article referred to the
uninsulated sheet metal siding con-

Mr. Locke says ask me what the
heating properties might be in a single

wall wood hangar. Presumably he
means the lightest type of wood con-
struction, i.e., wood siding directly
over the studs, without any slieathing

on either the outside or inside. Such
a wall would have approximately
twice the resistance to heat loss that

a sheet metal wall would have and
hence would cut the coal bill almost
in half. If the walls are sheathed in-
side and outside, the advantage would
be almost five to one in favor of wood
over slieet steel.

Next, speaking of costs, Mr. Locke
admits a KKI ft. x 100 ft. lumlier

hangar can be built for $12,000 (and
a most excellent type, too, I might
add) — but, he says, a steel hangar
would not cost even one-half of $40,-

000. Well, that stems reasonable
enough. I mentioned $40,000 as the
cost of a concrete and steel hangar.

and was not considering such an in-

vestment ill a sheet metal building.

The next question is as to tlie

portability and salvage value of the
iuniber-buiit hangar, in case a new
hangar location becomes necessary. At
last we meet on a common ground.
Tlie point raised is an important
advantage for both the lumber hangar
and the light sheet metal building.

Finally, Mr. Locke mentions in-

surance rates. Ordinary frame con-
struction, I believe, is generally given
about the same rate as unprotected
steel. A bad fire would destroy either

type, although wood trusses would
probably stand up longer.

Incidentally, it might be mentioned
tiiat engineers of the Lamella Roof
Syndicate have perfected an econom-
ical design for an ail-wood hangar
employing sprinkicred heavy-timber
construction. Such a fire-resistant

hangar will undoubtedly carry the

same insurance rate as will a rein-

forced concrete hangar.

N. S. Perkins,
Xaliottal Lumber Maiinfactiircrs

ctssociation.

Air Racing and Stunting

To THE Editor:
May I say somelliing about stunting,

etc., at the Air Races? Having at-

tended the majority of tlie meets and
having had tlie pleasure of officiating

as chief timer at the .Air Classic of
tlie Century, the 1929 National Air
races, the suggestions that I make are
given purely for the purpose of work-
ing out a scheme for lidding race.s and
eliminating any possibility of making
the public afraid of aircraft.

First and foremost there is no rea-
son in the world why human endur-
ance should be tested in airplanes or
any oilier mechanical device. And to
do this testing in front of a grandstand
filled with people whom v-ou ivish to

become airminded is folly indeed. The
death of Jack Reid at this year's show
was an example. And lucky enough it

happened at night when spectators
were asleep, and away from the field

where the wreckage did not bring
horror to the minds of those attending.
His new record established and honors
won at one o’clock in the morning, he
should have been forced to come down
at once. One of my timers reported
that when last observed he was pass-
ing over the observation hangar racing
his motor then slowing it down,
alternating the throttle back and forth
in an effort to keep awake. Assurance
that “Jack will never go asleep- He's
been at the game too long {IS years
I believe)’’ was of no avail for only a
few minutes later Jack was asleep

—

for good. Plainly a case of tlie liuman
dement failing—the body refusing lo

function normally—sleep overcoming
the will power of Jack Reid.

The only reason that stunting and
parachute jumping (fortunately none
of the crazy delayed chute drops were
included this year) are placed on the

program of air racing is lo amuse the

tween races. The races themselves
have always been more or less just a
bunch of planes going around a pi'loii

the figures came from the timers’

box. Right here is where some remedy
is needed. Cy Caldwell suggested that

we use wliat he terms as tlie "Race
horse start, " That is for all the planes

10 start off at once and go out to a
scattering pyion located ten miles out

and then race for the home pylon

—

tlie real race starting, as far as timing
was concerned, at the time they crossed

the starting line on their trip in from
tlie outside pyion. We were supposed

to use lliat method this year. But
somehow or other it was washed out

as the starter could not get the pilots

to agree to undertake the new idea.

Consequently the races were run as per

usual with no one knowing a tiling

about the results until they were an-
nounced. And this metiiod is cer-

tainly anything but entertaining to the

public watching tiie race.

The five-miie course for racing is

plenty big. On days wlien it is dear
all tile pylons can be seen in plain view

of the stands. People can watch, with
ease, four planes racing around such a
triangular course and can observe their

favorite plane gaining or losing

ground speed between the two pylons
located farthest away. And on the

home stretch can see perfectly any
change in position of the racers.

Thrills and plenty of them come for

the,average man watching a race when
the turns arc made around the pylon,

and if there are good flyers racing who
will obey rules, there will be plenty of

thrills without damage to man or
plane. So here’s my suggestion for

racing airplanes.

If there are twelve planes entered in

the race of say ten laps of five miles

each, let’s put the race on in this man-
ner. Four planes will race the first

heat. The first heat will be two laps of

five miles each. All four will take off

at once and their starting positions

will be assigned them as in horse
racing. The crowd can then see who
wins the heat and his plane will be
brought up to the starting line for the

finals. The winner of the second and
third heat will do likewise and after

the heat winners are known then inter-

est is created which will make the

finals really interesting. Even to
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THE PRODUCTION OF

Lift BY Propeller Blades

By Max M. Munk, Dr. Eng., Ph. D.

An analysis of propeller model tests, inidenaken by

tlic author several years ago' confirmed in general

the established views alrout the action of propeller

blades, but showetl these principles to Ite unsatisfactory

for the tnimcricnl computation of the tbritst developed.

It was concluded that there existed a large and con-

sistent discrepancy lx;tween the thrust observed and the

thrust computed regarding the blades as wings, the pro-

peller thrust being actually larger than ex))ected. This

conclusion is not stated in the mentioned jiaper, but was
reached after the paper had gone to print. Indeed, the

paper contains just the opposite conclusion, viz., the

statement that the ihnist com|)utetl and the thrust ob-

served do agree. This latter conclusion was however

reached in error and is wrong. The lift created by a pro-

jieiler blade element and the lift created by the same

element when a jwrtion of an ordinary airfoil tiiffer

considcraby from each other. It is of scientific interest

and of practical value to become clear about the nature

of this difference and to find an explanation for it. The
author has found such an explanation, and offers it in

this article to the puhiic, together with some wind tunnel

experiments nnderlakcn to support it. They fully do

so. Further studies of the i|uestion seem nevertheless

highly desirable and necessary before the explanation

can considered as definitely established, and can 1>e

used for direct practical apjtlicalion.

Before proceeding to the explanation itself, it is neces-

sary to discuss the nature of the discrepancy requiring

such explanation, and to shosv reason why such discrep-

ancy became apparent subsequent to the publication of

an analysis of propeller test data when it was not at

the time when this analysis was made. This latter was

the consequence of a simple oversight. In the analysis,

the action of all pro|>eller blade elements was summarily

replaced by the action of one such element, of suitable

area, supposed to be located at the point of average

action. Now, the blade elements far away from the pro-

peller axis have a relatively large velocity of motion

through the air and therefore contribute relatively more
to the creation of thrust than the blatle elements near

the propeller axis. In consequence, the center of crea-

tion of thrust is not locatetl at a point half the propeller

radius but farther out, probably near 70 |ier cent of the

propeller radius. Seventy per cent is a good assumption

for this center of creation of thrust, meaning that if we
assume all propeller elements to create their lift under

the same conditions and particularly with the same
velocity as the element at 70 per cent propeller radius,

rather than under their actual conditions, we shall obtain

by computation a thrust and toniue close to the actual

thrust and torque of the propeller. Such a position of

the center of thrust at or near 70 per cent is indeed gen-

erally employed for preliminary computations.

The OVERStcHT referred to consisted in applying this

70 per cent not only to the choice of the center of

thrust (which is about correct) hut also to the center of

increase of thrust with increase of r.p.m. (which is

wrong). Suppose the propeller to rotate with a certain

r.p.m. and to move at the same time with a certain flight

velocity. A creation of thrust by all blade elements takes

place, different in general at all of them, and more intense

far from the axis than close to it, giving rise to the loca-

tion of the center of ap|)lication of the resultant total

thrust of one blade at about 70 jier cent under average

conditions. Now suppose the velocity of flight to be kept

unaltered, hut the r.p.m. to be increased by a small

amount. All blade elements create now a larger thrust

(in general) and we focus our attention on the difference

of the new thrust after the increase of the r.p.m.. ami
before the r.p.m, were increased. We are at first in-

clined to expect the elements near the propeller tip to

experience larger differences of thnist than the elements

near the hub. both with the same area of course, for

now as before the tangential velocities are larger and

so are the increases of this velocity. This argximent, how-
ever. is now misleading. The increase of lift is governed

not only by the increase of velocity, but also by the

increase of llie angle of attack of the blade elements.

This increase of the angle of attack when increasing the

r.p.m. is likewise different at the different blade elements,

but in a tvay opposite to velocity variation. A closer

examination of the geometrical relations shows that the

increase of the angle of attack is larger near the huh
than it is near the tip. In consequence the difference of

effect on the blade elements for an increase of the r.p.m.

due to velocity variation is wiped out, and this effect is

evenly distributed along the entire propeller blade. When
speeding up a propeller, the center of the thrust elements

added does not coincide with the center of the thrust

itself- The latter is near 70 per cent, hut the former

has to be assumetl near the center of the blatle, near SO

Iier cent of the propeller radius.

The mathematical demonstration of these relations

rci|uires some geometry and calculus. These relations
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are already given in the author's book® on aerodynamics,

to which we refer the reader who wants to check per-

sonally this piece of mathematical deduction. The others

ntay accept it on faith.

The reader may by now have guessed the error com-
mitted in the original analysis of propeller tests. The
70 per cent was taken erroneously for both the center of

thrust and the center of increase of thrust, whereas the

latter should have been taken at 50 per cent- This error

resulted in the assumption of too high a velocity for the

computation of the increase of thrust, and hence in the

comiJUtation of too high a thrust, which seemed well to

agree with the thrust observed. Rciilacing the summary
computation, by the computation of the thrust of all

blade elements, and summing up these results, revealed

the error committed.

The propeller analysis repeatetily referred to was per-

fonned by plotting the thrust coefficient against the eoin-

|)Uted average slipstream velocity, divided by the flight

velocity. Fig. 1 shows three curves obtainetl in that ;vay.

These curves are particularly suitable for the analysis

because they are straight lines. It is the discovery

of such new curves that constitutes .scientific progress,

the |>rogress con.sisting not in ohlainiitg a new curve,

which can be done easily, but in obtaining a straight

line where formerly a more complicated curve was found.

The slip curve, [)ractically straight, obtained in the

indicated way, stands in a close relation to the onlinary

lift curve of a wing section, obtained by plotting the lift

coefficient against the angle of attack- Both are straight

and the slojic of either can 1>e u-sed for the compulation
of the slope of that theoretical lift curve referring to a

wing of infinite asi>ect ratio. Proiier allowance has to

be made for the induced downwash. in the one case, and
for the slipstream velocity, in the case of the propeller.

Both computations require onh’ the knowledge of the

geometrical dimensions of either the wing or the pro-

[leller, they are easily performed and are explained in

detail in the jxiper and book of tlie author referred to.

If the usual explanation of the propeller action is cor-

rect, and if the pro]>eller blade element acts like a wing
element under the same conditions, the theoretical slope

of the lift curve computed from wing measurements and
that computed from propeller tests will agree. It fails to

do so. 'The theoretical slope obtained from wing tests

is fairly close to the une obtained by the use of the mathe-

matical theor)’ only. It is about 10 per cent smaller,

meaning that a wing produces about 10 per cent less

lift than would be expected from merely theoretical

arguments. This is a good agreement in view of the

differences between the assumptions of the pure theory
and the actual conditions, these differences being in favor

of a diminished lift. The slope obtained from propeller

tests, however, is consistently greater than the theoretical

slope, and even more so than the s!o(>e obtained from
wing tests. It is about 30 per cent larger than the theo-

retical slope and 40 per cent larger than the wing slo|)e.

This means that propeller blade elements create a lift

larger than would be expected from either wing experi-

ments or theory. We would he willing to abide with
too small a lift, assuming tiuit tire friction of the air

diniinishe.s the lift of propellers even more than it

diminished the lift of wings. No .such arguments can
he brought in favor of an excess of lift, however, hut
it must be concluded that the conditions under whicli

the blade elements work arc distinctly different from the

con'iitions of the satiie elements acting as parts of
airfoils.

This point is important. The different conditions are

not even likely to confine their effect to the lift only.

All other characteristics mat’ lx; affected likewise, such
as the drag and the maxinuim lift coefficient. We are
confronted with the discovery that we know less about
[iro|)eUer sections than we thought we knew. In the
light of the discovered discreitanc)-, we must become dis-

trustfvd towards ordinary wind tunnel wing tests as far

as their application to propeller sections is concerned.
Something jrarticnlar happens to projicller elements that

is not found at present with wind tunnel airfoil tests. It

may he possible that this |wrticular condition gives a good
]>roireller section if the same section is bad as a wing
section, and vice versa. We have to start the researcii

referring to propeller secliotts anew, and we do not even
know- the pro|)er way to do this, except the obvious but
difficult one to build proirelleis and trv them. If we
knew the explanation for the discrqxmcy between the
lift of wings and prn])eller blades, we might devise a
way to create the particular propeller condition in wind
tunnel work. It may lie possible to modify the wind
tunnel so as to obtain tlie same conditions as are existing
with propeller blades, running thus special airfoil tests in

an air flow imitating the conditions around propeller
blades. These thoughts and arguments, it is hoped, will

arouse in the reader the right appreciation of the signifi-

cance and im[>ortance of the explanation we are going to
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offer, and fill him with the interest and curiosity it

deserves.

While studying the question of slope of the lift

curve of wings and of the lift curve of propellers, the

author realized early that another curious fact was proli-

ably closely connected with it. This is the break in the

slip curves of most propellers. The slip curve is a

straight line for small values of the thrust only. When a

certain thrust is reached, there occurs generally a break in

the slip airve and this curve continues at a different slope.

This would not be strange if the slope at large thrust

were smaller than at small thrust, otherwise expressed

if the thrust produced at large values were lacking to

a higher degree than at small values. Just the oppo-

site occurs. At large values of the thrust coefficient,

the slip curve becomes more or less suddenly steeper,

meaning that the thrust, already unexpectedly large

under ordinary conditions, becomes even more so

if the thrust coefficient is near its upper value. The
slope at small thrust coefficients is the one used by us

for the computation of the theoretical slope, other-

wise the discrepancy would become even more pro-

nounced. The combination of these two different

facts does not in itself give the explanation wanted,

hut it furnishes a criterion for the correctness of any

explanation offered, as such explanation should explain

both unexpected facts rather than only one.

After long studies the author arrived at last at an

explanation which satisfies this requirement and appeals

to common sense. It is probably the lack of uni-

formity in the velocity of the air in the vicinity of pro-

peller blades that causes the creation of the excess lift.

In a wind tunnel, the air velocity is equal at all points

except for the action of the wing itself. Not so with a

propeller The propeller blades arc working in a slip-

stream which is in the process of being formed. It is

contracted near the propeller, gaining velocity parallel

to the propeller axis. It is further gaining rotational

velocity at right angle to the propeller axis. As a con-

sequence of the latter, the velocity at the suction side

(top) of the propeller section is larger than the velocitv

on the pressure side (bottom) of the propeller section,

regardless of the propeller blade's own action. The
author believes that it is this lack of uniformity of the

air velocity that gives rise to the excess lift, and finds

this Ixlicf strengthened by three independent facts which
can lie explained and by model tests made to throw
light on the effect of lack of uniformity of velocity

distribution on the creation of lift of airfoils.

For these tests, the author is indebted to Dr. A. F.

Zahm, in charge of the wind tunnel of the Washington
Navy Yard, for having the tests performed, and to

the authorities of the Navy for giving permission to use
the wind tunnel for this (nirpose. As it was too difficult

to have the velocity in tlie wind tunnel uniformly
changed, wc confined ourselves to changing it in an ir-

regular way. As shown in Fig, 2, a minihcr of round
rods one-<|uarter of an inch in diameter were placed cross-

wise to the tunnel air flow, paralie! to the wing span,

forming a grating of constant spacing. There were
such rods on one side onl\', cither on top of the airfoil

or on its liottom. The tests were made with two differ-

ent airfoils, and gratings with different spacing were
used. For comparison's sake the tests were also run
the ordinary way in a uniform airflow without any
grating.

The results are given in the diagrams Figs, 3 and 4,

and show a very marked effect of the rods on the lift

|>roduced. These diagrams give the ordinary lift curves,

the lift coefficient plotted against the angle of attack,

with tlie different gratings in place. One and the same
grating has no appreciable effect on the slope of each
lift curve, hut it changes the lift itself markedly. The
different lift curves arc consistently displaced. The
grating on the liottom of the wing section increases the
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lift, and a close grating is more effective in this respect

than a wide grating. 'The grating on the top side of the

section, on its curved suction side, decreases the lift.

similar effect, by the way. was observed with wing

models in the presence of propellers in certain tests

made in the Goettingen wind tunnel. The propeller in
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front of the niiper side of the wing increases its lift,

the propeller Ixilow it decreases it. Tills effect is not

very pronounced, as the proiicllcr is in front of a small

portion of the span only, but still it is distinct. The

result of our model tests furnish a satisfactory explana-

tion of the change of the slope of the lift curve of

propellers, although in the tests the slope remains prac-

ticaily unchanged. The conditions around a propeller

vary for different thrust coefficients, the rotation of the

slipstream being larger at large thrusts. Hence the

different points of the propeller lift curve are equivalent

to jKiints located on the several curves of Figs. 3 and 4,

which, when connected, have a slope different from the

slo(ie of the individual curves.

'V\'e proceed to the break in the slip curve of pro-

pellers, Following the line of thought adopted, this

would he ex|ilained by a sudden increase of the rot.i-

tional velocity of the slijistreani. This again would

require a sudden increase of drag of the propeller blades,

resulting in a larger torque. This now is exactly what

we would expect if the thrust increases to a large value.

Portions of the propeller blade are then reaching their

burble points, and experience large increases of drag.

This gives a large torque and a large rotational velocity

of the slipstream.

We coiieiude our paper with the discussion of a very

tiistinct check on the explanation offered. Windmills

are similar to propellers in their aerodynamic action,

but the direction of thrust and torque is reversed with

them- The same arguments as used before for propel-

lers apply to windmills also, but they lead to the ex-

pectation that for windmills the slope of the slip curve is

smaller than indicated by the sim])le theory, and that the

break in the slip curve is opposite in direction to that

for propellers, the slope decreasing rather than increas-

ing l«yond the break. The author finds only one such

windmill test available, made by himself many years

ago and published in 1923.* The slip curve was not

drawn at that time, but was drawn only recently after

the above conclusions were reached. The curve confirms

these conclusions fully, and in so far as the conclusions

were reached first, it can be said that these unusual

feature-s were foreseen and predicted by the use of the

explanation for excess lift of airiilanc projieller blades.

819

which forms the subject matter of the present paper.

It is up to those actively engaged in aerodynamic

research to enter the proposed w.ny of attacking the

propeller problem. Tlieir efforts are required for mak-
ing the preceding discussion fruitful for the progress

of the science and for obtaining better and more efficient

propellers through its help.

PATENTS ISSUED
Patent No. 1,725.950—Airplane. Karl Robert Ernst
Badennann, Sagan, Germany. Five Claims.

Potent No. 1.726,468—Aeroplane. Mavrxee H. Block,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Seven Claims.

Patent No. 1,726.558—Airplane. Randolph F. Hall,

Ithaca, N. V. Three Claims.

Patent No. 1,726,783 — Aircraft-Elevating ilcans.

Eugene PanNotc. A'eie York, N. V. Four Claims.

Patent A^o. 1,727.032—Aircraft. Roy IP. James, Co-
vina, Calif. Nineteen Claims.

Patent No. 1.726,981—Aircraft. Anlhony Herman Ger-
ard Fokker, Amsterdaiit, Netherlands. Eighteen Claims.

Patent No. 1.727.014—Aircraft. Andrew A. Kieehcr.

Chester, Pa. Five Claims.

Paleni No. 1.727.047—Aeroplane. Edward M. Bur-
chcll, San Jose, Calif. Three Claims.

Paleiil. A’o. 1,727.077—l.anding Gear for Aircraft

Frank Henry Ordidge, Rtiislip, and David Leonard Hol-
lis IVilliams, Ickenham. England, assignors to Charles

Richard Fairey, Hayes, England. Four Claims.

Patent A'o. 1.727,157—Aeroplane .Safely Device. Louis
Plumcnihal. Brooklyn-, N. Y. Three Claims.

Patent No. 1 .727 .275—Airplane Stabilizer. Frederica

C. Diago, Havana, Cuba. Eight Claims.

Patent No. 1.727.051— Two-Cycle Airplane Engine.

John IV. Davis, B'asliinglon, D. C. Eight Claims.

Paleni No. 1,727279—Parachute. Benjamin L. Elliott.

Brown County, Ohio. Two Claims.

Patexit No. 1,727.210—Load-Factor Indicator for Air-

craft. H'olfgang Klemperer, Akron. Ohio. One Claim.

Thirty-one Designs Receive

Department A.T.C.

During Ihe period of .Scpiember 22 to

October 19, 31 designs have received Air-

worthiness Type Cerlificales issued by the

Aeronautics Branch, Department of Commerce.
The addition of Ihe newly licensed planes

brings Ihe total of licensed planes up to 253.

The designs granted cerlificales during Ihe

30 day period arc products of Fokker, Curtiss.

Simplex, Brumier-H’inklc, IVaco, Moreland.

Fairchild, Cessna, Bcllanea, Ford, Doyle.

Ireland, Mono, Stearman, Lockheed, Smallotv.

Kreulzer, New Stand, Great Lakes, General.

Nicholas Beasley, Rcanvin and Command Aire.

Complete specifications of new designs will

he found in Ihe supplement of the Aeronautical

Enqinevring Srclion.
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Weight Control

IN THE DESIGN OF AIRCRAFT
By Fredric Flader
Coniollrlaled Aircra/I Corp.

PART II

The following tabulations represent

a fairly complete compilation of weight informa-

lioii on the parts and materials which go into the con-

struction of an aircraft. The weights of engines are not

included as these weights may be found tabulated up

to date in current issues of Aviation.

With the use of these data and the procedure outlined

above the uncertainties in regard to weight in aircraft

design can be eliminated.
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Integration of the

THEORETICAL EXPRESSION

By Charles Boehnlein
Dept of Molhemalks, Univ. of ilinneeolo FOR Drag

A GREAT deal of material has been written on the

subject of aerodynamics, but very little has been

written explaining the mathematics involved- In

this article, 1 hope to bring before the reader the

explanation of the process of integrating a certain

expression which occurs in the development of the

expression for the theoretical drag of an airfoil.

In N-A.C-A Technical Report, No. 116, Part II, is

given equation (37) which reads

L r‘’dr dx
- 4ji J, dXX' — X ( 1 )

where tv the downward component of the velocitj-

at the trailing edge of the wing at a

distance X' from the left wing tip.

h = the span of the wing,

r = the circulation.

X — the running co-ordinate measured from the

left wing tip-

in order to simplify this problem. Prandtl places the

origin of X at the center of the wing on the trailing

edge, and imposes an elliptical distribution of the circu-

lation simply because this works out better. The wing

now extends a distance
|

to the right and left of the

origin: hence, if F, l:e circulation at the center of the

wing, the equation for this elliptical distribution will be;

equation (1) and readjusting the limits of the above
integral to conform to the new position of the origin,

equation ( I ) becomes

;

X' is now measured from the center of the wing at the

trailing edge to the position where the downward com-
ponent w of the velocity is considered. The constant

terms in the above integral may be placed on the outside

of the integral sign thus;

The problem is now to integrate

XdX

(X- - X)^(^f -

The constant quantity *®ide for the

present. The above integral can now he greatly simpli-

fied if a new variable I be substituted for X so that

Solving this equation for F results in

r

The radical sign really demands a ± sign, but in this

development only the positive half of the ellipse is used.

Differentiating this expression gives;

which when simplified results in

dv —r,x

The algebraic steps have been omitted and the writer

assumes that the reader has the mathematical training

of the average engineer. Substituting this result into

When X is equal to the limits

on the values -fl and —1: hence on substitution the

expression becomes

:

r I -GO
/, (--?ovay-GO‘

which on algebraic simplification reduces to:

where ^ has been replaced by I'.

A discussion of the inte^and is now necessary. It

will he noticed that when I is equal to — 1 or -pi or

the integrand becomes infinite, i.e., the denominator
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wing t will be less than x and hence I' will he less

than +1 and incidentally greater than — 1 or in math-

ematical language —1 < t' < -f-1. This makes it neces-

sary to integrate across three points, viz., — 1, f and which reduces

-fl, where the integrand becomes infinite. To integrate

across these points some small variable such as c should

be chosen, and the principle value of the integral will be

obtained when t is allowed to approach zero. In order

that only one of these small variables shall occur in each

integral, an intermediate point it between — 1 and l'

should be chosen and a like point (j between d and

+ 1. This will give four integrals such as (omitting the

integrand)

These limits can be represented graphically by a line as

shown in Fig. 1. with the various above names points

located thereon. The line represents tlie trailing edge

h
^1.. +I^.+ V(^+ -(li.)’}-

Since ^
= I'— < ; ^ = Y~~i

substituting this

of the wing- Then the limit of the above integrals as

e approaches zero will be the principle value of this

integral.

Now that the limits have been established, the process

of integration can be continued. The integrand of equa-

tion (3) can be broken into two fractions by adding and
substracting /' thus

(.f-f + Ddt t'd!

(,'_t)Vnr>>' -OVT^*
t'd! dt

(f'-0\/I^ VI-

integrate the first of the above fractions

= , - then I = , -

on substitution the expression becomes;

Mdl

dZ

(! - OVI -

which can be reduced to the form;

I'dZ

V(1 - + 2l'Z - 1

•

The next step is to take out the quantity (1 — f'*) from

the radical and add and subtract the fraction

r 1^

J (, _ ovT^^
“

vCT I»e {rh + rht

+V(SVSRS)}

Let the above values of the integral when I = be Ti
for the sake of brevity, then the expression (as s

approaches zero) becomes

{tti + r=?i

+V(rir-V.)-(V.rl;
The expression can be further reduced by algebraic

manipulation to

(7)
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Applying the second set of limits to equation (5) gives; and if Ta is used to denote the value of the integral when

+v(rarG5)*} <“>

Combining the results given in integrals (8) and (10)
gives;

The limit of the above expression cannot be taken

since, as e approaches zero, the fraction - becomes

infinite. The physical reason for this is that at the point

(' is the core of a vortex filament and here the velocity

is infinite- This point must, therefore, he neglected, but

it cannot be unless the effect of the vortex filament on

approach from the opposite side ((' + e) is equal and

opposite to the limit given in expression (8). That is,

the two effects must annul one another, hence the limit

must be taken as

£^0

If this limit is zero, then the point I' which is otherwise

meaningless can be neglected in the final result.

It will be observed that the limits of the second

integral, i.e., f' + £ and h as well as 1 — £, are in a

region where t is greater than (' and hence equation (6)

will give the logarithm of a negative number. For

values of I greater than t' the integral must be modified

as follows:

fv -f.
— I'dt

The integration of this expression is the same as that

of expression (6) except here let ^
= f — t', then

If the substitution be carried out, it will be found that

the minus sign in the integral disappearsiand the integral

Substituting the limits of I as follows:

In the fraction following the logarithm, let the numer-

ator and denominator each be multiplied by t : the expres-

sion then becomes

log l’+ +

v

C'+iT^y-(iiJ l

v-T^wpw-(T^yl
If e be allowed now to approach its limit, zero, there

results

:e the log 7 = log I =: 0 it follows that

Substituting in equation (9) the last set of limits

(ij and 1 — e) gives

If E approaches its limit, and the result is simplified it

becomes

E^J VI—f"* ^ V'—‘ /

The value of the first fraction of integral (4)

AVIATION
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be summed up; hence from expressions (7), (11) and

(12) there results

.'i’o '+f!+.+!'. ']-

Therefore, the principle value of

The second fraction in expression (4) can be

integrated since it is a fundamental form a
hence

ery easily

t stands;

and the integrand becomes infinite for only two of the

points of Fig, 1. i.e.. — 1 and -f-l the principle value of

the above integral then is

829

|arccos(-E)-arccos (-I+e)]

= arc cos (1) -arc cos (-1)
=0—x=—

a

The principle value of the complete integral may now

Equation (2) on substitution of —a becomes

r. V.

^~~2nb “ If

The last equation is usually written in many aerodynamic

textbooks directly following integral (2). If the above

discussion were included in aerodynamic textbooks, it

would greatly simplify the subject for the average engi-

neering student. The writer feels that more attention

should be paid to this phase of Che work.

V TECHMCAL PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED ^
N.A.C..4. Technieat-Note No. 317. Tests of Four Rac-
ing Type Airfoil.': in the Twenty-Fool Propeller Research
Tunnel, by Fred E. Weick.

N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 318, Pull Scale Im/csli-

gation of the Drag of a Wing Radiator, by Fred E.
Weick.

N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 319. Some Experiments
on Aulorolalion of an Airfoil, by Shatswell Ober.

N.A.C.A. Tcehnical Note No. 320. The Drag a>id

Interference of a Nacelle in the Presence of a Wing, by

Eastman N. Jacobs.

N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 321, The Impact on
Seaplane Floats During Landing, by Th. von Karman.
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 530, Travel of
the Center of Pressure of Airfoils Transversely to the
Air Stream, by Richard Katsmayr, from Bcrichte der
Acromcchanischen Vcrsnclisanstall in Wein Foliime I,

Nov. 1, 1928.

N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 531. Welding
Rustproof Steels, by W. Hoffman, from Autogene Met-
allbcarbeitung, Dec. 15, 1927, Pol. 20.

N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 532, Welding
of Stainless Materials, by H. Bull and Lawrence John-
son, from Industrial Gases, March and June, 1928.

N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 533, Handley
Page Metal Construction, from Flight, May 9, 1929.

N.A.C.A. Aircraft Circular No. 101. The A. B. C.

"Robin" (British). A single scat cabin monoplane.

N.A.C.A. Aircraft Circular No. 102. The Fairey HI, F
(Brilish). A general purpose biplane.

General Electric Revicxv paper. The Welding of Fer-
rous and Non-Ferrous Metals by the /4(oiHiV-/iydroi7eti

Flame, by R. A. Wcminaii, Research Laboratory, Gen-
eral Electric Company.

Bureau of Standards Research Paper No. 77. A Coirrsr-

Shift Indicator for the Double-Modulation Type Radio-

beacon, by H. Diamond, Radio Engineer, and F. W.
Dunmore, Physicist.

Bureau of Standards Research Paper No. 78. Relative

Visibility of Lnininous Flashes from Neon Lamps and
from Incandescent Lamps With and Without Red Fil-

lers, by F. Chapin Brcckcnridgc, Associate Physicist,

and J. F.. Nolan, Junior Engineer.

Bureau of Standards Simplified Practice Recommenda-
tions R2S-29, Sheet Steel.

An Announcement

In the forthcoming issues of Aviation, the

malerial formerly published in the Aeronantical

Engineering Section will be dislribiiled in the

fcahtre section of the magasine weekly insfrarf

of appearing monthly as heretofore. This
policy has been adopted mainly in an effort to

provide our readers with a diversity of material

in each tvcekly issue. It will enable us also to

publish a greater quantity of technical material

and will provide articles of this type in each

issue raiher than in only a few.
The remaining articles on "Analysis of the

Wing and Other Indeterminate Structures" by
Jean Fradiss and Armand Thiebiot of the

Fokker Aircraft Corporation, as well as other

technical malerial that we planned to publish

in the engineering section will appear among
the feature articles in early issues.—Ed.
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ESTIMATION OF THE

CHARACTERISTICS OF

Modified Airfoils

By Shatswell Ober
Massacimsetu UksHMc o/ Tecimohgy

I
N THE design of airplane wings it is often con-

venient to change somewhat the ordinates of exist-

ing airfoil sections, in particular to increase or decrease

the thickness slightly for structural reasons. This may
he carried out in two ways, either all ordinates may be

multiplied by a satisfactory fraction, or the median line

may be kept constant and the half ordinates varied. The
first method keeps the wing of the same general type,

i.e.. concave, flat, or convex bottomed, while the second

changes its shajte from concave to convex as thickness is

increased. Perhaps the first is the more usual and

simpler method of modification.

In this case if the aerodynamic characteristics of the

original wing are known, those of the changed section

may be estimated with reasonable accuracy if the change

in thickness is not excessive, and the new thickness does

not exceed 15 per cent. The method depends on the

theorems of Dr. Max Munk for the determination of

the angle of zero lift.'" and exijerimental results of the

variation of drag.

First. the angle of zero lift measured from the chord

line varies directly as the thickness. Second, the slope

of the lift curve is independent of the thickness up to

the limit of thickness imposed. Therefore, the lift at

zero degrees is proportional to the thickness.

At 0"

K, - A,',, X ^

At any angle o K, — K„ X p

Kf„ = lift coefficient of original wing at 0°

t, = thickness of original wing,

f = thickness of modified wing.

= slope of lift coefficient curve.

This expression gives the new lift for angles where

the lift curve may reasonably be considered a straight

line. The effect of change of thickness on the maximum
lift coefficient is less certain. A fair estimate is to in-

crease the A, 0.00015 for each 0,01 increase in thickness

ratio ((/chord).

The ijest method of computing the change in drag

requires the use of the familiar separation of the airfoil

drag into induced and profile drag, .^t any angle of at-

tack the new induced drag can be determined from the

new value of AT,, and the profile dr^ may be considered

proportional to the thickness.

At any o A'j, = K,p« X

AV = + A',p

Kj-p = profile drag coefficient of new section.

Kjpo = profile drag coefficient of original air-

Kri = induced drag coefficient.

The above methods give good approximations of lift

and drag. Unfortunately, there seems to be no simple

method of finding the change in center of pressure as

well. The reason is that the moment diverges more and

more from its theoretical value as the camber of the

airfoil is increased. For small changes in thickness the

following expression may be used
;

at equal values of

K,. not equal angles:

C.P. — 0.27 (

C.P.. — 0.27 ~ U

C.P. = new location of center of pressure as a frac-

tion of chord.

, — original center of pressure at same A',.C.P.,
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Open

— and noiu at

Sesame!

CLEVELAND
At Cleveland, at the new United Statei

Air Line Hangar, Utile A&D Mono-
wheels carried the doors back and forth,

handling the entrance in a fraction of

Che lime formerly required to do ihb

w-ork by hand. Excited much interest

—

Open

We can equip your hangar
doors to open and close
automatically with this new
A&D Mono-wheel Drive. It fits into the roller opening

in standard straight-line or round-the-comer doors. One

unit will handle up to 1,000 square feet opening. Swift,

sure, fool-proof and trouble-proof. Local or remote

control— 1 10 volt. 220 volt, or what have you?

Winter’s coming. Cold hangars are expensive. Better

let us estimate for A&D equipment on your doors.

Send us plans, or tell us about them in a letter: the size,

type, track system, opening, etc., and we’ll name a

price promptly.

AND

Sesame!

Engimers andManufaclurcrs Specializing in Motor Operated Doors, Windows Curtains, Stages and other Structures

N0.45 BROOKFORD STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MofsacAiwettj



'Developed for Safety with Performance

Brunner -^X^inkle Aircraft Corporation
J-17 Hsverkamp St^ GlendaJe, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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How small is Small . . .

and how quick is Quick?

Let’s be specific in this matter of small space to land and
quick take-off. .

.

In connection with the Ford Reliability Tour, John
Livingston in a stock WACO “225” Straight-Wing was timed

by the stop-watch at Detroit

. . . 4-4/10 seconds from the instant the ship started to move
forward until it left the ground and zoomed upward.

. . . 3-4/10 seconds from the touch of wheels in landing to

dead stop on the concrete runway . . . time and again in

less than 100 ft. measured distance!

All of which merely serves to confirm WACO’s repute among
seasoned pilots as a ship unequaled in its ability to get into,

and out of, “impossible” landing places.

You may never need to, but you like to know it can be done!

THE WACO AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Troy, Ohio

“Ask anypilot”
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THE I. I r E P It E E it V E It O 1’ THE AIK
{Over 25.000 Happy l.aailing»)

Whenever You Fly—

“^You Can Bet Your Life

on an I R V I I«”
Recently, IRVIN Air Chutes
Saved Four Lives in Three Days

^iV the last day of August and the first two
\J in September, the lives of Miss Fay Oillis,

Lieut. Jolin Trunk, Lieut. Jimmy Doolittle,

and of Charles Galschet were saved to future

servire in aviation. They wore the Irvin Army
service type Air Chutes.

For seventeen years this parachute, the only

one enjoying alt tlic advantages of some of the

most basic and necessary air chute patents,

has provided infallible safely in the air. The
fame of Irvin is world-wide. In aildilion to

the Army and Air-mail forces of the United

States, the air forces of 30 foreign governments

including Great Britain and Sweden, have

chosen the Irvin Air Chute us regulation

e<]uipinent.

This is the air chute whicli has saved the lives

of Lindbergh and McAllister, of Holman and of

MacRcady. Tills is the device of certain safety which has saved

300 lives in air emergencies of thepast.lt has a record for 25,000

"live” jumps made in every conceivable flying situation williout

a siiigfc failure. No other parachute can equal this record of

infallibility in the air and of service to aviation’s progress.

The Irvin Air Chute has been in the past, is in the present,

and will be in the future, "The Life Preserver of llie Air.”

Irvin Air Chutes are sold in all sections of the country. Among
the imporlnnl distributors arc Curtiss Flying Service, Inc., The
National Flying Schools, Air Associates, Inc., and Nicholas-

Beazlcy Airplane Co. Dealers who are interested should com-

municate directly with the company.

\l'atch for the National Air-Safety Tour
visiting 50 airports between New York
City anil the Pacific Coast and sponsored

by the Irvin Air Chute Co., Inc. Jumps
from the Irvin Safety Plane, an advance

cabin tvpe Bellanca C H 300, arc proving

tlie absolute safety and ease of decent

IKVING ,\IR CHUTE CO., Inc.
Buffalo, N. \., U. S. A.

Farloriea in Buffalo, K. Y. and London, England

lanafthaltHn Airpunt 0 omilo6l«/r» rfrharg, Kr irherU. rli

AVIATION
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(hase
AIRCRAPrTRAVEL FABRICS
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THE PHOENIX AIRPORT

The airport at Phoenix, Arizona,

which is operated by the Scenic Air-

ways, Inc., is illuminated for night

operation with Crouse-Hinds lighting

equipment.

A Type DCB revolving beacon

guides the flyers to the airport. Type
VAP obstacle, boundary, and ap-

proach lights mark the obstructions,

the outline of the field, and the run-

ways.

Type LCA and Type TTE Flood-

lights illuminate the exterior of the

hangar and the administration build-

ing giving the pilot additional per-

spective and a bank of six DCE24
Floodlights illuminate the landing

field with a flood of light permitting

the pilot to make as easy a landing

as if it had been daylight.

C-H468

CROUSE-HINDS
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Wl]^s TWENTY-MII^E RACE

Using Socong Products

William WinkleoflheBrunner-

Winkle Aircraft Corporation,

piloted a demonstration Bird

ptpne like this when he won the

lu/0Uy-mUe race staged at the

dedication of Fitzmaurire

Field, Massapequa, I., L

AT the dedication

of Fitzmaurice

Field, Massapequa,

L. I.. William Winkle

of the Brunner-

Winkle Aircraft Corporation, piloting a demonstration

Bird plane, won the twenty-mile handicap race using

Socony Aviation products.

The race, for ships powered with CurtissOX-5 motors,

was over a triangular course, the contestants taking off

at ten second intervals. The Bird plane, although last

to lake off, passed every other jdane and finishetl far

ahead of the field.

Mr. Winkle, like many others who are v itally inter-

ested in aviation, believes that the finest results are

obtained from using Socony Aviation Gasoline and

Socony Aircraft Oil.

SOCONY
Aviation Gasoline Air<Taft Oil

STAIVWAUR OlE C'O.IIPAXV OF XEW YORK

AVIATION
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"Wasp" and "Hornet"

service

nation wide

F
rom coost to coost . . . Canada to the Canal Zone . .

,

in strategic centers ot the notion . . . The Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Compony has established twenty-four outhorized

service and parts stations to further insure the internolion-

ollyfamousdependabilityof WASP and ffORNET engines.

This service . . . unique in the annals of aircraft history . . .

utilizes the superior equipment ond experienced personnel

of the forge olr transport operators. 90 per cent of whom
use “wasp" or "HORNET" equipment. It is backed by the

Pratt 8. Whitney Aircraft Company and is under the super-
vision of men well trained in the company's plont. These
tronsporf operotors hove facilities equal to foctory fnci'ities

ond o personnel whose experience has been built on thou-

sonds of hours of Dying operations.

Thus, when a "WASP" or "HORNET' owner has his engine
serviced or overhouled he is assured of the some poinstoking
care and high quality workmanship that is used in the man-
ufacture of the engines at the foctory.

At each station a complete stock of ports is carried. For
quick delivery our dealer con ship your order by air to points

along his route. All Pratt & Whitney engine owners should

Dy to the nearest service and parts dealer for periodic

inspection and overhaul.

Hortford. Conn, The ProN & Whitney Aircraft

PRATTC^WHITNEY AIRO^AFTCO
HARTFORD • • • CONNECTICUT

'Liviston of United Ainrett Ojyintport Cerparntion *

Manufactured in Cenede by The Canadien Pratt S Whitney Aircraft Co., ltd.,

Lonsueuil, Quebecj in Continental Europe by The Bavarian Motor Works, Munich.

Wasp &.Homel
& n a I n E s
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STROMBERG
CARBURETORS

are used as standard equipment

... by ,

Aircraft Engine Corp.
The Alliance Aircraft Corp.
AllUon Engineering Co.
American Cirrus Eng. Co.
AxeUon Machine Co.
Continental Motors Corp.
Curtiss Aero. & Motor Co.
Fairchild Caminez Eng. Corp.
Kinncr Airplane & Motor Corp.
Lambert Aircraft Co.
(formerly VeUc Motors Corp.)

LeBlond Aircraft Engine Co.
Lycoming Motor
MacClatchie Manufacturing Co.
Michigan Aero. Engine Corp.
Navy Department
Pratt & W hitney Aircraft

O. E. Szekely Corp.
War Dept.—Air Corps
Warner Aircraft Corp.
Wright Aero Corp.

with aviation
Years ago when aviation was in

the experimental stage Stromberg
was experimenting, too, with an
aircraft carburetor. One that
would be dependable, light. That
would supply the proper fuel mix-
ture to the engine at all speeds, In

all positions—efficiently and eco-

Such a carburetor was developed.
The difficulties of propeller blast

and upside down flying were over-

come. A dependable, durable, eco-

nomical carburetor was designed
and built.

The aviation world quickly recog-
nized the remarkably fine per-
formance of Stromberg carbure-
tors. With the result that over

90% of American aircraft flying

today are Stromberg equipped.
And— as aviation grows, and new
planes and new engines arc de-
veloped, inevitably builders turn
to Stromberg for the solution of
their carbureting problems.

STROMBERG MOTOR DEVICES COMPANY
58-68 E. Twenty-fifth Street, Chicago, HI.

Factory Branches

New York, N.Y. Detroit, Mich. Minneapolis. Minn.

Kansas City, Mo. London, England
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What’s the key to

good Airport Lighting?

By E. J. DAILEY
Lighting Sales Manager

Graybar Electric Company

Thii u Number 5 o{ a eerua of advef

1. What is the "A-B-C” of good
Airport Lighting?

(A) The properly lighted field is

easily found at night. (B) It is easi-

ly identified. (C) It is as easy and

safe to land upon by night as by day,

2. How are these coniUliont best

achieved?

The government requirements for

an "A" rating constitute an excel-

lent gauge of a well-lighted field.

The Department of Commerce lists

seven rcquiremcnla: An aiqjort

beacon. Boundary lights. Obstruc-

tion lighu. Hang.’,r floodlighting.

An illuminated wind direction indi-

cator. A ceiling finder.

3. In more detail^ tvhat is the spe*

cijic meaning of the seven

The beacon which locales ihe field,

should rotate a beam of 100,000

candlepower. White or yeUow light

to mark the usable part of the field,

with green locating best approaches

and red indicating hazards are nec-

essary. Hangars should be flood-

lighted to aid the pilot in judging

height. The height of the "l eiling,"

GraybaR
SacccMoi u H'esKnt Elecrric Supply Dept.

or overhead clouds, is estimated by

use of a narrow beam searchlight.

The wind direction indicatormust

be visible from any direction. And
finally, field floodlighting should

adequately picture the field, but

without blinding glare to the pilot.

4. What is the most important
generalfad about Airport

Lighting?

Equipment alone does not mean

good airport lighting. Correct ap-

plication, based on the individual

requirements of a field, is the Huai

secret of good airport illumination.

5. How may correct application

be secured?

To secure the best application of

lighting equipment, it is advisable

to rail in expert advice.

It may be suggested, at this point,

that Graybar's Airport Lighting De-

offer its cooperation and experience

in planning and recommending

ield equipment...Here isa coupon

Offices in 72 principal ci

1
1

A.-i. '

AIRPORT • LIGHTING
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Thtuout New York Stale, New EngUnJ end Eailern

Canada, hundreds of passengers ana Tons of mail have

traveled over the Colonial System. At the principal cities

within this area, pilots make constant use of Colonial Service.

It is only natural that buyers of planes are turning to

Colonial dealers to select the type of ship best suited to

their needs.

Model KR 34A at $6,575 F. A. F. or a PITCAISN Sport

Mailwing at $8,500 is desirable. And for utter luxury, the

new FAIRCHILD 41, Custom Built Foursome, at $12,900

F. A. F. is now ready. Powered with a Wright 300 H. P.

engine, four-place with dual control, and finished to the

purchaser's specifications,— it is certainly the last word in a

Colonial offers a complete line. For learning to fly, a

FLEET, Model 1 or Model 2, is the plane that Colonial

would at once recommend. The price is reasonable too-

being $5,485 lor Modal 1 — WASNER-SCARA0 — and

$4,985 for Model 2—KINNER K5—delivery at the factory.

For the private owner with fifty hours or more of flying

lima, the Colonial line presents a wide choice,- a CHAL-

LENGER, Model KR 21 A, at $4,685, is ideal lor the person

who wants a small, fast sport ship

for pilot and passenger. If one

desires an open plane especially

suited for cross country flying

with capacity for two passengers

and pilot, eith

For the operator of a charter service who wishes the most

efficient plane for passenger hopping. Colonial dealers

offer a STANDARD, Model D-25, at $9,750 F. A. F.

For an organisation requiring for the use of its executive

personnel a cabin plane that can comfortably accommodate

a pilot and six passengers. Colonial recommends a FAIR-

CHiLD, Model 71, at $18,900 F. A. F. as the most

practical ship.

A few territories are still open

for the appointment of a Colonial

dealer. For complete informetion,

write to Colonial Flying Service,

Inc., 270 Madison Ave., New

York City.

COLONIAL

DIVISION • OF • THE • AVIATION • CORPORATION

THERE IS BESJ WAV TO CERTAIN SUCCESS

IN AVIATIONl
A frank talk to young men wko seek fortune and

fame in the most fascinating of careers— flying

There is • best

way to do everything. In aviationtraining, the Parks way

is the best way. Parks Air College is the largest and

finest Rying school in America—because it has estab-

lished a matoh/eas reputation for sincere, systemafio,

thorough, persona! training of every one of its students.

Your choice of an aviation school is a matter of high-

est Importance. Upon it depends your whole future

success in aviation. Consider this: Parks training, the

best and most thorough you can secure, costs no more

than a course at other schools whose standards of in-

struction and equipment are far below

those of Parks. No other civilian air school

has such equipment, or offers such com-

plete instruction, as Parks, Nowhere else

is there such a staff of highly experienced

flying and classroom instructors. At Parks,

only twenty minutes from the great aviation center

of St, Louis, is an environment of progress, of solid,

substantial business, combined with the homelike

atmosphere of other great educational institutions.

At Parks, you are In the hands of men whose whole

desire is to make of you a capable, trustworthy pilot

— a credit to yourself, your family, the College, and

institution. Their interest in you is sincere—and personal.

Decide now. There is an acute shortage of trained

pilots, and the number of planes licensed next year is

sure to exceed the number of pilots available to man

Don't gamble with your future. Start

right—and start right now. The Parks way

is the best way—the sure way to success.

Mail the coupon today for handsomely

illustrated free catalog.

. . .COUPON. -

PARKS AIR COLLEGE
Room 1051 634 North Grand Avenue

ST. LOUIS M MISSOURI
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What is wrong with
this star salesman?

XYZ Crane CtM-

Z'l

I
he difference is not in theA salesman nor in the

product but in the nature of

the Industrial Advertising-

backing him. Every industrial

salesman cannot be a star, but
the best that is in him can be
developed if the advertising

policy and plan are based on
achieving Recognition.

How TO build this recognition in ten simple steps is graph-

ically explained in the book, “Industrial Marketing at

Work.” A copy will be delivered by the nearest McGraw-
Hill office to any executive responsible for sales or adver-

tising to industry.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS

AVIATION
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Jervice
that gets things
done—PROMPTLY
The story told by these illustrations is typical of

the many instances where orders received by the

Robertson Supply Division of the Universal

Aviation Corporation are shipped the

same day as received. With complete

stocks of all aircraft supplies on hand
and ample personnel to handle the

business in spite of its tremendous

volume, there is no occasion for

delay. Universal service is speedy and
satisfactory—the kind for which the

aviation industry has long been wait-

ing. Every part leaving this supply

depot meets A-N specifications or has been

accepted as standard through commercial

usage. And prices, in most cases, are lower

than can be obtained elsewhere in the industry-
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A LT I T U D E

For five years Travel Air has gained

altitude in public confidence, reach-

ing new heights in popularity today

. . . More than twelve hundred

Travel Airs have been delivered to

satisfied owners . . . The nation

acclaims Travel Air’s sweeping vic-

tories at the National Air Races in

Cleveland . . . All of which results

from Travel Air’s policy of building

to a most exacting standard. Write

for free catalog, “The Story of

Travel Air.’’

TRAVEL AIR COMPANY
Wichita, Kamos

THE STANDARD OF AIRCRAFT COMPARISON

Peoria Prefers Airport Experience
HEN E. B. Cole, Inc., of Peoria,

Illinois, decided to provide an air-

port with up-to-date facilities for flying

activities in that community, the airport

engineering experience of the Austin

Company was called upon to insure the

project being handled right.

In this vast new field of engineering,

where the sum total of all experience is

still relatively small, wisdom suggests

theemployment ofan organization which

has had a real background of successful

experience on a national scale. Large

resources and unusual facilities are also

necessary.

Austin Airport Engineers have hand-

led the complete layout and design for

important air terminals in nearly a score

of cities from Coast to Coast. Looking

at the fumre of air transportation, this

organization is planning ahead so that

the large investments in airports may be

increasingly valuable.

In addition to airpon design and con-

struction, Austin designs and builds

aircraft factories, hangars, and other

aviation structures.

With offices in Id cities, including

six on the West Coast, this company
is prepared to serve you quickly.

THE AUSTIIM COIMPAMY
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like a
Battleship

From spindle end tQ grip handle a Thor is

built of rugged, easy running parts. It has

power—more than you’ll ever use. but it's there

for emergency. It’s speedy—a super-power

motor takes care of that.

A Thor will stand hard, severe use, because it is

built to withstand it. It will bite its way quickly

through iron, steel or wood and makes short

work of difficult jobs.

Thor dependability is an important thing to you,

and a feature which we cannot stress too much.
To know, absolutely that a Thor will respond

when you press the switch, is a valuable advan-
tage that will appeal to you.

For fast drilling—for light drilling—for heavy
drilling—or any kind of drilling—the Thor will

outperform any drill of the same capacity.

Thor Electric Drills are built in a complete line

of sizes and types. Included are screw drivers,

nut setters, tappers, grinders and reamers.

Write for catalog No. 17.

TOOLMAKERS SINCE 1893

Independent PneematicTool Co.
PNEUMATIC \ «es".Trsr,.o„s.. ELECTRJC
TOOLS \ ri,i,wo,iii. y TOOLS

ALL WOOD
ALL METAL
COMPOSITE

flotation

gear

TANKS Qas or Oil WOOD
andMETAL PARTS •COWL-
INGS • COLLECTOR RINGS.

ALUMINUM • ALUMINUM
ALLOY • • MONEL and
STAINLESS STEEL PARTS
and FITTINGS.
ALUMINUM ALLOY
HEAT-TREATING. • • •

SEYMOUR J. BAUM, /nc.
268-288 ALBION ST. ELMHURST, L. I.

Near Queens Boulevard

Telephone Newtown 4420



Daylight Perspective at Night

with Pyle'National houndry light cone

The incoming pilot need make no allowances for

night time effects as he approaches the field

bounded by the new Pyle-National cones- True day-

light perspective effect is retained on account of the

complete, uniform illumination of the cone. Glare

from the boundary light itself is completely pre-

vented by the same exclusive design of reflector that

lights the cone so satisfactorily.

The boundary cone made to Department of Com-

merce specifications is equipped with standard boun-

dary light fixture of heavy duty design. The entire

assembly is installed on one-inch conduit, and can be

mounted on either a flush or underground type box.

Pyle-National airport lighting equipment includes all

types of fixtures and projectors required for any kind

of lighting job. Equipment and methods of applica-

tion are backed by years of experience in large-area

outdoor lighting. Pyle-National airport lighting is

proved lighting. The

Pyle-National Company
1534-1J58 North Kostnet Avenue, Chicago, III., U. S- A.
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FOKKER
Aircraft Corporation

SELECTS

"AEROVEL"
Mohair Fabrics

for ^^added

attractiveness in

aeroplane cabin

interiors^^

A product of

Aeroplane Fabrics Division

ONE PARK AVENUE
NEW y O R K

Keep your planes
earning

WHILE a ship is laid up for repairs.

overhaul or even cleaning, it is

earning no money. Income is at a stand-

still. Overhead keeps mounting.

The chances are you can materially

reduce this non-eaming time by using
Oakite materials and methods for all

cleaning operations.

For Oakite materials make quick work of

such jobs as . . .
preparing motors and

parts for inspection, repairs, and assem-
bly . . . removing exhaust oils, carbon

and dirt from wings and fuselages . . .

stripping old paint from metal planes.

They can help you get your planes back
into service with the least possiWe delay

as far as cleaning is concerned.

Our nearby Service Man can give you
more complete information on this safe,

economical way to clean. Write us and he
will call. No obligation.

OAKITE
Industrial CleaningMaterialstn^Methods
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Curtiss Mail Planes

rely,on pulleys of

Bakelite Laminated

BAKELITE CORPORATION

Chicago OfRce 635 W. 32nd Street

BAKCLITE CORP.OFCANADA, LTD.

lBakIIite^
THE MATERIAL OF Coo) A THOUSAND USES

DEPENDABLE
—as to test

—in meeting difficult or

fussy requirements

—in being up to

spccifirations

meeting ever-ebanging

ivery schedules

o speed for

;rimental work

e on your requirements?

THE WALLACE BARIVES CO.
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

Baraes^ made
'"“'springs''"

.-WIATION
Oaober 19, 1929
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Applied Aerial
Photography

By CapL Ashley C.

-ElSsS,;;;
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Flying Suits and Helmets

Winter Weight ^ b.i.

Neiv Low Prices

$25.00

Ihlino Rros.Fverard fo.

HALL-ALUMINUM
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Strong, Light fVeight

ALL-METAL

Flying Boats ami Floats

Slamped Parts Ailaptablp to Your

Present Designs or JVetc

2050 ELMWOOD AVENUE
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Contractors to V. S. Navy

U S
RINGS

U. S. Hnmmcred Piston Ring Co., Polerson, N. J.

The Ideal Ship

For Training Schools:

Heat Treated Forgings

TIMM AIRPLANE CORP.
901 N. San Fernando Rd. endicott

The forging people who satisfy

A\TATION 43
Oelfivr J9. J9J9

Want a good tip?

use HASKELITE

HASKELITE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

Radio Shielded Aircraft Wire

Shielded Aircraft Wiring Harness

Radio Shielded Ignition Harness

Corona Proof Ignition Cable

PAIRCHIXD
planes and open biplanes form a complete line of quality

aircraft for dealers’ sales. Fairchild aviation products also

include pontoons, skis, landing' lights and engines. Deal-

ers address Fairchild Airplane Manufacturing Cor-

e porntion, Farmingdale. L. I., U. S. A.

AIRPLANES

COLONIAL GRAIN
UPHOLSTERY LEATHER

jTiarif by

EAGLE-OTTAWA LEATHER COMPANY
Grand Haven. Mich.

Genuine leather for airplanes is

NON-INFLAMMABLE durable and clean.

S/impIr boois furnished on appUention

ni)ULlI\EU-JOYCE
AIRCRAFT CORPOKATIO.N

BALTIMORE MARYLAND



The SEYMOUR—The Newest

RESISTAL GOGGLE

iht o^eUsi dtioneuAjlLeal

yna^o^^ fvU/^uti^lDTn^
iaeAwuJta^cLcc44At£t^
At^oc^o^a^iAa^Unew

tue!

SEAMLESS
STEEL TUBING

AU Aircraft Grades

foe lubttantid
productioc requirement.

SERVICE STEEL COMPANY

^Mdlies of Planes Now^
r—f^ y oUndard Equipped \WtKj\. ^
I/<Airol Landing Struts^

1 THE CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.

Tubing by Summerill

Known throughout the

Industry
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WHERE TO FLY
.MISSOVUI -

The fact that schools adver-

tisinj; in the WHERE TO
FLY section of AVIA-
TION have done so over a

period of years is one of the

best testimonials tr> the effi-

ciency of this tv’pe of ad-

vertising.

WIATION’
October 19, 1929
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THE ‘'WHERE TO FLY" SEC-
TION IS ARRANGED
GRAPHICALLY FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE. LEADING
SCHOOLS THROUGHOUT
THE COUNTRY ARE REPRE-
SENTED IN THIS SECTION.
SELECT YOUR SCHOOL FROM
THIS CONVENIENT GUIDE-



Aircraft Service Directory

| r
^

Airplane Covers TRIUMPH

RONCCR INSTRUnEUT COnPAHY
»41£XmQTDn aVL&UOKLYn N£W YOW iiiliiiiri

"HSSS"

WORKS

Pitch&Bank1 INDICATOR

RIEKDI IHITflUNIEHT COMPANT

HANGARS
Fireproof steel hangars.

Erected anywhere.
Send for catalogue No. IIO

AIRPORT HANGAR

AIRPLANE SPRUCE

"dliifsH'SHinr

haskelite

i«=r
SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING

ii'- iIi37‘\"‘'iV1i *si®“"a

ONEDOLLAR
AEROMARINE KLEMM

"uIloiivHl’KSir' ’^x'rt'iorh
'

t^^r.s-..ss=£

lowa-IIUnDU Airways Inr.

PatentYoiirldeas J/tSSSIhl^

Free S«f&. Consult the

'i-’rotessional Service”

Ijm
Directory

“Where To Buy It”

rsE THIS H.Axny bwers
GUIDE WHEN YOU ARE IN
NEED OF A\T.\T10N MA-
TERIAL OR SERVICES. IF

“Where To Fly”

Section

0X5 Cylinders
YOU WANT ADVERTISED
HERE— on

WRITE TO

Searchlight Dept.
Page 47
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Seaikoiugiit Section
OPPORTUNITIES—USED and SURPLUS NEW EQUIPMEN

INPORMATrOH; DISPLAYED—BATE PER IBCH:

EMPLOYMENT and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES—USED and SURPLUS NEW EQUIPMENT
7>IDISPLATEI>—RATE PER WORD: IKPORMAITON:

FOR SALE

§yfsi«&S3?s=

FOR SALE: Trivel-Alr tlslsse OX-6. re-cov«nd

at^*51.7l^' TtrWBri?^Tne? ^De»

FOR SALE

FOR SALE—One Tnsered wine wnco. J-s

Writbl. with ISO bburs lolnl lime eblp mul
metor.^ Rm epcclal miit^menl toerj. ^ilUBl

«o.

3Si.“HV£%";a a#“
FOR SALE; Sinrle-plocc racer, similar 10 Heaths

Baby Bullet. Specielly built lor Xsttona

FOR 9ALE^Sl>lmKII a erllodcc rsdiiil ^endnw.
FOB SALE: OX-5 Slnndnnl Jl. exeeltml coodl- last niehls need »ae ITS mj

k“ S1!S’ Ao-riiJS."^iv*d= 'ISbh7.t;

POR^ aA«—w»ce-«o-WhlrIwind.^
i''''coeHe7

m"haj«r'‘‘‘wiii wnserfoH's.sno'Rir oiiffll

Roy 0 Bonehnnl. Bobblnsdile Airnort.

JrfiSniir* »S! 'subii»mL«rpovlni«.™^A!’'ol
Phetoe. SOS Dlnn Bids.. MI»oul». Monlina.

90,331
Horsepower

l|ioi?i”SF£S“s&3
FOB SALE—OX-a Staudard, dual eonirole, seed

'f53“T.ev“e'c.*’y.-.h.?u'i

Travelair Spoedwing Curtiss I PRICED FOR QUICK SALE!

Challenger Engine
| FOR SALE SIX AMERICAN EAGLE

BIPLANES^

™!1 . .. 312
Priced To Sell

1 Travel Air Cabin JSCA
|

1 Travel Air Biplane J5CA j

1 OX-5 Travel Air—Duals
j

pfsiH^gS-S
1"

W,r. Writ.
1

i

Dixie Davis Flying Field Coep. i

STEARMAN
|

1

Engines

1

: Different Sizes ;

11

i Different Makes !

1 New, Overhauled,
|

1 Used
1

j 28, 30, 35, SO, 60, 80, 88, SO. 100, 150, i

i 180, 220, 300, iio, 420 HJ. motors in S

1 tbe foliowiriK makes: Ctirliss, Hi,pano- i

1 Siilza.Anaani.Liberiy, Lawrence, Frau f

i & Whiiney, Renault, Slemens-Halske, 1

a Velic, Warner, Wright. Some new S

1
ones priced a, low a, 80c per H.P.

j

iHJ;.!slft"i3aSs!S

1 Priced S1.T75 I.o.b. rsrloi^'.

r 'Xr-ret.AMEnirAN CACLEtyTT-

8". F ,.h^A°'’'’°''t°"Y X Cl
5 i KARL ORT, York, Pa.

j ......irsisix"-...
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Warner- motored CHALLENGER

t:

WESTCHESTER AIRPORT CORPORATION

j80Hisso-Searnian| ^

St'<J±5SLSSS! 1 1

»~
HU,„ „ C-6 ™.,.I ™>:

.

I
“rA,.

PITTSBURG AIRWAYS

Detroit Aero Motors Co.
j |

REFUE

itisl. 1 1
sISSSssCI^ I

“ „ _ - i.a
I

I ss:nj,^ssj^
I

lgifg|aM=

::= £̂;s£is.:s£
j 1.

^mi
TO REDUCE INVENTORY

ioo h.p.I

SE»saa«“'= 2«S~^i=
'^^WSF='i

2=srs-.«.,s.-=s gri5=tHSS.SS;
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

sail
;,s f?

pa^s^afSasiss^mm
ilSilPM

““ technical service i^Uii

.... Opportunity to Buy

Cabin Plane and
Design

One of the lending coiimiercial aircraft

EE^^HfirES

asippIlAJIJi'lN!
1

concenirnte in the mail nhip field pre-

1 Thin is an attractive purchase for a

: in offer Its siockholders. Priced for

I»ll'i^:l
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS

WHEN
M^NDMARKS ARE OBSCURED
or when you are flying over unfa-

miliar ground, you can always have
confidence in the Pioneer Magnetic

Compass.

every Compass, like every other

Pioneer Instrument, is thoroughly

tested for proper function and for

accuracy before it leaves our plant.

For every Pioneer Magnetic Compass
is carefully made in accordance with

a design that is right. And, besides.

Pioneer workmanship. Pioneer qual-

ity, and Pioneer inspection assure

accuracy and endurance.

PIONEER INSTRUMENT COMPANY



AVIATION
ENGINE

STARTERS
and

GENERATORS
ECLIPSE AVIATION
CORPORATION

EAST ORANGE. NEW JERSEY
(Dil'ision o/ Bendix Aviation Corporation)


